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ABSTRACT 

Contributions to Computational Methods for Association Extraction 

from Biomedical Data: Applications to Text Mining and In Silico 

Toxicology 

Arwa Ahmed Bin Raies 

 

The task of association extraction involves identifying links between different entities. 

Here, we make contributions to two applications related to the biomedical field. The first 

application is in the domain of text mining aiming at extracting associations between 

methylated genes and diseases from biomedical literature. Gathering such associations 

can benefit disease diagnosis and treatment decisions. We developed the DDMGD 

database to provide a comprehensive repository of information related to genes 

methylated in diseases, gene expression, and disease progression. Using DEMGD, a text 

mining system that we developed, and with an additional post-processing, we extracted 

~100,000 of such associations from free-text. The accuracy of extracted associations is 

82% as estimated on 2,500 hand-curated entries. The second application is in the domain 

of computational toxicology that aims at identifying relationships between chemical 

compounds and toxicity effects. Identifying toxicity effects of chemicals is a necessary 

step in many processes including drug design. To extract these associations, we propose 

using multi‐label classification (MLC) methods. These methods have not undergone 

comprehensive benchmarking in the domain of predictive toxicology that could help in 

identifying guidelines for overcoming the existing deficiencies of these methods. 

Therefore, we performed extensive benchmarking and analysis of ~19,000 MLC models. 
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We demonstrated variability in the performance of these models under several conditions 

and determined the best performing model that achieves accuracy of 91% on an 

independent testing set. Finally, we propose a novel framework, LDR (learning from 

dense regions), for developing MLC and multi-target regression (MTR) models from 

datasets with missing labels. The framework is generic, so it can be applied to predict 

associations between samples and discrete or continuous labels. Our assessment shows 

that LDR performed better than the baseline approach (i.e., the binary relevance 

algorithm) when evaluated using four MLC and five MTR datasets. LDR achieved 

accuracy scores of up to 97% using testing MLC datasets, and R2 scores up to 88% for 

testing MTR datasets. Additionally, we developed a novel method for minority 

oversampling to tackle the problem of imbalanced MLC datasets. Our method improved 

the precision score of LDR by 10%. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Given the vast amount of scientific data, it is necessary to develop techniques to 

automatically extract useful knowledge. The task of association extraction (also known as 

relation extraction) involves identifying relationships between different entities1, and it is 

helpful for many applications such as identifying relationships between genes and 

diseases2, detecting interactions between chemical compounds and proteins3, mining 

connections between drug activity and side effects4, etc. Besides finding existing 

relationships, association extraction may propose new hypotheses based on 

hidden/unknown relationships that may not be readily identified through human insights, 

and could subsequently be used in predicting unforeseen associations between existing or 

new entities1. 

Several computational approaches can be applied to identify relationships between 

entities such as: 1) rule-based systems that consist of if-then type of association rules5, 2) 

graphs systems that provide a visual representation of associations, where edges 

correspond to the presence of relations between objects/entities6, and 3) ontologies that 

offer formal specifications of interrelationships among terms in a specific domain 

including hierarchies of semantic concepts7. In this study, we make contributions to two 

applications related to the biomedical sector. The first application is in the field of text 

mining, where we aimed at extracting the associations between diseases and genes 

methylated in these diseases from biomedical literature. The second application is in the 

area of in silico toxicology that aims at identifying associations between chemical 

compounds and toxicity effects they cause.  
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1.1 Association Extraction from Biomedical Literature 

Gathering information about associations between methylated genes and diseases 

contributes substantially to diseases diagnosis and treatment decisions8. Recent 

advancements in epigenetics research allow for large-scale discoveries of associations of 

genes methylated in diseases in different species9. Searching manually for such 

information is not easy, as it is scattered across a large number of publications and 

repositories. Therefore, we developed the DDMGD database 

(http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/) to provide a comprehensive repository of 

information related to genes methylated in diseases that are found through text mining. 

DDMGD's scope is not limited to a particular group of genes, diseases or species.  

By extending the text mining system DEMGD we developed earlier, and with additional 

post-processing, we extracted associations of genes methylated in different diseases from 

PubMed Central articles (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/) and PubMed abstracts 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). The accuracy of the extracted associations is 

82% as estimated from 2,500 hand-curated entries. DDMGD provides a user-friendly 

interface facilitating retrieval of these associations ranked according to confidence scores. 

Submission of new associations to DDMGD is provided. A comparison analysis of 

DDMGD with several other databases focused on genes methylated in diseases shows 

that DDMGD is comprehensive and includes most of the recent information on genes 

methylated in diseases. 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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1.2 Association Extraction from Toxicity Data 

One goal of toxicity testing, among others, is identifying harmful effects of chemicals10, 

and it is a necessary step in many processes including drug design. A toxicity endpoint is 

a specific toxicity effect such as carcinogenicity. Current computational toxicology 

methods aim at finding associations between compounds and a single toxicity endpoint. 

When chemicals are associated with several toxicity endpoints, several models are 

generated to predict associations with each toxicity endpoint separately11, which can be 

labor and computationally intensive when the number of toxicity endpoints is large.  

To extract associations between compounds and multiple toxicity effects, we propose 

using multi‐label classification methods. One challenge in applying multi-label 

classification methods is dealing with missing toxicity data (i.e., the toxicity of some 

compounds is not known across all toxicity endpoints in a dataset)12. It should be noted 

that multi-label classification methods have not undergone comprehensive benchmarking 

in the domain of predictive toxicology13,14.  

Therefore, we performed extensive benchmarking and analysis of over 19,000 multi‐label 

classification models we generated using combinations of computational methods. The 

methods have been evaluated from different perspectives using various metrics to assess 

their effectiveness. We were able to illustrate variability in the performance of the 

methods under several conditions and determined the best performing model that 

achieves accuracy score of 91% on an independent testing set. As a consequence, this 

analysis enables researchers to select the most suitable method for the problem at hand 

and provide a baseline for evaluating new approaches for predicting chemical toxicity.  
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1.3 Predicting associations between samples and multiple labels 

Based on the previous analysis, we propose a novel and generic framework for 

developing multi-label classification (MLC) or multi-target regression (MTR) models 

from datasets with missing labels. The framework is generic so that it can be applied to 

predict associations between samples and discrete or continuous labels. The idea for our 

framework comes from the observation that although some labels are missing, there are 

regions in the label space in which a subset of labels is known for a group of samples. We 

denote these regions as “Dense Regions”. Hence, we refer to our framework as Learning 

from Dense Regions (LDR). LDR is an ensemble-based approach, and it utilizes bi-

clustering for partitioning the label space. When identifying these dense regions, it is 

possible to apply any MLD or MTR method to develop a model from each dense region. 

Consequently, each model in this ensemble can predict a subset of the labels. Our 

assessment shows that LDR performed better than the baseline approach (i.e., binary 

relevance algorithm) when evaluated using four MLC and five MTR datasets. LDR 

achieved accuracy scores up to 97% in testing MLC datasets, and R2 scores up to 88% in 

testing MTR datasets. Additionally, we developed a novel method for minority labels 

oversampling to tackle the problem of imbalanced MLD datasets, where the number of 

positive samples is much smaller than the number of negative samples. Our method 

improved the precision score of LDR by 10%. 

1.4 Contributions of the Research 

In this research, we made five main contributions. First, we developed two text mining 

methods that were implemented as tools, one of which, DEMGD, aims at extracting 
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associations between diseases and genes methylated in these diseases 

(http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/), and the other, DTMPG, aimed at generating 

position weight matrices description from free-text that can be used for extracting textual 

information (http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/dtmpg/). DEMGD is published at 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0077848. 

Second, we developed the DDMGD database that contains ~100,000 automatically 

extracted associations between methylated genes and diseases in many species as well as 

gene expression and disease progression information ( 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/). DDMGD is published at 

https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gku1168. 

We provided a comprehensive review of computational methods for predicting chemical 

toxicity. This review is the first of its kind to that links between historically significant 

methods with the state-of-the-art approaches while taking into consideration recent 

advancement in 21st Century Toxicology. The review is published at 

http://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1240, and the paper is featured on the inside cover page of 

the journal (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/wcms.1254). 

Fourth, we performed the first comprehensive comparison benchmarking study of 

different computational methods for extracting associations between chemicals and 

toxicity effects by applying multi-label classification models to toxicity data with missing 

labels. This benchmarking study analyzed the performance of 19,000 multi-label 

classification models and has provided novel insights into the strengths and shortcomings 

of these models. The study is published at https://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1352. 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/dtmpg/
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0077848
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/
https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gku1168
http://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1240
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/wcms.1254
https://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1352
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Finally, we developed a novel and generic framework for learning from multi-label 

classification and regression datasets with missing labels and generating computational 

predictive models. We showed that this framework performs better than the reference 

approach.  

1.5 Dissertation Organization 

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief description of the 

algorithm we developed to extract associations between diseases and genes methylated in 

these diseases, as well as the DEMGD and DTMPG text mining systems. Chapter 3 

describes the DDMGD database, and how we extended DEMGD to extract associations 

between diseases and genes methylated in these diseases from any species. Chapter 4 

reviews in silico toxicology approaches and compares strengths and weaknesses of 

various in silico toxicology methods aimed at predicting chemical toxicity. Chapter 5 

provides a comprehensive analysis of multi-label classification models in extracting 

associations between chemicals and toxicity effects using a toxicity dataset with missing 

labels. Chapter 6 details a novel method for multi-label classification and regression of 

data with missing labels. Finally, conclusions and future outlook are presented in Chapter 

7. Appendices A and B provide supporting material. The list of publications is available 

in Appendix C, and the list of developed software is available in Appendix D. 
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Chapter 2 DEMGD: Text Mining System for Extracting Associations 

Between Methylated Genes and Disease 

 

2.1 Introduction 

DNA methylation is one of the widely-studied1-3 epigenetic modifications. Gene 

methylation can significantly affect the expression of genes by influencing their 

transcription4. Aberrant DNA methylation is found to be associated with cancer and in 

some cases with tumorigenesis, tumor stage, and antitumor treatment response5. DNA 

methylation is found to be an important utility to understand genetic mechanisms of 

tumorigenesis, and very useful for cancer diagnosis, cancer treatment or for prediction of 

anti-cancer treatment outcomes5. Besides cancer, DNA methylation is associated with 

many other diseases6, for example, autoimmune diseases, neurodevelopmental disorders, 

and aging. 

Associations between methylated genes and diseases have been investigated in several 

recent studies7-9. Moreover, a lot of information about methylated genes in specific 

diseases has been published during the last few decades. The need to disseminate this 

This chapter is published as:  

Raies, A.B., Mansour, H., Incitti, R., & Bajic, V.B. (2013). Combining Position 

Weight Matrices and Document-Term Matrix for Efficient Extraction of 

Associations of Methylated Genes and Diseases from Free Text. PLoS ONE, 8(10), 

e77848. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0077848 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0077848
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information motivated development of several DNA methylation databases, such as: 

DiseaseMeth10, PubMeth11, MethyCancer12, MethDB13,14, MethylomeDB15, 

NGSmethDB16, MeInfoText17 and MeInfoText 2.018. There is only partial overlap of 

information between these different resources. These databases provide information on 

methylated genes associated with specific diseases, where this information is obtained by 

various methods. No publicly accessible tool exists that allows for the search for such 

information in free text submitted by users, which would enable researchers greater 

flexibility and acquiring information from the most recent and diverse literature. 

In general, automated identification of useful information from free text is very attractive 

due to a large volume of existing textual information in digital format. Association 

between different concepts is a useful form of information and efficient extraction of 

such associations can benefit from text mining approaches that utilize the ordering of 

words in sentences. In order to extract such associations automatically from text, text 

must be represented in a structured format. The most common approach for structured 

text representation is the bag-of-words in which documents or sentences are represented 

as a list of words19,20 by using a document-term matrix (DTM)21. The bag-of-words 

approach has been successfully applied for text classification, text clustering, and 

information retrieval20. This approach is based on the assumption that the 

position/ordering of words in a sentence is irrelevant20. Such assumption is largely 

unrealistic because the order of words in a sentence may convey different messages but 

any two sentences that include the same words in different order are indistinguishable 

using this approach. However, due to its simplicity, the bag-of-words approach is widely 

used and is considered computationally efficient22. Current text mining studies still rely 
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on the bag-of-words approach, although it ignores the word order information19. Some 

fields such as text compression, named entity recognition, association extraction, and 

generally natural language processing may require preserving the original order of words 

in text19,22 for increased recognition accuracy.  

Here we introduce a new methodology for text representation and feature generation 

based on position weigh matrices (PWMs), a concept that is widely used in sequence 

analysis23. To apply PWMs in text mining, we segment the sentences based on the 

concepts and relationship terms that are used as delimiters to distinguish between 

different segments in sentences. We used PWMs to capture the frequency of words in 

each segment in sentences, and then used PWMs to compute matching scores for other 

sentences. The methodology we developed is generic in nature and can be applied to 

several types of association extraction problems from free text. In this study, we provide 

detailed explanation on applying PWMs for text representation and feature generation for 

a specific problem of extracting associations between methylated genes and diseases 

from free text. 

Using 10-fold cross-validation on a manually-classified dataset, which consists of 1124 

abstracts, 2361 positive and 2302 negative sentence patterns, our method achieved F-

score and accuracy of over 84% and over 83%, respectively. Using a completely separate 

manually-classified testing set, which included 72 abstracts, 100 positive and 100 

negative sentence patterns, the F-score and accuracy of over 88% and over 87%, 

respectively, were obtained. 
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The method we developed is implemented in the context of extracting methylated genes 

in diseases as a Web-tool, Dragon Extractor of Methylated Genes in Diseases (DEMGD), 

which is free for academic and non-profit users at http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/. 

Additionally, we provide another web-tool, Dragon Text mining PWM Generator 

(DTMPG) to automatically generate PWMs from any free-text, and it is available at 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/dtmpg/. 

DEMGD offers a user-friendly interface for extraction of associations of methylated 

genes and diseases and text annotation with respect to genes, diseases and methylation 

words from text submitted by users. This tool facilitates discovery of these associations 

from any free text and aims to support research in this domain. Also, in this study, we 

contribute to the text mining community a large dataset (1196 abstracts) of manually-

curated genes, diseases and methylation words mentions. The dataset is available at 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/ for online browsing and download. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Problem Formulation 

In our system, we consider three categories of words related to genes, diseases, and 

methylation. We refer to these three categories as ‘concepts’. In order to extract the 

associations between methylated genes and diseases, we only consider the cases where 

the three concepts appear in the same sentence. We call the order in which the three 

concepts appear in sentences a ‘pattern order’. Table 2.1 shows all possible (six) different 

pattern orders. We call an instance of a pattern order a 'pattern'. Below we provide an 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/dtmpg/
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/
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example of a sentence from a PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) abstract 

(PMID 21693594) that includes a pattern (marked as italic and underlined): 

The CPG island in the FILIP1L <Gene> promoter was heavily methylated 

<Methylation Word> in ovarian cancer <Disease> cells.  

In this example, the pattern is (FILIP1L, methylated, ovarian cancer), while the pattern 

order is (<Gene>, <Methylation word>, <Disease>).  

Table 2.1. Illustration of pattern order. 

 ... First Concept ... Second Concept ... Third Concept ... 

1 ... <Disease> ... <Gene> ... <Methylation Word> ... 

2 ... <Disease> ... <Methylation Word> ... <Gene> ... 

3 ... <Gene> ... <Disease> ... <Methylation Word> ... 

4 ... <Gene> ... <Methylation Word> ... <Disease> ... 

5 ... <Methylation Word> ... <Disease> ... <Gene> ... 

6 ... <Methylation Word> ... <Gene> ... <Disease> ... 

The table shows the six different patterns orders that can appear in sentences. For example, the first patterns order 

means that the disease is mentioned first in the sentence, the gene is mentioned second and the methylation word is 

mentioned last. 

 

We represent the association extraction task as a binary classification problem. Patterns 

that express associations between methylated genes and diseases are named ‘positive 

patterns’, while those that do not express such associations are named ‘negative patterns’. 

It is possible that a sentence contains more than one pattern, and a sentence may contain 

both negative and positive patterns as well. Below is an example of a sentence from a 

PubMed abstract that contains negative and positive patterns: 

We found that methylation <Methylation Word> of the CRY1 <Gene> promoter was 

detectable in Parkinson's disease <Disease>, but absent in PER1 <Gene> promoter. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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The pattern (methylation, CRY1, Parkinson's disease) appears as a positive pattern in the 

above sentence, while the pattern (methylation, Parkinson's disease, PER1) is a negative 

pattern. Accordingly, we developed a methodology to identify negative and positive 

patterns even if they appear in the same sentence. 

Figure 2.1. DEMGD system architecture. The input to the system is the Input Text, and the output is Summary Tables 

and Full Reports. The system consists of four modules: Text Pre-processing, Structured Data Representation, 

Classification and Associations Extraction. 

 

2.2.2 Text Pre-processing 

Figure 2.1 depicts the structure of DEMGD. The text pre-processing module of DEMGD 

implements six steps. Firstly, sentence boundary determination is performed by the set of 

rules from Weiss et al.24 to determine the end of sentences. The second step is 

tokenization that breaks sentences into words, and we used the following rules to 

determine the Boundary Of Words (BOW): 

• Newline, tab, space, !, and ? are always BOW 

• Period followed by whitespace is BOW 
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• If the word to which “, ‘, (, ), [, ], <, or >, is attached at the end or the beginning 

does not include the matching punctuation in the middle of the word, it is BOW 

(for example, the parenthesis are considered part of the name of P14(ARF) gene, 

so the parenthesis in this case cannot be used as a boundary of a word) 

• Otherwise, it is not BOW. 

The third step is named entity recognition that aims to identify genes, diseases and 

methylation words. We used three manually-compiled dictionaries (for genes, diseases 

and methylation words). These dictionaries include all various ways an entity can be 

expressed. For example, the diseases dictionary includes ‘Type 1 Diabetes’, ‘Diabetes 

Type-1’, ‘Diabetes Type 1’, ‘Diabetes Type1’, ‘Type1 Diabetes’ and ‘Type-1 Diabetes’. 

This is done in order to maximize the recall rate of named entity recognition step. We 

used dictionary-based longest matching technique to extract multi-word entities (e.g., the 

disease ‘Diabetes Type 1’ consists of three words). One of the main requirements of a 

NER system is determining the boundary of multi-word entities. If a sentence includes 

‘Diabetes Type 1’, it is inaccurate to extract only ‘Diabetes’ instead of the whole entity 

‘Diabetes Type 1’. Therefore, the following steps describe the logic of dictionary-based 

longest matching technique: 

1. Take the first word in the sentence ‘w1’. 

2. Check if ‘w1’ exists in the diseases dictionary.  

3. If w1 exists in the dictionary, then take the following word ‘w2’, and check if the 

sequence of words ‘w1 w2’ exists in the dictionary. 
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4. Repeat step 3 until we add a word ‘wn’ such that the sequence of words ‘w1 w2 … 

wn-1 wn’ does not exist in the dictionary. 

5. The sequence ‘w1 w2 … wn-1’ is determined to be a named entity. 

6. Repeat the steps 1 to 5 using the genes and the methylation words dictionary. 

7. Repeat the steps 1 to 6 starting from word ‘wn’. 

The forth step is stop-words elimination to remove common words that may not 

contribute to discrimination between classes, and this step is performed using a stop-

words list. The fifth step is stemming in which all suffixes and prefixes are removed from 

words, and this step is performed using Porter Stemmer25 (MATLAB version) 

(http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/). The last step is keywords selection. 

Keywords are determined by using information gain that estimates the information 

gained when predicting a class based on the presence (or absence) of a specific word in a 

sentence. The information gain is determined as follows26 

𝐺(𝑡) =  − ∑ 𝑃(𝑐𝑖) log 𝑃(𝑐𝑖) + 𝑃(𝑡)

𝑚

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑡) log 𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑡)

𝑚

𝑖=1

+ 𝑃(𝑡) ∑ 𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑡) log 𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑡)

𝑚

𝑖=1

 

where m is the number of classes, 𝑃(𝑐𝑖) is the probability of the class 𝑐𝑖, 𝑃(𝑡) is the 

probability of the term 𝑡, 𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑡) is the probability of a class given the term, 𝑃(𝑡) is the 

probability that the term does not appear, and 𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑡) is the probability of the class given 

the term does not appear. 

http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/
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2.2.3 Structured Data Representation 

This DEMGD module converts free, unstructured text into a structured representation. 

DEMGD implements two types of representations where each representation provides a 

different aspect of statistical information. The first type implements DTM representation, 

whereas the second type implements PWM representation. The following two 

subsections explain implementation of DTM and PWM approaches separately. Then 

Hybrid Approach subsection, explains how the two approaches are combined in 

DEMGD. 

2.2.4 DTM 

In DTM, each column corresponds to a keyword, and rows correspond to sentences. The 

elements are represented using term-frequency inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) 

with z-score normalization. TF-IDF is defined as follows27: 

𝑇𝐹 − 𝐼𝐷𝐹 = 𝑡𝑓 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑁

𝑛
 

where 𝑡𝑓 number of times a term occurs in a sentence, 𝑁 is the total number of sentences, 

and 𝑛 is the number of sentences in which the term appears. Z-score normalization is 

defined as follows28: 

�̀� =
𝑣 − 𝐴

𝜎𝐴
 

where 𝑣 is a value of attribute 𝐴, 𝐴 is the mean of the attribute 𝐴, and 𝜎𝐴 is the standard 

deviation of the attribute 𝐴. 
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2.2.5 PWMs 

So far, PWMs29 have been used to solve different problems in bioinformatics such as 

motif discovery30, binding site identification31, etc. Here we introduce a novel application 

of PWMs for text mining. DTMPG Web-tool provides an implementation for generating 

PWMs from free-text. In this section, we explain how to generate PWMs for extracting 

associations between methylated genes and diseases. 

The fundamental idea underlying this approach is to align sentences along several key 

concepts so as to segment sentences to different parts. In our case we consider the three 

concepts: genes, diseases and methylation words. Because there are six different pattern 

orders of these three concepts (as illustrated in Table 2.1), we generated six different 

PWMs, and each matrix represents a specific pattern order (see Figure 2.2). Each row in a 

PWM represents a specific word. The number of columns of each PWM is four, because 

for each pattern order, we can distinguish four segments in each sentence. For example, 

let us assume that the pattern order is <gene> <methylation word> <disease>. We will 

consider four segments (<segment 1>, <segment 2>, <segment 3>, <segment 4>) of the 

sentence to generate a PWM for this pattern order: 

<Segment 1> <gene> <segment 2> <methylation word> <segment 3> <disease> <segment 4> 

The first column of a PWM represents the frequency of words in the first segment. 

Similarly, the second, third and fourth columns represent the frequency of words in the 

second, third and fourth segments, respectively. We generated 12 different PWMs: six 

PWMs for the negative class (called ‘negative PWMs’), and six PWMs for the positive 

class (called ‘positive PWMs’).  
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Figure 2.2. The structure of PWMs. We can generate six PWMs, and each matrix corresponds to a pattern order. For 

example, the first PWM to the left corresponds to the pattern order (<Disease>, <Gene>, <Methylation Word>). Each 

row corresponds to a word, and each column corresponds to a segment, and cells of the matrix represent the frequency 

of words in each segment. 

 

We represent each pattern in a sentence with twelve features based on the scores and a 

class. The twelve features consist of six scores from the six positive PWMs and six scores 

from the six negative PWMs. Figure 2.3 shows the features used to represent the dataset 

based on the generated scores.  

Figure 2.3. Dataset representation using PWMs. Each pattern in a sentence is represented with twelve features and a 

class label. The first six features correspond to the scores generated from the positive PWMs, and the following six 

features correspond to the scores generated from the negative PWMs. 

 

The main advantage of PWMs approach is its ability to score patterns in a sentence 

independently from each other so that each pattern may get different scores. For example, 

there are positive and negative patterns in the following sentence: 

We found that methylation <Methylation Word> of the CRY1 <Gene> promoter was 

detectable in Parkinson's disease <Disease>, but absent in PER1 <Gene> promoter. 
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The pattern P1 (methylation, CRY1, Parkinson's disease) is a positive pattern, but the 

pattern P2 (methylation, Parkinson's disease, PER1) is a negative pattern. Table 2.2 

shows the features of the sentence with respect to each pattern. This way the features of 

the patterns have different values even though the patterns appear in the same sentence. 

This approach allows machine learning algorithms to distinguish between positive and 

negative patterns even if they appear in the same sentence. Interestingly, DTM approach 

does not distinguish between positive and negative patterns within the same sentence. 

Table 2.2. Features of two patterns in the same sentence. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Class 

P1 0 0 0.069 0.0219 0 0 0 0 0.0123 0.0331 0 0 Pos. 

P2 0.0511 0 0.069 0.0219 0.0102 0 0.0167 0 0.0123 0.0331 0.0185 0 Neg. 
The two patterns P1 and P2 appear in the same sentence, but the first one is positive and the second one is negative. 

The features generated by the PWMs can represent the two patterns differently even though they appear in the same 

sentence. Pos: Positive; Neg: Negative 

 

2.2.6 Hybrid Approach 

This approach combines the previous two approaches (DTM and PWM). The hybrid 

approach requires developing two classification models. The first classification model is 

generated by applying the DTM approach to sentences with one pattern only, and the 

second classification model is generated by applying the PWM approach to sentences 

with several patterns. For each sentence in the testing set we first determined the number 

of patterns it contains. Sentences that do not contain any pattern are discarded. The first 

model trained using features obtained via DTM approach is applied if a sentence has only 

one pattern. The second model trained using features obtained via PWM approach is 

applied if the sentence contains several patterns. 
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2.2.7 Classification Module 

Using the structured representation of patterns in each sentence, patterns will be 

classified as either positive or negative by the Classification Module. We compared the 

performance of several different classifiers, and we implemented the classification 

module based on the classification algorithm that performed the best in comparison, 

which in our case appears to be the random forest models32. 

2.2.8 Association Extraction Module 

Finally, the patterns that were predicted by the classification model to be positive are 

considered to represent potential associations. The Association Extraction Module 

organizes the associations into a summary table and a full report. The summary table lists 

for each sentence: a/ genes, diseases and methylation words that appear in the sentence, 

b/ the corresponding sentence, and c/ the abstract PMID where the sentence appears (in 

case PubMed abstracts were submitted to the systems). The full report lists for each full 

article or abstract: a/ genes, diseases and methylation words that appear in the sentence, 

b/ the corresponding color-tagged sentence, along with colored tagging of all genes, 

diseases and methylation words that appear in a full article or abstract. 

2.2.9 Data Acquisition 

The approaches discussed here required an initial creation of a dataset for developing and 

testing machine learning association identification models. 1,124 abstracts were extracted 

from PubMed database, from which we extracted 2,049 sentences where each contained 

at least one pattern. Because some sentences contain more than one pattern, a total of 

4,663 different patterns were obtained from these sentences.  
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Through hand-curation, we classified the patterns into negative or positive. 49% of 

patterns were negative (2302 negative patterns), while the remaining 51% of patterns 

were positive (2361 positive patterns). We used 30% of the sentences to generate PWMs, 

and we call that set of sentences set P. The remaining 70% of sentences we call set C and 

it is used for 10-fold cross-validation of machine learning algorithms. In addition, we 

generated another set, set T, which contains 75 sentences extracted from 42 abstracts 

(separate from 1,124 abstracts described previously). These produced 200 manually-

classified patterns (100 negative and 100 positive). 

2.2.10    Classification Performance Measures  

For performance evaluation, we computed the following performance measures presented 

in Table 2.3. There, TP (true positive) indicates that a positive pattern is predicted as 

positive, while FN (false negative) indicates that the positive pattern was predicted as 

negative. On the other hand, TN (true negative) indicates that a negative pattern is 

predicted as negative, while FP (false positive) indicates that a negative pattern was 

predicted as positive. TP, FP, TN and FN were calculated for the cases when entities are 

identified. 

Table 2.3. Classification performance measures. 

Measure Equation 

Accuracy (TP+FP) / (TP+FP+TN+FN) 

F-score (2*Precision*Recall) / (Precision + Recall) 

Precision TP / (TP+FP) 

Recall TP / (TP+FN) 

Specificity TN / (TN+FP) 
The table shows the performance measures. TP: True Positive; FP: False Positive; TN: True Negative; FN: False 

Negative. 
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2.3 Results 

We evaluated the performance of NER step on our test set T as show in Table 2.4 

Table 2.4. Performance of NER. 

 Precision Recall F-score 

Genes 94.48% 90.13% 92.26% 

Diseases 84.69% 69.17% 76.15% 

Methylation 98.61% 100.00% 99.30% 

 

The models were generated using random forest classifier. Their performance is 

summarized in Table 2.5 using 10-fold cross-validation on set C, and a separate testing 

set T. 

Table 2.5. Classification Performance. 

Algorithms Recall F-score Accuracy Precision Specificity 

Random Forest – cross-validation (Set C) 86.27% 84.77% 83.5% 83.33% 80.35% 

Random Forest – Testing set (Set T) 99.00% 88.79% 87.50% 80.49% 76.00% 

 

2.3.1 Comparison with other Systems 

There are no publicly available tools that allow for extraction of methylated genes in 

different diseases, based on submitted text, thus it is not possible to make the comparison 

of our results to such methods. Other computational methodologies for extracting 

associations between methylated genes and specifically cancer17,18 have been used in 

compiling MeInfoText17 and its successor, MeInfoText 2.018 databases. The difference 

between these systems and DEMGD is that these systems allow users to retrieve 

associations between methylated genes and diseases from databases, but our system 

allows users to submit text (abstracts or full articles) and extract associations between 
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methylated genes and diseases from the submitted text. MeInfoText databases provide 

users with information about the associations of methylated genes and different cancers. 

For the text mining system used to compile MeInfoText, the performance has been 

evaluated using 75 associations, and the reported precision and recall are 99% and 93%, 

respectively. We note that conclusions about the performance derived using only 75 

associations is rather inaccurate and not comparable to performance of our method 

assessed on significantly larger dataset. In MeInfoText 2.0, the associations were 

extracted automatically by a text mining system that implements two models, and the 

reported precision/recall are 94.7% / 90.1% and 91.8% / 90%, respectively for the two 

models. However, the systems/software that is used in references17,18 to extract the 

associations and the utilized datasets to train and test the systems were not available 

during the time of our study. Therefore, we could not perform an independent 

comparison between the text mining tools used for creating MeInfoText and MeInfoText 

2.0 and our system, using our datasets or using data employed in MeInfoText 2.0. Thus, 

we only report their published results. The performance of our system was assessed using 

a larger manually-classified dataset of annotated PubMed abstracts that is publicly 

available. The text mining tool (DEMGD) to extract the information is also publicly 

available. 

Several methods have been developed to extract associations based on similar association 

structure. Hakenberg et al.33 developed seven methods to extract twelve different types of 

associations between different biomedical entities including gene-disease, gene-drug, 

drug-diseases, mutation-disease, etc. These methods depend on co-occurrence of pairs of 

named entities and aim to rank the associations based on the confidence. Chun et al.34 
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developed a method based on filtering falsely identified named entities to extract 

associations between genes and diseases. However, methods that are based on co-

occurrence of pairs of named entities generate a large number of false positive relations. 

In our case, the goal of the machine learning method we developed is to determine if a 

given co-occurrence of named entities constitutes an association. Coulet et al.35 

developed a method based on syntactic parsing to extract associations between pairs of 

genes, drugs and phenotypes. Unlike other methods that depend on simple co-occurrence, 

their method depends on analyzing the syntactic structure of sentences to identify the 

type of associations between named entities such as 'inhibits', 'induces', 'causes', etc., and 

it is more flexible than rule-based approaches. However, the main drawback of syntactic 

parsing methods is the low recall, and it requires a large corpus so that there are several 

opportunities to identify the associations35. 

2.4 Discussion 

DTM is used in a traditional approach to represent in a summarized way portions of text 

(e.g. documents or sentences). In this study, we introduced PWMs as a new method for 

summarized text representation. To the best of our knowledge, how we used PWMs and 

the specific scoring of the sentences by them seem to be new in text mining. One 

advantage of the PWM approach is that it can be applied to sentences that contain 

multiple patterns. In such cases one can discriminate between classes of patterns. This, on 

the other hand, is not possible when DTM is used. With DTM each sentence is 

considered irrespective of the number of patterns the sentence contains. DTM approach 

does not distinguish between positive and negative patterns contained within the same 
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sentence, and cannot determine the number of positive patterns in the sentence. 

Therefore, we used DTM approach for sentences with single pattern only to determine if 

the pattern is positive or not.  

It should be noted that in most cases DTM approach generates a large number of features 

and thus may require a features selection step (i.e., keywords selection). However, PWMs 

approach does not produce a large number of features. In our study, the PWM approach 

generated only 12 features. Another advantage of the PWM approach is that it takes the 

order of words into consideration while the DTM approach depends on the bag-of-words 

approach, which does not consider the order of words. 

2.5 Conclusion 

In essence, development of a new way for summarized text representation using PWMs 

and the scoring mechanism is one of the main contributions we made in this study. One 

of the great advantages of the PWM approach is that it generates relatively small number 

of features and works well with sentences that contain more than one pattern. The PWMs 

approach described in this study can be easily generalized.  

Another major contribution of our study is development of a method for extracting 

associations between methylated genes in diseases as a combination of PWM and DTM 

approaches, as well as development of a system, DEMGD, for automated extraction of 

these associations. This system is the first one publicly available for this purpose. Our 

methodology and the DEMDG system have been developed on and tested using manually 

curated data. Both work with any free text. 
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We plan to use DEMGD to analyze the whole PubMed database to extract all 

associations between methylated genes and diseases. We believe that our system, being 

publicly available, will provide good service to the research community in this field.  
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Chapter 3 DDMGD: The Database of Text-mined Associations between 

Genes Methylated in Diseases from Different Species 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Epigenetics is the study of changes in genes expression and its relation to specific 

phenotypes using mechanisms that do not modify the underlying DNA sequence1. DNA 

methylation is one of the common epigenetic modifications in eukaryotic organisms2. In 

humans, DNA methylation has been found associated with many diseases, such as 

Beckwith–Wiedemann and Silver–Russell syndromes, type 2 diabetes, schizophrenia, 

autoimmune disease, as well as various cancers3. In addition to humans, DNA 

methylation has been studied in other species such as in plants4, drosophila5, and mice6 in 

association with diseases or other phenotypes.  

Advancements in quantitative assessment of DNA methylation technologies facilitated 

large-scale studies of genes methylated in diseases7. However, the results of such studies 

are scattered in a large number of publications and across several specialized databases, 

and thus it is difficult to search for it manually. Therefore, it is useful to develop efficient 

This chapter is published as:  

Raies, A.B., Mansour, H., Incitti, R., & Bajic, V.B. (2015). DDMGD: the database 

of text-mined associations between genes methylated in diseases from different 

species. Nucleic Acids Research, 43(Database issue), D879–D886. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gku1168 
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and accurate systems to facilitate extracting information on genes methylated in diseases 

in an automatic fashion. Recently, two methods were developed for automatic extraction 

of information on genes methylated in diseases from textual documents: one is part of 

MeInfoText 2.0 database8 and the other one is DEMGD9. MeInfoText 2.0 is used to 

extract such associations between methylated human genes and cancers from PubMed 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) abstracts using two maximum entropy models8. 

DEMGD (Dragon Extractor of Methylated Genes and Diseases), that we developed 

earlier, extracts associations between methylated human genes and any disease from any 

free text submitted by users9. DEMGD uses two machine learning models based on 

document-term matrix and position weight matrix characterization of text9. A detailed 

description of models development can be found in reference 9, and the DEMGD system 

is available for online text mining at: www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/.  

Some manually-curated databases that focused on genes methylated in diseases are 

limited in scope, e.g. MethyCancer10 relates only to cancers, MethylomeDB11 contains 

genes methylated only in brain tissues, while some other databases contain information 

only for specific species, such as DiseaseMeth12 with information only for humans. 

Moreover, some databases used limited data sources, such as PubMeth13 that includes 

information extracted only from PubMed abstracts. The least restricted of these databases 

is MethDB14,15 that aims to include manually-curated information on genes methylated in 

any diseases and from any species. On the other hand, automated compilation of 

information allows for broader coverage of processed text and makes updating relevant 

information easier. So far, MeInfoText 2.0 has been the only available automatically 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/index.php
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compiled database, but it is restricted to methylated human genes in cancers and to 

information extracted from PubMed abstracts8. 

The goal of our study is to contribute a resource to support epigenetic research and 

biomedical community by providing a comprehensive repository for sharing text-mined 

information from both abstracts and full text articles about methylation of genes in any 

disease and not restricted to specific species. We used DEMGD text mining system9 to 

extract the associations from PubMed Central full-text articles and PubMed abstracts. 

This text is processed and used to populate DDMGD database. This resulted in a 

comprehensive database of automatically compiled associations of genes methylated in 

diseases collected from many species. The integrated text mining system, the broad 

coverage of DDMGD, the high accuracy of extracted information, and various 

implemented features in the friendly web-interface make this database useful and unique. 

DDMGD is free for academic and non-profit use and can be accessed at: 

www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 System Structure 

Figure 3.1 shows the structure of the system that comprises four main components: Data 

Sources, DEMGD text mining system, DDMGD database and DDMGD graphical user 

interface (GUI). 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/
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3.2.2 Data Sources 

We used scientific literature (PubMed and Open Access Subset (OAS) of PubMed 

Central (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/)) as the main sources of information about 

genes methylated in diseases in any species. We searched OAS and found 23,572 full-

text articles related to genes methylated in diseases. In addition to these, we found 27,395 

abstracts from PubMed, which are related to genes methylated in diseases but were 

different from the abstracts of the full-text articles in the analysed OAS. More details 

regarding the data sources are available in Appendix A. 

 

Figure 3.1. DDMGD system structure overview. The system consists of four main components: (i) free text sources (ii) 

DEMGD text mining system (iii) DDMGD database (iv) DDMGD graphical user interface. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
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3.2.3 DEMGD Text Mining System 

For the purpose of this study, we extended DEMGD9 to extract associations between 

genes methylated in diseases from various species as follows: 

1. The gene dictionary from reference9 is extended using NCBI Gene Database16 to 

include genes from any species. 

2. The disease dictionary from reference9 is extended using various resources to 

include diseases from any species. 

3. We included a species dictionary from NCBI Taxonomy Database17 in addition to 

common names and synonyms of the species used in MethDB. 

4. We implemented three post-processing steps performed after an association 

between a methylated gene and a disease is extracted from a sentence. These steps 

are: 

a. Extraction of species names. 

b. Extract gene expression and disease progression information using pattern 

matching rules. 

c. Filter out false positive associations (entries that are wrongly predicted to 

be associations) using filtering rules. 

After the associations were extracted, we manually curated and removed ambiguous 

extracted genes, diseases and species from the database. Additionally, we manually 

assessed information from 1000 entries (500 predicted to be associations and 500 

predicted to be non-associations) relative to the sentences from which these entries were 

extracted. These 1000 entries we name SET1 (SET1 is available at: 
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www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php). We used SET1 to identify wrongly 

extracted genes, diseases and species and they were removed from their corresponding 

dictionaries. We also identified genes, diseases and species that were mentioned in 

sentences, but were not extracted by the text mining system, and we added them to their 

corresponding dictionaries. Then, we re-processed the full text articles and the abstracts 

using the modified dictionaries and post-processing filtering rules. 

3.2.4 DDMGD Database 

Once the associations are extracted, DEMGD organizes the associations in summary 

tables that include names/symbols of gene, gene ID, disease, disease ID, methylation 

words, species, species ID, gene expression, disease progression, evidence sentences that 

include the association, PubMed Central ID of the article where the sentence is 

mentioned, PubMed ID of the abstract where the association is mentioned, and a 

confidence score generated by DEMGD system. The confidence score, which ranges 

from 0 to 1, is given by the DEMGD classification model, and it indicates the likelihood 

that the gene found in the sentence is methylated in the disease found in the same 

sentence. A confidence score of ‘1’ suggests the highest confidence that an association 

exists between the methylated gene and the disease, while the smaller the confidence 

score, the less likely it is that the association exists. Moreover, the database stores users’ 

accounts if users want to have an account (more details are available in the next section). 

We used Gene IDs, disease IDs, species IDs to allow normalizing search queries that 

involve genes, diseases and species, respectively. For example, if the user restricts search 

to a specific disease (e.g., breast cancer), the user will get results for all diseases in our 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php
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database that have the same disease ID as the selected disease (e.g., breast tumor, breast 

carcinoma and breast tumors). We used NCBI Taxonomy Database, NCBI Gene 

Database, and Comparative Toxicogenomics Database18 for species IDs, genes IDs, and 

diseases IDs, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.2. Example of search results. The system shows statistics about genes, diseases and species that were selected 

in users’ queries and the associations, links to other databases, and graphs. 
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3.2.5 DDMGD GUI 

We provided a user-friendly web-interface that facilitates searching, exploring 

information and updating the database. The instructions page 

(http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/instructions.php) is included for users who want to 

know more about the system usage and interpretation of search results. The web-interface 

can be accessed from any web browser and provides the following features: 

Search: Users can search using individual names/symbols of genes, diseases and/or 

species, in addition to unlimited batch searching using several genes, diseases and/or 

species at the same time. Users can either enter gene names in the text box or select from 

the list of genes. In addition, diseases are organized in a hierarchy to allow users to 

narrow down the list of diseases using disease category, disease type or disease sub-type. 

The diseases hierarchy was developed using the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database. 

If users want to retrieve associations for all genes, diseases and species contained in our 

database, users can click the submit button directly without selecting any gene, disease or 

species. 

Statistics, graphs and additional information: DDMGD provides basic statistics about 

genes, diseases, species and associations. Figure 3.2 shows partial output of query 

“RASSF1A, lung cancer, human”. For example, for each gene, DDMGD lists the number 

of diseases and species with which the gene is associated, as well as the number of 

sentences, PubMed abstracts and PubMed Central articles that include the gene. DDMGD 

provides bar graphs that show the frequency of the associations found and downloadable 

connectivity graphs. The table at the bottom of the page allows the user to select 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/instructions.php
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associations of their interest to get more information such as colour-highlighted evidence 

sentences and confidence scores (Figure 3.3). If a sentence contains associations between 

several genes, diseases and/or species, each association is stored as a separate record as 

shown in Figure 3.3.  

Figure 3.3. Details about associations. The system shows colour-highlighted evidence sentences, gene expression, 

disease progression, confidence scores, and links to other databases. 

 

Gene expression and disease progression: Gene expression column provides 

associations between gene methylation and gene expression. For example, Figure 3.3 
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shows that gene methylation silences gene expression. However, disease progression 

column provides associations between gene methylation/expression and disease 

progression, pathogenesis and/or prognosis. Figure 3.3 shows that gene 

methylation/expression is involved in disease pathogenesis. 

Links to other databases: Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show how DDMGD is linked to 

many databases to facilitate access to additional information. For each association, in 

addition to links to PubMed abstracts and PubMed Central articles from which the 

information is compiled, DDMGD provides links to NCBI Gene, Comparative 

Toxicogenomics Database and NCBI Taxonomy databases to provide more information 

about genes, diseases and species, respectively. In addition, we provide links to 

Expression Atlas19, OMIM Gene Map20, ArrayExpress21, OMIM20 and GEO22 for 

additional gene expression information. 

Sorting: users can sort the search results using the gene, gene ID, disease, disease ID, 

methylation type, species, species ID, sentence, PubMed ID, PubMed Central ID or 

confidence score (Figure 3.3).  

Download and save search results: Users can download the search results as a comma 

separated values (CSV) file. Alternatively, users can save the search results and the 

search queries in their accounts (Figure 3.3). Additionally, users can download the whole 

database from (http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php) 

Submit new information: The scientific community can contribute to DDMGD, keep 

DDMGD up-to-date and expand it by submitting new information about genes 

methylated in diseases through the web-interface. We provide a checking mechanism for 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php
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the submitted data (See www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/instructions.php#Q4). Although a 

fully-automated system and minimal human intervention is desirable, we believe that 

performing a periodic manual-verification of the submitted data will ensure that the 

quality of the database’s content remains consistent over time. 

User accounts: Creating user accounts is optional. DDMGD allows users to manage, 

view and edit information they submitted, by creating private accounts. Also, users can 

save search queries and search results using their accounts. Searching the database and 

downloading the search results do not require accounts. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

In this section, we evaluate and compare the capabilities of DDMGD with existing 

databases. We used the following metrics to evaluate the performance of our system, 

where TP, FP, TN, and FN stand for True Positive, False Positive, True Negative and 

False Negative, respectively:  

Precision =  
TP

TP+ FP
 (3.1) 

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
 (3.2) 

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
 (3.3) 

F-score =  2
Precision ´  Recall

Precision +  Recall
 (3.4) 

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ TN + FN
 (3.5) 

 

In the context of evaluating performance of the named entity recognition, TP, FN, and FP 

correspond to the number of named entities that were correctly recognized, named 

entities that were not recognized, and non-named entities that were falsely recognized as 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/instructions.php
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named entities, respectively. However, in the context of association extraction, TP, FN, 

TN, and FP correspond to, respectively: associations that were predicted as associations, 

associations that were predicted as non-associations, non-associations predicted as non-

associations, and non-associations predicted as associations.  

3.3.1 Performance of Association Extraction and Named Entity 

Recognition (NER) 

It is shown in reference9 that the original version of DEMGD achieved accuracy and F-

score of 83.5% and 84.7%, respectively, as assessed based on 10-fold cross-validation on 

a manually-curated dataset that includes approximately 3200 associations. Additionally, 

we obtained the accuracy and F-score of 87.5% and 88.7%, respectively, on an 

independent testing set that contains 200 associations9. However, it is reported in 

reference8 that MeInfoText 2.0 text mining system achieved precision-recall for two 

machine learning models of 94.7%-90.1% and 91.8%-90%, respectively. However, we 

discussed in reference9 that such results are incomparable to DEMGD for the following 

reasons: 

1. Differences in the scopes of the text mining systems: DEMGD extracts 

associations from all diseases, but MeInfoText is limited to cancer. 

2. Differences in the test sets: The test set that the authors of MeInfoText 2.0 used to 

evaluate their text mining system was not available during the time of our study. 

So we could not compare their text mining system with DEMGD using the same 

test sets. 
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3. The text mining system used to compile MeInfoText 2.0 was not available during 

our study, so we could not compare it with DEMGD using our test sets. 

 In this study, we evaluated the accuracy of NER and extracted associations as used for 

population of DDMGD. This is done because the dictionaries are changed, and we also 

implemented additional post-processing. To evaluate this, we used another set, SET2, 

made up of randomly selected 2500 entries from DDMGD that include 1250 entries 

predicted as associations and 1250 entries predicted as non-associations. These 2500 

entries were different from entries that made SET1 used in the DEMGD Text Mining 

System section (SET 2 test data is available at: 

www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php). Note that we did not make any change to 

the DEMGD models from reference9.  

Table 3.1. NER performance. 

 Precision Recall F-score 

Genes 94.06% 98.55% 96.25% 

Diseases 97.59% 97.93% 97.76% 

Species 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Methylation 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 

With the new dictionaries, DEMGD performance is summarized in Table 3.1. The high 

performance of NER demonstrates the good quality of the dictionaries we used. 

Additionally, the high performance achieved using the species and methylation words 

dictionaries can be explained by minimal ambiguities occurring in these terms as 

compared to the genes and diseases names. The performance of association extraction 

using DEMDG with the post-processing is summarized in Figure 3.4. Although the 

accuracy of extracted associations obtained using a manually-curated large dataset of 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/download.php
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2500 entries is high, it only serves as an assessment of the quality of information in our 

database. 

 

Figure 3.4. Performance of association extraction. 

 

3.3.2 Evaluation of Database’s Content 

As benchmark lists, we used three published lists about DNA methylation. Each 

benchmark list has different characteristics, which allows for evaluating DDMGD from 

different perspectives.  

The first benchmark list includes a set of 58 genes that are methylated in colorectal 

cancer (the genes are mentioned in a review article (Table 1 in reference23)). First, we 

looked at how many genes were found in the database. Out of the 58 genes, DDMGD 

found 56. Then we looked for the genes in the benchmark list, where were found to be 

methylated in colorectal cancer. DDMGD contains information on 56 out of 58 

methylated genes in colorectal cancer (Table 3.2).  
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Table 3.2. Comparison between DDMGD and MeInfoText 2.0 using the first benchmark list 

Criteria DDMGD MeInfoText 

Number of genes (out of the 58 genes) are in the database 56 58 

Number of genes (out of the 58 genes) are associated with colorectal cancer 

in the database 

56 42 

 

The second benchmark list is a recent survey about genes methylated in various 

autoimmune diseases (Table 1 from reference24). The survey was published in 2013 and 

lists 14 genes that are associated with seven autoimmune diseases. There are 20 

associations between the methylated genes and these diseases24. DDMGD contains all the 

14 genes, all seven diseases and 15 out of the 20 associations (Table 3.3).  

Table 3.3. Comparison between DDMGD and DiseaseMeth using the second benchmark list 

Criteria DDMGD DiseaseMeth 

Number of genes (out of the 14 genes) are in the database  14 4 

Number of diseases (out of the 7 diseases) are in the database 7 2 

Number of associations (out of 20 associations) are in the database 15 0 

 

Finally, the third benchmark list is a recent list that was published in 2010, which 

includes genes methylated in various cancers in mice (Table 1 from reference25). The list 

contains 16 associations that include 12 genes, which are found to be associated with 10 

types of cancers in mice. DDMGD contains 9 genes, 9 types of cancers, and six 

associations in mice (Table 3.4).  

Table 3.4. Comparison between DDMGD and MethDB using the third benchmark list 

Criteria DDMGD MethDB 

Number of genes (out of the 12 genes) are in the database 9 0 

Number of cancers (out of the 10 cancers) are in the database 9 2 

The number of associations (out of the 16 associations) are in the database 6 0 
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Table 3.5. Summary of databases coverage with respect of the three benchmark lists 

Criteria Database % of extracted 

genes 

% of extracted 

diseases 

% of extracted 

associations 

Benchmark List 1 DDMGD 96.55% 100.00% 96.55% 

 MeInfoText 100.00% 100.00% 72.41% 

Benchmark List 2 DDMGD 100.00% 100.00% 75.00% 

 DiseaseMeth 28.57% 28.57% 0.00% 

Benchmark List 3 DDMGD 75.00% 90.00% 47.50% 

 MethDB 0.00% 20.00% 0.00% 

All benchmark lists combined DDMGD 94.04% 94.44% 81.91% 

 

In summary as shown in Table 3.5, DDMGD was able to extract 94.04%, 94.44% and 

81.91% of genes, diseases, and associations, respectively from all the three benchmark 

lists combined. Although the genes, diseases and species dictionaries in DEMGD include 

all the genes, diseases, and species in the benchmark lists, as much as we were able to 

ascertain, the genes or diseases that DDMGD could not recover were not mentioned 

together with the methylation words in the same sentences and this seems to be the 

reason why our system was not able to extract them.  

3.3.3 Comparison of DDMGD with other databases 

We compared the content of DDMGD with the content of other relevant databases to 

demonstrate that DDMGD provides additional and more comprehensive information not 

provided by other resources. This also represents one way of evaluating the utility and 

quality of DDMGD. First, we compared DDMGD with another automatically-compiled 

database, MeInfoText 2.0, using the first benchmark list because this is the same list that 

that was used to evaluate MeInfoText 2.0 in reference8. As shown in Table 3.2, 

MeInfoText 2.0 includes all the 85 genes, but it contains only 42 out of the 58 

associations between the 58 genes and colorectal cancer in the first benchmark list, while 

DDMGD contains 56 of these associations. 
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Second, considering that MeInfoText 2.0 is restricted to DNA methylation information 

specifically in cancers, we also compared DDMGD with another database, DiseaseMeth, 

that includes information about other diseases. DiseaseMeth is the most comprehensive 

manually-curated database for DNA methylation information in human diseases and we 

used the second benchmark list to make this comparison. As shown in Table 3.3, 

DiseaseMeth did not contain any of the 20 associations although it contains 2 and 4 of the 

genes and diseases, respectively. Contrary to this, DDMGD contains all the genes and 

diseases and 15 out of 20 associations. 

Finally, we compared DDMGD with MethDB, because MethDB has the most similar 

scope to DDMGD to include DNA methylation information in different species. We used 

the third benchmark list that includes DNA methylation information in mice for the 

comparison. As shown in Table 3.4, MethDB contains 2 of the 10 cancers in mice, 

however, none of the genes or associations. On the other hand, DDMGD contains 9 of the 

12 genes, 9 of 10 diseases and 6 of 16 associations.  

MeInfoText 2.0 and DiseaseMeth were published in 2011 and 2012, respectively. 

MethDB was first published in 2001, and the last version of the database was published 

in 2006. We accessed them in August 2014 for comparison. The high coverage of 

DDMGD can be due to using a large set of abstracts and full-text articles that includes the 

recent literature, comprehensive dictionaries to extract genes, diseases and species and 

accurate machine learning models to extract the associations. However, we highlight that 

the purpose of this comparison is to compare the current status and capabilities of 

different databases related to associations between methylated genes and diseases. 
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3.4 Case Study 

In this section, we describe a research study for which DDMGD was utilized. The study 

was conducted by KAUST researchers (Roberto Incitti, Hicham Mansour, and Vladimir 

Bajic). The goal of the study was to identify genes that are highly likely to be hyper-

methylated in breast, prostate, and ovarian cancer. In order to find these genes, two levels 

of evidence were determined.  

The first level of evidence is related to gene expression data. The researchers used 

publically available experimental gene expression data, where they identified a list of 

~200 genes that were found under-expressed in these cancers. The second level of 

evidence is related to literature reporting hyper-methylation. For each cancer, the 

researchers used DDMGD to determine a list of the genes which are reported as hyper-

methylation in that cancer. Thus, for each cancer, a list of candidate hyper-methylated 

genes was determined by considering the intersection of the gene lists provided by the 

two levels of evidence, so selecting a panel of ~30 relevant methylation marker genes for 

each cancer.  

To provide a proof-of-concept of the combined power of the found markers to devise 

non-invasive (mainly body-fluid based) tests, for each cancer the researchers used gene 

expression information coming from non-invasive samples of ~60 patients, and for each 

patient, the researchers marked the hyper-methylated genes. Using a simple scoring 

algorithm counting the number of hyper-methylated genes, they showed that very high 

accuracy can be achieved. The results were filed as patents, and the patents have been 

granted for breast and prostates cancer.  
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3.5 Conclusion and Future Work 

The analysis in the previous sections demonstrates that DDMGD is, in general, more 

comprehensive than the existing manually-curated or automatically-compiled databases 

and thus can serve as a useful complement to these resources, significantly expanding the 

coverage that other databases have, while at the same time preserve high level of 

accuracy of the extracted information. Although, DDMGD included most of the 

information in the benchmark lists, the remaining information from these lists were not 

captured by DDMGD mainly due to copyright restrictions and scarcity of full-text articles 

in a proper searchable format (e.g., XML). However, this can be overcome by using more 

full-text articles besides the PubMed Central Open Access Subset for future updates of 

data in DDMGD.  

Additionally, our system requires gene, disease and methylation words to be in the same 

sentence to extract the associations. Although this condition seems to limit the number of 

associations that can be extracted, this condition is necessary in order to preserve the 

accuracy of the system. However, cross-sentence association extraction is an active area 

of research, and we plan to extend our system to handle associations that exist in multiple 

sentences. Moreover, in order to extract species information more comprehensively for 

associations that do not have the species mentioned in the same sentence, we plan to 

develop a system that will try to infer species information from the full text or abstract. 

We plan to constantly improve DDMGD by expanding its content using the improved 

text mining system.  
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Chapter 4 In silico Toxicology: Computational Methods for prediction 

of Chemical Toxicity 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Toxicity is a measure of any undesirable or adverse effect of chemicals. Specific types of 

these adverse effects are called toxicity endpoints such as carcinogenicity or genotoxicity, 

and can be quantitative (e.g., LD50: lethal dose to 50% of tested individuals) 1, or 

qualitative such as binary (e.g., toxic or non-toxic) or ordinary (e.g., low, moderate or 

high toxicity) 2. Toxicity tests aim to identify harmful effects caused by substances on 

humans, animals, plants or the environment through acute-exposure (single dose) or 

multiple-exposure (multiple doses) 3. Several factors determine the toxicity of chemicals 

such as route of exposure (e.g., oral, dermal, inhalation), dose (amount of the chemical), 

frequency of exposure (e.g., single vs. multiple exposure), duration of exposure (e.g., 96 
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hours), ADME properties (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and 

excretion/elimination), biological properties (e.g., age, gender), and chemical properties 4. 

Animal models have been used for a long time for toxicity testing 3. However, in vitro 

toxicity tests became plausible due to the advances in high throughput screening 3. In 

silico toxicology (computational toxicology) is one type of toxicity assessment that uses 

computational resources (i.e., methods, algorithms, software, data, etc.) to organize, 

analyze, model, simulate, visualize or predict toxicity of chemicals 5, 6. It is intertwined 

with in silico pharmacology, which uses information from computational tools to analyze 

beneficial or adverse effects of drugs for therapeutic purposes 5, 6. 

Computational methods aim to complement in vitro and in vivo toxicity tests to 

potentially minimize the need for animal testing, reduce the cost and time of toxicity 

tests, and improve toxicity prediction and safety assessment. In addition, computational 

methods have a unique advantage of being able to estimate chemicals for toxicity even 

before they are synthesized 7. In silico toxicology encompasses a wide variety of 

computational tools (Figure 4.1): (A) databases for storing data about chemicals, their 

toxicity and chemical properties; (B) software for generating molecular descriptors; (C) 

simulation tools for systems biology and molecular dynamics; (D) modeling methods for 

toxicity prediction; (E) modeling tools such as statistical packages and software for 

generating prediction models; (F) expert systems that include pre-built models in web 

servers or standalone applications for predicting toxicity; and (G) visualization tools. 

The purpose of this study is to provide a comprehensive overview of existing modeling 

methods and algorithms for toxicity prediction (element D above), with a particular (but 
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not exclusive) emphasis on computational tools that can implement these methods 

(element E), and expert systems that deploy the prediction models (element F). Due to the 

nature of this expanding field, this study cannot provide an exhaustive overview of all 

seven in silico components mentioned above. Therefore, the reader is encouraged to refer 

to existing literature to get more information about toxicity databases 6, 8-11, molecular 

descriptors generation software 12, toxicology simulation tools 13, 14, statistical modeling 

packages 12, expert systems 6, 9, 11, 12, 15-17 and visualization tools 18.  

 

Figure 4.1. In silico toxicology tools, steps to generate prediction models, and categories of prediction models. 

 

Generally, modeling methods include five major steps in developing prediction models 19 

(Figure 4.1): (1) gathering biological data that contain associations between chemicals 

and toxicity endpoints, (2) calculating molecular descriptors of the chemicals, (3) 
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generating a prediction model, (4) evaluating the accuracy of the model, and (5) 

interpreting the model. 

The scope of this review covers the third step related to generating prediction models. We 

focus on using computational methods to predict toxicity of different types of substances 

such as drugs, other chemicals, mixtures and nanomaterials both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. There are various methods to solve such problems and each method has its 

strengths, limitations, scope of application, and specificity of interpretation. The goal is to 

find the most effective method for the problem at hand. However, all the five steps 

mentioned above are inter-related. Therefore, we discuss the remaining steps whenever 

necessary. We divided this review into four main sections. Firstly, we provide an 

explanation and discussion of the existing in silico methods. Then, we discuss briefly two 

special types of chemicals: mixtures and nanomaterials. Subsequently, we offer 

recommendations on how to develop and apply toxicity prediction models. Finally, we 

provide an overview of 21st Century Toxicology. 

4.2 In Silico Modelling Methods 

Many in silico methods have been developed to predict toxicity of chemicals. The 

methods we discuss here are chosen either because they illustrate the historical 

development of in silico toxicology or they represent the state-of-the-art method for 

predicting toxicity. For each method we provide (if applicable) a mathematical 

description, discussion of strengths and limitations, recommendations about when and 

why to use the method, and existing tools that implement the method. Additionally, for 
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the sake of clarity, we keep equations and visual representations of models as general as 

possible. 

4.2.1 Structural Alerts and Rule-based Models 

Structural alerts (SAs) 12, 20 (also called toxicophores/toxic fragments 17), are chemical 

structures that indicate or associate to toxicity 6, 12. SAs can consist of only one atom, or 

several connected atoms 21. A combination of SAs may contribute to toxicity more than a 

single SA 21. SAs are often used in rules defined in the form “if A is B then T” where A is 

an SA, B is the value of the SA, and T is the toxicity prediction with assigned certainty 

level 6, as illustrated in the following example: 

 IF (chemical_substructure) IS (present) THEN (skin_sensitizer IS certain). 

There are two main types of rule-based models we will consider: human-based rules 

(HBRs), and induction-based rules (IBRs) 12. HBRs are derived from human knowledge 

of field experts or from literature, but IBRs are derived computationally 6, 12. HBRs are 

more accurate, but are limited to human knowledge that could be incomplete or biased 6, 

12. Moreover, updating HBRs is often impractical since it requires detailed literature 

analysis 21. On the contrary, IBRs can be generated efficiently from large datasets. IBRs 

may propose hypotheses about associations between chemical structural properties (or 

their combinations) and toxicity endpoints, which may not be identified through human 

insights 6, 21. IBRs are implemented using probabilities to determine if SAs correspond to 

the toxic or non-toxic class. It is possible to have hybrid-based rules systems that contain 

IBRs and HBRs, with new rules being generated computationally 12. 
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It is easy to interpret and implement SAs 15. They are useful for drug design to determine 

how drugs should be altered to reduce their toxicity. Using structure to predict toxicity 

allows identifying the structure of potential metabolites 10. However, SAs have a number 

of limitations. SAs use only binary features (e.g., chemical structures are either present or 

absent) and only qualitative endpoints (e.g., carcinogenic or non-carcinogenic) 12. SAs do 

not provide insight into the biological pathways of toxicity and may not be sufficient for 

predicting toxicity. Depending on the concurrent absence or presence of other chemical 

properties, toxicity may decrease or increase 15. The list of SAs and rules may be 

incomplete, which may cause a large number of false negatives (i.e., toxic chemicals 

predicted as non-toxic) in predictions 12, 15, 20. 

The last point is particularly important. It is necessary to understand how to interpret the 

output of SAs models. If a chemical does not include SAs or does not match any toxicity 

rules, this does not indicate non-toxicity 6. This is especially true for HBRs that usually 

include SAs or rules that indicate toxicity, but do not include SAs or rules that indicate 

non-toxicity 6. Therefore, in developing such models, it is necessary to ensure that the list 

of SAs and rules are comprehensive, and refine them when more experimental data 

becomes available. However, there should be a balance between the list of SAs and rules, 

their comprehensiveness and predictive power. If SAs and rules are diverse, they can be 

applied to a large number of chemicals, but this may increase false positives (i.e., non-

toxic chemicals predicted as toxic). However, if they are too narrow, they can be applied 

only to a small group of chemicals and this may increase false negatives (i.e., toxic 

chemicals predicted as non-toxic). 
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An example of SAs list for skin sensitization was published in 1982 by Dupuis and 

Benezra 22. Another SAs list was proposed by Ashby and Tennant 19, 21, 23 in 1988 to 

predict carcinogenicity and mutagenicity. Today, one of the most developed list of 

carcinogenic SAs was proposed by Benigni and Bossa 19, 21, 24 in OECD QSAR 

application toolbox 25 and in Toxtree 19, 21, 26. Recently, Benigni and Bossa published a 

new list of non-genotoxic carcinogenic SAs 27. Other lists of SAs and rule-based models 

were developed for hepatotoxicity 28, cytotoxicity 29, irritation/corrosion of skin 30, and 

eye 31 and skin sensitization 19, 32. 

Several systems (also called “expert systems” 20) provide pre-built rule-based and SAs 

lists, for example, Oncologic Cancer Expert System (OCES) 33, Toxtree 15, 26, Derek 

Nexus 15, 34, HazardExpert 15, 35 and Meteor 36. Other tools that can extract SAs from 

datasets that contains toxic or non-toxic chemicals are reviewed in 21 such as CASE 37, 

PASS 38 and cat-SAR 39.  

Additionally, there are several approaches for extracting longest frequent molecular 

substructures such as Apriori (based on breadth-first search) and pattern growth (based on 

depth-first search) 21. Examples of algorithms that implement the pattern growth 

approach are reviewed in 21 such as mofa 40, gSpan 41, FFSM 42, and gaston 43. Significant 

substructures capable of discriminating between toxic and non-toxic chemicals can be 

extracted using an emerging chemical patterns approach as explained in 21. 

4.2.2 Chemical Category, Read-across, and Trend Analysis 

A chemical category 44 is a group of chemicals whose properties and toxicity effects are 

similar or follow a similar pattern 11, 45. Chemicals in the category are also called source 
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chemicals. The OECD Guidance On Grouping Of Chemicals lists several methods for 

grouping, such as chemical identity and composition, physicochemical and ADME 

properties, mechanism of action (MoA), and chemical/biological interactions 46. 

However, structural similarity is described in the OECD guidelines as the starting point 

for grouping, but it is also criticized for lacking a “scientifically supportable basis” for 

grouping, and it can be used if impurities or other constituents in the chemical 

composition would not change toxicity 46. 

 

Figure 4.2. Different approaches of read-across: analogue vs. category approaches, interpolation vs. extrapolation, 

category boundary and outliers. 

 

Read-across is a method of predicting unknown toxicity of a chemical using similar 

chemicals (called chemical analogues) with known toxicity from the same chemical 

category 9, 11, 12, 45, 47. Trend analysis is a method of predicting toxicity of a chemical by 
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analyzing toxicity trends (increase, decrease, or constant) of tested chemicals 9. A 

hypothetical example of trend analysis shows that when carbon chain length (CCL) 

increases, acute aquatic toxicity increases (Figure 4.2) 45.  

Here we focus on the read-across method. A summary of different parameters that must 

be considered when designing a read-across model is captured in Figure 4.3, and 

explained later. Note, however, that the points discussed are similarly applicable to trend 

analysis.  

 

Figure 4.3. Different properties of read-across models. 

 

There are two ways to develop a read-across method 12, 45, 48: analogue approach (AN) 

(called one-to-one), which uses one or few analogues; and a category approach (CA) 
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(called many-to-one), which uses many analogues. AN may be sensitive to outliers, 

because two analogues may have different toxicity profiles 12. Using many analogues for 

CA is useful to detect trends within a category and may increase confidence in the 

toxicity predictions 11, 45, 48. CA requires defining a category boundary to determine if a 

chemical belongs to the category 45, and implementing a “combination of predictions” 

method for analogues that have conflicting toxicity profiles. A combination of predictions 

can be done using (if applicable) minimum, maximum, mode, median, average, linear, 

quadratic or other nonlinear combinations of the predictions 47. 

Read-across can be qualitative if the toxicity endpoint is qualitative; otherwise read-

across is quantitative 6, 9, 12. Also, interpolation using source chemicals surrounding the 

target chemical (see Figure 4.2) is better than extrapolation from one side 17. In Figure 

4.2, interpolation is used with the chemical that has CCL of length 6, but extrapolation is 

used with a chemical that has CCL of length 12. 

Identifying similar chemicals can be done in two steps: representing chemicals as feature 

vectors of chemical properties, and then calculating similarity of chemicals. The first step 

is implemented using either binary or holographic fingerprints. A Binary fingerprint is a 

feature vector of binary bits representing presence (1) or absence (0) of a property (e.g. 

presence of a methyl group) 44, 47. However, holographic fingerprint uses frequency of 

properties (e.g. number of methyl groups). Continuous chemical properties (e.g., melting 

point) can be used as well. A hierarchy of categories and subcategories can be better than 

a single feature vector. At each level of the hierarchy, a property is applied for category 

formation. Subsequently, categories are divided using another property to generate 
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subcategories, and so on. The hierarchy can allow for investigating the significance of 

properties and can simplify model interpretation 47. An example of hierarchal categories 

is provided in 47. Statistical similarity of two chemicals can be calculated using different 

types of distances such as Hamming, Euclidean, Cosine, Mahalanobis, Tanimoto 

distance; or linear or non-linear relationships of the features 45, 47.  

There are several advantages of read-across. Read-across is transparent 16, easy to 

interpret and implement 44. Read-across can model quantitative and qualitative toxicity 

endpoints, and it allows for a wide range, types of descriptors and similarity measures to 

be used to express similarity between chemicals 47.  

However, there are also limitations. Statistical similarity measures do not provide 

biological insight of toxicity 47. Moreover, complex similarity measures may complicate 

model interpretation 47. In reality, read-across uses small datasets compared to other 

approaches such as QSAR, because there are usually only a few analogues for a given 

chemical 47. Additionally, accuracy depends on the number and choice of analogues, 

similarity metrics, strength in chemicals’ similarity, chemical properties and category 

boundary 47. These parameters are very subjective, mutually dependent, endpoint-specific 

and may require expert opinions 17, 44-47. Moreover, this approach could be inapplicable or 

inaccurate if analogues have conflicting toxicity profiles 11 or the number of analogue 

chemicals are insufficient. In these cases, the QSAR approach can be used 11, 12, 44, 45.  

Read-across was applied to predict carcinogenicity 49, hepatoxicity 28, aquatic toxicity 50, 

reproductive toxicity 51, skin sensitization 52, and environmental toxicity 53. Examples of 

tools implementing read-across are OECD toolbox 25, Toxmatch 54, ToxTree 26, AMBIT 
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55, AmbitDiscovery 56, AIM 57, DSSTox 58, or 

ChemIDplus 59. A detailed explanation of some 

of these tools is available in 6, 9, 11, 16, 17, 44, 45, 48. 

4.2.3 Dose-response and Time-

response Models 

Dose-response (or time-response) models are 

relationships between doses (or time) and the 

incidence of a defined biological effect (e.g., 

toxicity or mortality) 60. A dose is “the total 

quantity of a substance administered to, taken 

up, or absorbed by an organism, organ, or 

tissue and can be measured with in vitro or in 

vivo experiments.” 60 Time can be the time to 

produce a response, or the time for recovery 61. 

Exposure time can be continuous, intermittent, 

or random, and exposure can be acute, short-

term, sub-chronic exposure, and chronic 60. 

Time-dose models describe the relationship 

between time and dose for a constant response 

62. Figure 4.4 shows different types of 

dose/time-response models. These models that 

describe relations between response vs. dose or 

Figure 4.4. Different types of relationships for 

dose-response models. Similar relationships can 

be generated for time-response models. 
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time, can be generated by regression to fit the data. 

The first dose-response model relates concentration (C) and time (t) with response (K), 

which is Haber’s law (law of toxicity) 60, 63: 

C X t = K                     (4.1) 

However, Haber’s law does not hold in many situations 63, and it does not take 

detoxification into consideration. The law assumes that any combination of concentration 

and time that has the same C X t product should produce the same level of toxicity. 

However, in reality this is not the case. Toxicity of some chemicals can be more 

dependent on concentration than time. Subsequently, Haber’s law was generalized. Let 

C0 denote a threshold concentration, and n and m constants. Then several well-known 

generalizations of Haber’s law are shown below: 

• Ostwald: (C – C0)n t = K that emphasizes concentration 64;                              (4.2) 

• Druckery: C X tn = K that emphasizes time 63;                                                  (4.3) 

• Miller et al.: (C – C0)n tm = K that emphasizes both concentration and time63. (4.4) 

One of the frequently measured responses is mortality (the number of dead individuals). 

The Bliss method (or Probit model) (Figure 4.5) 61, 63, 65, transforms time-mortality and 

dose-mortality relationships into linear relationships. This transformation follows the next 

steps: a/ link mortality frequency (the number of dead subjects) to dose or time; b/ 

convert frequency to percentages (percentage of dead subjects); c/ transform percentages 

to probits (probability unites) and express dose or time in logarithmic scale. Probits are 

inferred doses (or time) that correspond to a given mortality percentage. Bliss devised a 
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special table called ‘probits table’ to calculate the probits as explained in 65. This method 

takes into consideration the variation of an individual’s susceptibility to toxic agents. For 

example, a certain dose (or time exposure) can cause death of some individuals but not 

others 61, 65. 

There are many inherited differences between dose-mortality and time-mortality models. 

Time-mortality curves are based on the same individuals whose susceptibility are 

measured at specific intervals. The percentage of mortality at a given interval cannot be 

less than that of the preceding interval, and the susceptibility of individuals in successive 

time intervals are correlated. However, dose-mortality curves are based on different 

individuals for each dose. Therefore, susceptibility of individuals at successive doses is 

unrelated especially if there are individuals who have high toxicity resistance 61. 

 

Figure 4.5. Bliss Method. (A) Plot mortality frequency (the number of dead subjects) vs. dose or time. (B) Convert 

frequency to percentages (percentage of dead subjects). (C) Transform percentages to probits and transform dose or 

time to logarithms. 
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The effectiveness of time-mortality curves depends on the “whole” distribution of 

susceptibilities and their relation to the response. Time-mortality curves that measure the 

response time can be incomplete for small doses due to individuals who have a high 

resistance, and fail to show the measured response. Similarly, time-response curves that 

measure the recovery time may be incomplete for large doses if some individuals fail to 

recover. Bliss explained how to estimate the truncated distribution of time-mortality 

models 61. 

Miller et al. 63 proposed a three-dimensional model for concentration-time-response that 

can reliably interpolate within the scope of experimental data, and they provided an 

estimation of error when extrapolating outside the scope. Recently, Brown and Foureman 

62 used a time-concentration-response model to generalize the concentration-response 

models using time as a parameter. 

There are many advantages of time-response, dose-response and dose-time-response 

models: ease of interpretation and implementation, consideration of dose and time of 

exposure, interpolation of effects between different doses of the same chemical within the 

range of experimental data 61, 63 using dose-response models, and interpolation between 

different exposure times for the same toxicant and dose within the range of experimental 

data 61, 63 using time-response models. 

However, there are many limitations. The three models cannot extrapolate to other 

chemicals 60. Additionally, time-response models cannot extrapolate to other doses of the 

same chemical 61, 63. Time-response models require that tested individuals have uniform 

susceptibility levels 61, or these models may be unreliable if some individuals have an 
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extremely low or high resistance. If time intervals are long, time-response models may 

overestimate or underestimate the response at a given moment 61. The three models do 

not take into consideration target tissue, biological process, ADME, toxicokinetics, 

toxicodynamics, detoxification, damage or repair, or chemical properties 60, 63. 

These time-response and dose-response models are complementary to one another, and 

must be used together to achieve reliable conclusions. Several databases include dose-

response data such as CEBS 6, 66, PubChem 18, 67, and ToxRefDB 8, 68. These models were 

used, for example, for modeling rectal cancer 69, mutagenicity 70, and developmental 

toxicity 71. 

4.2.4 Pharmacokinetic Models and Pharmacodynamic Models 

Pharmacokinetic (PK) models relate chemical concentration in tissues to time, estimate 

amount of chemicals in different parts of the body, and quantify ADME processes 13, 72. 

Toxicokinetic models are PK models used to relate chemical concentration in tissues to 

the time of toxic responses. PK models can be compartmental and non-compartmental 60, 

72. A compartment is whole or part of an organism in which the concentration is uniform 

73. Compartmental models consist of one or more compartments, and each compartment 

is represented usually by differential equations 60, 72, 74. 

One-compartment models represent the whole body as a single compartment, assume 

rapid equilibrium of chemical concentration within the body after administration and do 

not consider the time to distribute the chemical. The concentration C at a given time t is 

computed by 72 
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C(t) = C0 X e-kt                      (4.5) 

where C0 is the initial concentration and k is the elimination constant.  

Plotting log of concentration vs. time results in a straight line of slope (-k) 72. However, 

these models do not consider the distribution time of chemicals. Additionally, 

concentrations in some organs reach equilibrium faster than in others. Two-compartment 

models consist of two compartments: central (for rapidly-perfused tissues e.g., liver or 

kidney) and peripheral (for slowly-perfused tissues e.g., muscle or skin). Each 

compartment is represented by a differential equation similar to the one-compartment 

models. After solving the coupled equations, the concentration is the sum of two 

exponential terms of time (interpreted as distribution phase with initial concentration Ca 

and slope -a and elimination phase with initial concentration Cb and slope -b). The 

concentration C based on this model is represented by 72 

C(t) = Ca X e-at + Cb X e-bt                      (4.6) 

These models, however, cannot extrapolate between species or provide a mechanistic 

insight 72. On the other hand, physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models 

include, in addition to concentration and time, physiological descriptors of tissues and 

ADME processes such as volumes, blood flaws, chemical binding/partitioning, 

metabolisms or excretions 13, 60. PBPK models represent each organ as a compartment, 

represented by a differential equation that includes PK parameters 13, 60, 72, 74. An organ 

can be split into several compartments if there is a high variability in organ tissue. Also, 

one compartment can represent several similar organs 72. A general PBPK model to 
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calculate plasma concentration (CP) uses a feature vector of PK parameters (θPK), time (t) 

and dose (X) 74 as follows: 

CP = f (θPK , X , t)                     (4.7) 

where f is a function that models the relationship. Because equation structure and the 

physiological parameters are tissue specific, PBPK models allow for interspecies 

extrapolation and provide a mechanistic basis of ADME 11, 60, 72. PBPK models can 

convert administered doses to tissue dosimetry 60, which is “the amount of chemical that 

is distributed to a tissue or part of a tissue” 13, and generate concentration vs. time 

models11.  

Pharmacodynamic (PD) models relate a biological response to the concentration of 

chemical in tissue 72. Toxicodynamic models are PD models that relate toxicity to the 

concentration of the chemical. PD models that are based on anatomy, physiology 

biochemistry, and biology are called physiologically-based pharmacodynamic (PBPD) 

models 75. Similar to dose-response models, PD models can be linear or non-linear. 

Linear models should be used with caution, because they do not consider the upper limit 

of responses, and assume that responses always increase when concentrations increase 72. 

Similar to PBPK models, PBPD can be described by differential equations. A general 

PBPD model calculates response (R) using a feature vector of PD parameters (θPD), 

plasma concentration (CP), which is calculated using PBPK model above, or biophase 

concentration (Ce), and chemical independent system parameters (Z) 74 can be 

represented as 
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R = f (θPD , CP or Ce , Z)                     (4.8) 

where f is a function that models the relationship. PD models can be combined with PK 

models 72. The resulting model is called biologically-based dose-response models 

(BBDR) and can be used to relate doses with responses 13, 60, 72, 75. In addition to PK and 

PD parameters, BBDR may include biological parameters such as cell division rates, 

death rates, or production rates of hormones 13, 60, 76. BBDR models are more powerful 

than dose-response models, because the former consider time-dependent changes of 

concentration, and can extrapolate at low doses and between species 60, 75. 

There are many advantages for the models discussed in this section. Determining internal 

doses rather than administered doses and key metabolites allows for a more direct 

relationship with the response 60. Additionally, using ADME, PK and PD properties 

permits route-to-route and specie-to-specie (e.g., animal-to-human) extrapolations, and in 

vitro-to-in vivo extrapolation 60. BBDR is useful for extrapolating at low doses. Such low 

doses provide realistic estimates for human toxicity since human exposure to toxicants is 

at much lower doses than those tested on animals 75. 

However, there are a number of disadvantages. PK and PD parameters may be 

unavailable or inaccurate. In such cases, the parameters are estimated using in vitro-to-in 

vivo or specie-to-specie extrapolation 72. Otherwise, QSAR modeling could be more 

appropriate, because it depends only on molecular descriptors 11, 60. Additionally, if 

biological data is not available, empirical dose-response models are used instead of 

BBPD. Using BBDR for extrapolation between species assumes that the relationship 

between dose and response in animals is the same in humans 76, 77. The same problem 
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applies when using animal studies to estimate PK or PD parameters for modeling toxicity 

in humans 78. Although BBDR models have been proposed more than 20 years ago as a 

tool to minimize uncertainty for low-dose and interspecies extrapolation, it was recently 

shown that BBDR has not progressed to reach such expectations due to uncertainty in 

modeled parameters and data, limited applicability of BBDR models to a small group of 

chemicals, or inherited complexity of BBDR models or toxicity mechanisms as discussed 

in 76. Expert knowledge is required for defining MoA, toxicity pathways and chemical 

interactions that cause the response.  

An example of developing a PBPK model is available in 79. Also, methods for estimating 

PK parameters are reviewed in 80. Examples of PK and PD modeling tools are WinNonlin 

81, Kinetica 82, ADAPT 5 83. For example, PBPK was used for route-to-route 

extrapolation 84, toxicity and risk assessment 85, and carcinogenicity assessment 86. 

4.2.5 Uncertainty Factors Models 

Uncertainty factors (UFs) (also called assessment/extrapolation/risk factors) are used for 

assessing risk from chemical exposure or the recommended daily intake of chemicals 87. 

A UF model is the simplest form of model for inter-species extrapolation (e.g., from 

animals to humans), intra-species extrapolation (e.g., from healthy people to special 

groups of the population such as elderly people, pregnant women, children and fetuses), 

or exposure duration extrapolation (e.g., from short exposure to long exposure). It 

requires two main factors 88: No observed adverse effect levels (NOAEL), which is the 

highest dose not exhibiting observable toxicity; and a UF, which is a numerical value to 
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account for variability in inter-species, intra-species, exposure duration, or exposed dose. 

Extrapolation is done by dividing NOAEL by UF. 

However, there are two limitations for using NOAEL 88: (1) Definition of NOAEL 

indicates absence of “appreciable risk” of toxicity, but it does not indicate zero-effect 

threshold. (2) NOAEL values are not constants and can vary depending on experimental 

design such as the number of tested animals, number of doses and toxicity endpoint. It 

was shown that low statistical power (e.g., a small number of tested animals or a small 

number of tested doses) would result in higher NOAEL. However, it is possible to use 

LOAEL (least observable adverse effect level, which is the least dose or concentration 

that causes the observed effect), or to use BMDL (Benchmark dose level, which is “the 

lower statistical confidence limit of the dose resulting in a predetermined response”) if 

NOAEL is not available 87, 88. 

 In addition to UFs, “modifying factors” (MFs) are used to account for uncertainties in 

the data and the database. Additionally, “safety factors” (SFs) are used for irreversible 

effects, such as teratogenicity and non-genotoxic carcinogenicity. Although, existing UFs 

account for intra-species variability, it is recommended to use additional factors for child 

safety. The values of MFs and SFs cannot exceed 10 87. 

UFs are necessary to estimate reference dose (RfD) and reference concentration (RfC). 

RfD or RfC “provide quantitative information for use in risk assessments for health 

effects known or assumed to be produced through a nonlinear (presumed threshold) mode 

of action” 60. The reference values are calculated as 
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RfD or RfC = 
POD

UF ´MF  
                     (4.9) 

where POD is point of departure (e.g., NOAEL, LOAEL or BMDL) 60.  

A default UF of 100 was first proposed in 1954 87. However, this default value does not 

account for the quality of the database, the nature of the effect, the duration of the 

exposure, route-to-route extrapolation, and consideration of special groups of the 

population. Therefore, several factors have been calculated by different agencies as 

explained in 87, 89. 

There are several advantages of UF models. It is easy to implement and understand them. 

They provide adequate safety levels for single chemical and mixtures of chemicals 88. 

Additionally, they account for inter-species and inter–individual, as well as PK and PD 

differences. However, there are some limitations of UF models. Default UFs or sub-

factors are not conservative nor do they assume the worst-case scenario. Therefore, 

extrapolated safety levels of chemicals are not always below the realistic safety threshold 

for humans 88. These models cannot be used to extrapolate toxicity levels of genotoxic 

carcinogens, since these chemicals always cause toxicity effects that are proportional to 

the dose, even at small doses 87. 

4.2.6 Quantitative Structure-activity Relationship 

Quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) is a family of models that use 

molecular descriptors to predict chemicals’ toxicity. It is assumed that chemicals that fit 

the same QSAR model may work through the same mechanism 10. A general QSAR 
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model to predict toxicity (T) using a feature vector of chemical properties (θP), and a 

function f that calculates T given θP is 

T = f (θP)                     (4.10) 

A local QSAR is generated from congeneric chemicals (i.e., similar chemicals); 

otherwise, the model is a global QSAR 6 if it was made from diverse chemicals. Local 

QSARs are more accurate since they are customized for specific chemicals. However, 

there is an overhead to develop a local QSAR for each type of chemicals. Therefore, 

global QSARs are more practical, but may be less accurate. Also, local QSARs can 

provide insight on the MoA of specific chemicals, which global QSAR may overlook. 

Quantitative Structure Toxicity/Property Relationship (QSTR/QSPR) models are QSAR 

models for predicting toxicity, and chemical properties, respectively 10, 19. Structure 

Activity Relationships (SAR) are used for categorical endpoints 19.  

There are two main steps to develop a QSAR model: generating molecular descriptors, 

and then generating models to fit the data. Several types of molecular descriptors can be 

used to describe chemicals. Therefore, feature selection algorithms based on, for 

example, simulated annealing, genetic algorithm or principal component analysis can be 

used 5, 19. If there are a small number of descriptors, using 2D scatter plots of each 

descriptor vs. the biological activity, can help identify significant descriptors19 (Figure 

4.6). 

 There are several types of algorithms to generate QSAR models: linear models such as 

those based on linear regression analysis, multiple linear regression and partial least 
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squares for continuous endpoints, and linear discriminant analysis for categorical 

endpoints 5, 19; non-liner models such as artificial neural network or support vector 

machine 5, 19; and data-driven models such as those based on decision trees, clustering, 

Naïve Bayes, and K-nearest neighbor 7.  

A comparison of different machine learning and regression models is provided in 7. 

Linear models are simpler and, in general, require tuning fewer parameters than non-

linear models. However, many relations between chemicals and toxicity are non-linear. 

Therefore, non-linear models are commonly used for developing QSARs. The 2D scatter 

plots can help identify the type of regression models 19 as illustrated in Figure 4.6.  

Figure 4.6. 2D scatter plots of molecular descriptors and toxicity levels. Part (A) shows no correlation between 

molecular descriptor #1 and the toxicity endpoint. Parts (B) and (C) show linear and non-linear relationships between 

the molecular descriptors #2 and #3, respectively with the toxicity endpoint. (B) and (C) can be modelled with linear 

and non-linear algorithms, respectively. 

 

Additionally SAR landscapes are three-dimensional plots through which one can 

visualize structure-activity relationships. The X-Y plane represents the molecular 

descriptors and the Z-axis represents response. Figure 4.7 shows a hypothetical example 

of a SAR landscape.  
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Figure 4.7. SAR Landscapes. 

 

The smooth region corresponds to chemicals that have a similar structure and have 

similar activity. However, the ragged region corresponds to chemicals that have a similar 

structure, but different activity levels (also called activity cliffs). The activity cliffs are 

the most interesting part of the SAR landscape 18. They show that small structural 

changes correspond to huge changes in activity. Additionally, they affect the performance 

of machine learning models, either because these regions are discarded as outliers, cause 

over-fitting, complicate the prediction models, or increase the prediction error while 

generating the model. 

SAR landscapes can be visualized using SAR maps. SAR maps are 2D plots of activity 

similarity vs. structure similarity that characterize SAR landscapes through four regions 

18 as shown in Figure 4.8. Moreover, structure activity landscape index (SALI) and 

structure activity index (SARI) can be used for analyzing SAR landscapes as explained in 

reference 90. 
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Figure 4.8. Four regions in SAR maps are scaffold hops, smooth region, nondescript and activity cliffs. 

 

Historically, one of the early QSAR models was developed in 1962 by Hansch et al. 19 in 

which the log of chemical concentration (C) was estimated using octanol/water partition 

coefficient (π) and Hammett constant (σ) 91: 

Log (
1

C
) = 4.08 π – 2.14 π2 + 2.78 σ + 3.36                      (4.11) 

If the coefficient of a descriptor is positive, there is a positive relationship between the 

toxicity endpoint and the descriptor; otherwise, there is a negative relationship 92. 

Examples of QSARs for predicting toxicity of aromatic nitro compounds, nitrobenzene 

compounds, cytotoxicity of TIBO derivatives, and carcinogenicity of sulfa drugs are 

explained in 5. A discussion of the performance of QSAR models to predict 

carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, reproductive, and developmental toxicity endpoints are 
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available in 6. Case studies on applications of QSAR to skin sensitization and 

developmental toxicity are available in 93 and 12, respectively. 

There are many tools that provide pre-built QSAR models such as OECD QSAR Toolbox 

25, TopKat 94, Derek Nexus 34, HazardExpert 35, VEGA 95, and METEOR 36. Their 

characteristics are summarized together with those of other QSAR-based tools in 10, 12, 17, 

96. Case studies on combining the results of different prediction tools are available in 15, 

17. However, specialized software tools for generating QSAR models such as ADAPT 

and TOPKAT include databases for toxicity data and can calculate molecular descriptors 

12. Additionally, several stand-alone databases have been compiled to provide toxicity 

data and/or molecular descriptors as summarized in 6, 7, 10. 

There are several advantages of QSAR models. QSAR models are easy to interpret if the 

descriptors are meaningful. They can model categorical and continuous toxicity 

endpoints and molecular descriptors, and toxic and non-toxic chemicals. Using different 

types of descriptors allows for modelling complex endpoints 6, 11. 

However, QSARs may not be always applicable. QSARs require including a large 

number of chemicals in model development to achieve statistical significance 5. 

Additionally, QSARs require using features selection to identify the most significant and 

independent molecular descriptors, and a large number of descriptors makes the 

multidimensional space complex and fragmented 97. QSARs cannot be used for 

extrapolation between species, routes of exposure or doses, unless biological data is used. 

Moreover, QSARs may not be biologically interpretable, and QSARs do not take dose, 

duration or metabolites into consideration.  
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4.3 Special Cases 

This section focuses on special types of chemicals or toxicity endpoints that require new 

prediction or analysis methods:  

4.3.1 Nanotoxicity 

Nanotoxicity is the study of adverse effects caused by nanomaterials. Nanomaterials are 

small particles in the nanoscale (10−9 m) size range. When a particle size is decreased 

within the nanoscale size range, its physical and chemical properties are changed 

affecting its toxicity. It was found that nanoparticles cause different or worse toxicity 

effects than the larger particles of the same substance 98, 99. A nanoparticle can be toxic 

even if the particle is not toxic at a larger size. The small size of nanomaterials facilitates 

cell membrane penetration and biodistribution 98, 99. Other properties that affect toxicity 

of nanomaterials include 100: 

• Shape of nanomaterials affects toxicological responses. For example, isolated 

long fiber carbon nanotubes are more inflammogenic in the outer regions of the 

lung than non-fibrous nanotubes. 

• Large surface areas of nanomaterials increase the contact area with the biological 

environment and their chemical reactivity. 

• Surface coating material of the nanomaterials can affect biological functions. It 

was found that toxicity of nanomaterials that have the same metallic core could be 

predicted by using the properties of the coating material. 

• Other physicochemical properties such as electrostatic interaction between 

nanomaterials and biological targets can influence toxicity.  
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There are several mechanisms by which nanoparticles induce toxicity: 

• interaction and binding of the nanoparticle’s surface with a biological 

environment (e.g., protein or cells), 100 

• cellular entry: nanoparticles potential to enter cells 101, 

• release of ions from the surface: ionic forms of metals can be more active 102, 103, 

and  

• generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS): overproduction of ROS can cause 

oxidative stress and inflammation, which disrupt normal biological functions, and 

damage DNA and proteins 104. 

QSNR (Quantitative Structure Nanotoxicity Relationships) 100 (also called nano-QSAR 

105) are QSAR models that use nanomaterials-specific descriptors such as size, shape, 

surface area, relaxivities, solubility, zeta potential, corona composition, biodistribution, 

bioavailability and surface charge in addition to structural and physicochemical 

properties 100, 106. However, toxicity of nanomaterials is affected by properties of their 

core and surface coating material, and different combinations of core and surface 

compositions may cause different effects. Moreover, the coating material can be modified 

by the biological environment 100.  

An example of a linear QSNR model for predicting EC𝟻𝟶 (effective concentration for 

50% enzyme activity inhibition) for organo-coated silver nanoparticles using size and 

surface charge, is available in 107. Additionally, QSNR models that use quantum-chemical 

discriptors have been developed to predict binding affinity for a set of fullerene-C60 

derivatives 108, and predict cytotoxicity of metal oxide nanoparticles 109. Another model 
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to predict metal oxide nanoparticles based on random forests classification is explained in 

103. Case studies on developing QSNR models are available in 110. 

There are some challenges in modelling nanomaterials. Nanomaterials can be composed 

of, for example, organic, metal, metal oxides, silica or carbon based nanoparticles. 

Therefore, it is difficult to compile datasets of congeneric nanomaterials 105. Additionally, 

nanomaterials are structurally diverse and act upon different MoA. However, QSNRs 

(similarly to QSARs) assume a common MoA for the modelled chemicals 105. The 

scarcity of nanomaterial experimental data and descriptors 100 affects progress in this 

field.  

However, a nano-read-across model (read-across for nanomaterials) can be used, because 

read-across methods do not require large datasets to generate groups of sufficiently 

similar nanomaterials 105. An application of a nano-read-across model, to predict 

cytotoxicity of metal oxides nanoparticles is provided in 105. 

Additionally, PBPK models may predict biodistribution, which is essential for assessing 

toxicity of nanomaterials 106. Customized PBPK models should be developed for 

nanomaterials, because ADME properties, some physiological processes of nanomaterials 

and transportation mechanisms are different from those of small molecules. Moreover, 

there are some processes that are not involved with small molecules such physical 

property changes, enzymatic degradation, cellular recognition and internalization and 

opsonization in the blood 106. PBPK may include nanomaterial-related descriptors such as 

traffic within tissues and cells, interaction with blood and tissue cells, tissue/blood 

partition coefficient, tissue concentration, and permeability through membranes 106. An 
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example of a kinetic model to describe mechanisms of releasing silver ions of citrate-

coated silver nanoparticles in aqueous environments is available in 102. 

4.3.2 Mixtures 

Toxicity of chemicals is affected by interactions with other chemicals. For example, 

mixtures may exhibit adverse effects at NOAEL doses of each chemical separately 111. 

Assessing toxicity of chemicals separately may underestimate or overlook the adverse 

effects of mixtures 111. For instance, it was found that toxicity of lead metal increases 

with co-administration of higher levels of other metals. Therefore, “Cumulative risk 

assessment” was developed to study toxicity of mixtures 112.  

However, there is lack of experimental datasets for toxicity of mixtures due to the 

numerous number of different combinations of chemicals 111, exposure patterns, and 

complex interactions. It is impossible to test all combinations of these factors. 

Furthermore, predictive models must address concurrent and sequential exposure to 

mixtures. However, a recently developed database by NoMiracle (Novel Methods for 

Integrated Risk Assessment of Cumulative Stressors in Europe) contains mixtures 

toxicity datasets for eco-toxicological test species and human cell lines 112. 

Methods for single chemicals may not be applicable for mixtures due to difficulty in 

determining the combined effect 113. For example, dose-response models for mixtures 

vary depending on the dose ratios of chemicals in the mixture 112. Additionally, co-

administration of chemicals may alter their ADME properties 111, which should be taken 

into consideration when developing PBPK models for mixtures 113.  
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Bliss generated dose-mortality curves for mixtures, by changing the doses of mixtures 

while preserving the constituent’s ratios. He identified three categories of the joint action 

of mixtures 114. The first category is independent joint action. Chemicals act 

independently and have different modes of action. The combined effect is calculated 

using the effects of constituent’s and their interactions 114.  

The second category is similar joint action. Chemicals act independently and have 

similar MoA. The combined effect is calculated using the dose-mortality curves of 

constituents. This category assumes that an ingredient in the mixture can be substituted 

for any proportion of another ingredient without changing the combined effect 114. 

The third category includes synergistic and antagonistic actions. Toxicity of synergistic 

action is greater than that of constituents, while antagonistic action has lower toxicity 

than that of constituents. Synergistic effects depend upon the proportion of constituents in 

mixtures unlike the first two categories in which chemicals act independently and 

therefore their proportions do not alter their combined effect. Bliss developed two models 

(also called independent action (IA) 115) to analyse synergism as explained in 114. 

Another additive model is the concentration addition (CA) (also called dose addition) that 

was developed for chemicals with a similar MoA 115. The concentration of mixtures that 

produce a certain effect is calculated using the proportion of a constituent and its 

concentration that produces the same effect 115. 

IA and CA models have been criticized for being ineffective for chemicals that have high 

potency (dose to produce a given effect) but low efficacy (maximum effect) 115. 

Therefore, a generalized concentration addition (GCA) model was developed to address 
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these shortcomings 116. GCA calculates the combined effect of a mixture using the 

potency and efficacy of the mixtures constituents 115. A comparison of CA, IA and GCA 

models is available in 115.  

Process-based models, however, are mechanistic models that usually use dynamic energy 

budgets theory, such that the combined effect is calculated using the effects of 

constituents in addition to exposure time, toxicokinetic and biological parameters, which 

allow for extrapolation between different species, chemicals or exposure duration 117. A 

discussion and an example of process-based models are available in 117 and 118, 

respectively.  

Another mechanistic model is the receptor-oriented model, which is based on the premise 

that the toxicity of mixtures is caused by many chains of reactions that converge at the 

exposed receptor (i.e., an individual or population) 112. A discussion of receptor-oriented 

models is available in 112. Other methods to assess toxicity of mixtures include: numerical 

additive models such as hazard index, point of departure index, margin of exposure and 

cumulative risk index 113; chemical interactions models such as the interaction based 

hazard index and isobole method 113; and statistical models such as tree-based clustering 

and weighted quartile score regression 111. 

4.4 Recommendations 

The flow chart in Figure 4.9 provides a practical guideline for choosing a method for 

certain types of features and toxicity endpoints, and a summary of the methods is 

depicted in Figure 4.10. In this section, we provide some recommendations for 

developing in silico toxicity prediction models.  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Figure 4.9. Flowchart of in silico prediction models.  

 

 

Figure 4.10. Summary of methods to predict toxicity of chemicals.  
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4.4.1 Datasets Quality 

Large datasets from one resource must be used to achieve statistical significance and 

structural diversity 92, 119. While large datasets may not be readily available, it is possible 

to gather data from various public resources 120: prepared datasets suitable for QSAR 

modelling such as DSSTox (www.epa.gov/comptox/dsstox/), databases that contain 

toxicity data such as ECOTOX (http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/), global search engines that 

retrieve data from several databases such as ToxNet (http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/), and 

scientific literature. A discussion of advantages and limitations of these resources in 

addition to case studies on obtaining toxicity data are available in 120. Examples and 

descriptions of many toxicity databases are provided in 6, 8-11. 

However, several factors must be considered when using data from multiple resources. 

The experimental design must be identical or compatible 19. Additionally, the datasets 

should preferably be balanced (equal number of active and inactive chemicals), since 

some statistical methods are sensitive to unbalanced datasets 19. This limitation, however, 

is not absolute, since there are methods that can handle imbalanced data. Moreover, 

experimental and computed values of the same molecular descriptor should not be mixed, 

and calculated molecular descriptors must be generated using the same tools 19. In 

addition, redundant records and outliers should be removed if necessary 119. 

The readers are referred to a recent review 121 that discusses formal scoring methods to 

assess quality of datasets; chemical, biological and endpoint-specific factors in data 

variability; a practical checklist to guide the process of data assessment; data integration; 

and many other considerations of datasets quality. 

http://www.epa.gov/comptox/dsstox/
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/
http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/
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4.4.2 Data Transformation 

In some cases biological data must be transformed. Continuous toxicity endpoints can be 

expressed in logarithmic scales to avoid statistical problems when using models such as 

regression 19. Additionally, continuous endpoints, which come from different resources or 

are generated using different experimental procedures, can be transformed to categorical 

values (the number of categories are problem dependent) 19. Features must be normalized 

when using statistical similarity measures, because these measures are biased towards 

features that have large values 47. Moreover, frequency descriptors (e.g., frequency of 

atoms) must be transformed to binary descriptors if the frequencies are not high enough 

to achieve reliable coefficients when deriving regression models 19. In addition, values 

must be expressed in the same units 119. 

4.4.3 Feature Selection 

The number of descriptors should be as small as possible 92. Feature selection is 

necessary to ensure that descriptors are independent, orthogonal, uncorrelated, and non-

redundant. This will increase chances that the models generated are closer to the optimal, 

as this should remove correlation between descriptors. The descriptors should be 

meaningful to simplify model interpretation. Some methods for feature selection were 

previously explained in the QSAR sub-section. Additionally, it is preferable to use 

features that are suitable for toxicity endpoints (e.g., using environmental-related 

descriptors such as acidity of the water for ecotoxicity), chemicals type (e.g., using 

nanomaterials-specific features for nanomaterials), and models type (e.g., using PK 

descriptors for PBPK models). 
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4.4.4 Statistical Models 

Simple accurate models are preferred to the complex ones. However, more sophisticated 

algorithms can be used to achieve better performance as long as interpretability of the 

model is preserved and overfitting is avoided. Interpretability of the models depends on 

the meaning of the descriptors and the relationship between them 90. 

There are two types of models 12: correlative models, which use statistical algorithms that 

relate molecular descriptors to toxicity endpoints without providing a mechanistic insight; 

and mechanistic models, that explain the underlying mechanism of toxicity. Mechanistic 

models can be generated by statistical algorithms or designed by human experts.  

However, models that are not mechanistically interpretable are still useful if they produce 

meaningful predictions, which is usually the case if they were correctly developed from 

large datasets 19. Generally, models must meet users’ expectations. If users expect models 

that provide mechanistic insight of toxicity, developers must try to meet these 

expectations. 

4.4.5 Overfitting 

Overfitting occurs when a model extremely fits the training data but cannot describe well 

the external data. It can be detected when models achieve high performance on training 

data but low performance on new data. Overfitting can be caused when modelers develop 

models that cover all cases in the training set or use complex models, or the model 

includes more descriptors than necessary, or wrong descriptors 12. It is customary to have 

at least five chemicals per descriptor. Otherwise, an overfit model may become 
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meaningless, be overly complicated, find random correlations or have a limited 

applicability domain 97.  

There are two main statistical parameters to assess goodness of fit of models (e.g., 

QSARs generated using regression): coefficient of multiple determination (R2) and 

standard error of estimate (s) 92, 122. R2 estimates how successful is the regression line in 

explaining variation in the biological data (e.g., measured response), while s estimates 

deviation of the measured response from the regression line 92. A well-fit model should 

have large values of R2 (close to 1) but low values of s (close to 0) 92, 122. However, an 

overfitted model can be generated if its statistical fit is greater than the experimental 

variation (caused by errors in measured response or calculated descriptors) 122. It is 

possible to increase R2 by adding more (possibly irrelevant) molecular descriptors. This 

can be avoided by using adjusted R2 (R2
(adj)). Unlike R2, R2

(adj) does not increase when 

adding irrelevant descriptors. Mathematical definitions of these and other statistical 

parameters for fitting are explained in 92, and a discussion of sources of experimental 

variability is available in 122. 

4.4.6 Applicability Domain 

The applicability domain (AD) is “a theoretical region in physicochemical space (the 

response and chemical structure space) for which a QSAR model should make 

predictions with a given reliability.” 92 The AD determines types of molecules and 

toxicity endpoints to which the model can be applied. For example, global and local 

QSARs have large and small ADs, respectively 6. Interpolation within the domain is more 

reliable than extrapolation outside the domain 19. AD determines uncertainty in predicted 
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toxicity by measuring the difference between the new molecules and the training set 97. 

The model may not be reliable or perform well if the new molecule is sufficiently 

different than the training set 6, 90. 

A stepwise approach to defining ADs was developed by Dimitrov et al. 123 and further 

expanded by Hewitt and Ellison 124. Five categories of AD definition approaches were 

explained and compared in 124: descriptor, structural fragments, structural similarity, 

mechanistic, and metabolism-based approaches.  

The descriptor-based category includes four types of methods: range, geometric, distance, 

and probability density-based methods, which were compared in 124. Range-based 

methods require determining a range (i.e., minimum and maximum) of each descriptor. 

However, geometric methods such as convex hull define the smallest convex area 

containing the whole training set. Probability density distribution-based methods identify 

probability density of the dataset, then determine highest density region. Distance-based 

methods use distance measures (e.g., Euclidean, Hamming or Tanimoto). Then the 

average distance to k-nearest neighbours or the distance to the centroid is taken to 

determine how similar/dissimilar the new chemical is from the training set. A threshold 

can be used to determine if the new chemical is within the AD. A comparison of different 

distance measures to define AD is available in 97. Another application using cluster 

analysis is illustrated in 125. 

Structural fragments-based ADs require that all structural fragments in the new chemical 

be present in the training set 124. However, the structural similarity-based ADs determine 

structural similarity of the whole chemical rather than fragments 124. Mechanistic ADs 
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have been discussed in 123, 124, 125 and 126. Another AD method using SMILES attributes 

is illustrated in 127. Moreover, examples of tools for defining ADs (e.g., OECD toolbox 

and ToxTree, etc.) are explained in 124. 

4.4.7 Model Evaluation 

Cross-validation on training sets is insufficient for a realistic evaluation, because models 

are usually applied to new chemicals. Models must be evaluated using testing sets that 

are large enough to achieve statistical significance, diverse, within the AD, and different 

than the training sets. Evaluating models’ accuracy is discussed in 92. 

4.4.8 Model Application 

Model development processes and AD must be transparent to users to ensure appropriate 

application of the models. For example, molecular descriptors of new chemicals must be 

calculated and expressed in the same units as in the training set, and the new data must be 

transformed as the training set. Additionally, the output of the models must be clearly 

explained. Moreover, models preferably should provide a rationale (e.g., a list of the rules 

that were used to form the prediction). Also, models should provide a confidence score of 

the prediction. This will help users decide whether to accept the predictions of the 

models. Consensus can be used to determine reliability of the prediction as explained in 

15. For example, if a chemical was predicted to be carcinogenic by several tools, there 

might be higher confidence in the prediction than if it was predicted by a single tool. 

However, if the tools provide conflicting predictions, then it is necessary to resolve such 

conflicting situations, which is usually done by an additional machine learning model.  
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4.5 21ST Century Toxicology 

The phrase “21st Century Toxicology” (Tox-21c 128) refers to “the transformation 

underway in the tools and approaches used to evaluate chemical substances for possible 

effects on human health” 129. Tox-21c focuses on toxicity pathways 130, mechanism/mode 

of action and adverse outcome pathways (AOP) 131 in humans. Another related concept 

are the 3Rs (replace, reduce, and refine), which was proposed in 1958 128. Tox-21c and 

3Rs overlap, but a discussion of their differences is presented in 128. 

Several strategies have been proposed to implement Tox-21c. In 2004, the National 

Toxicology Program (NTP) published its report: A National Toxicology Program for the 

21st century, which aims “to support the evolution of toxicology from a predominantly 

observational science at the level of disease-specific models to a predominantly 

predictive science focused upon a broad inclusion of target-specific, mechanism-based, 

biological observations” 132. In 2007, the National Research Council (NRC) published 

another report: Toxicity Testing in the 21st Century: a Vision and a Strategy, which 

proposed using computational methods to decrease the number of tested animals, make 

toxicity testing more relevant to humans by using human cells, and make toxicity testing 

cheaper and faster 133.  

Several approaches have been developed to implement these visions. Integrated Testing 

Strategy (ITS) aims to combine information from testing and non-testing methods 134. 

Another approach is Pathways of Toxicity (PoT), which aims to produce a 

comprehensive list of all human PoT 135. However, Integrated Approaches to Testing and 

Assessment (IATA) focuses on using hypotheses to prioritize chemicals for testing 131. 
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Several projects implement the above approaches. For example, ReProTect is an 

integrated testing project specialized in reproductive toxicity 136. The ToxCast (Toxicity 

Forecaster) project uses quantitative high throughput screening to test chemical toxicity 

on many biological pathways 137, and it is part of the Tox21 project that follows NTP and 

NRC guidelines 138. Additionally, the Human Toxicology Project Consortium implements 

the NRC guidelines and focuses on implementing AOP 139. 

4.6 Conclusion 

The field of in silico toxicology has been in a continuous development through the 

introduction of new methods, improvement of the existing ones, or discarding of some of 

them. Unfortunately, a method that is suited for certain types of toxicity endpoints or 

chemicals may not work properly (or not work at all) for others. If used correctly, in 

silico tools can be very effective in assessing chemicals’ toxicity. Therefore, to ensure 

accurate and effective application of in silico models, it is necessary to: 1) understand the 

methods’ strengths, limitations, scope of application and interpretation; 2) choose the 

most effective method for the problem at hand; and 3) customize these methods for each 

problem if necessary. Users of toxicity prediction models can follow these three steps 

only if the data and processes to develop the model are transparent, applicability domains 

are well defined, the outputs of the models are clearly explained, and models are 

simplified.  

The 21st century toxicology stresses replacing animal testing with human-relevant testing 

methods, either in vitro or in silico. With the increasing number and variety of alternative 

testing methods, it is necessary to apply strategies (e.g., ITS) to intelligently combine and 
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use this information for toxicity assessment and decision making. Clearly, in silico 

toxicology is a useful component of the toxicity assessment process. Looking to the 

future, computational methods are likely to expand to include models for special and new 

types of toxicity endpoints and chemicals, provide insight into toxicological pathways, 

combine and compare results from different models, customize models to meet users’ 

expectations, and refine models as new data become available. 
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Chapter 5 Extracting Associations between Chemical Compounds and 

Toxicity Effects using Multi-label Classification methods applied to a 

Toxicity Dataset with Missing Labels 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Toxicity testing aims at identifying harmful effects of chemicals on humans, animals, 

plants, and the environment. Additionally, there are many benefits of toxicity testing1: to 

determine safety of compounds and identify safe doses; to categorize potential toxic 

effects through different routes of exposure (e.g., oral, dermal, or inhalation) and 

frequency of exposure; to determine mode and mechanism of action; to explain 

observations of effects in different groups of the population (e.g., based on gender or 

age); and to verify in vitro or in silico testing results1. It is a necessary step in many 

processes including drugs design2; identification of environmental hazards, such as 

chemical pollutants3; manufacturing chemical products, such as pesticides3; and synthesis 

of food products, such as food additives4. Given the high demand for toxicity tests, it is 

crucial to conduct these tests for multiple toxicity endpoints for the same compound. For 

a long time, in vivo testing (i.e., using animal models or cell lines) has been the primary 

This chapter is published as:  

Raies, A.B., and Bajic, V.B. (2017).  In silico toxicology: comprehensive 

benchmarking of multi-label classification methods applied to chemical toxicity 
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toxicity assessment method2. Following the development of High Throughput Screening, 

in vitro toxicity testing in a large number of cultured cells or cell lines became feasible5. 

In contrast, in silico toxicology relies on using computational resources for toxicity 

assessment6. In silico toxicology has contributed considerably to toxicity testing and its 

first developments occurred as early as 19347. During the last century, in silico 

toxicology has evolved significantly to provide various computational tools for gathering, 

modeling, simulating and visualizing toxicity data6.  

Several methods have been developed to generate toxicity prediction models6. Current in 

silico toxicology methods aim at developing models mainly to predict a single toxicity 

endpoint6. When chemicals cause several toxicity effects, one model is generated for each 

endpoint8 (i.e., the binary relevance method9), which can be labor and computationally 

intensive when the number of toxicity endpoints is large. It should be noted that there are 

some systems (e.g., Derek Nexus10, ToxTree11, 12, and OECD QSAR toolbox13) that 

include many pre-built models to predict different toxicity endpoints6. These tools 

contain many pre-built models each aimed at predicting a single endpoint. While it is 

easy to use the existing pre-built models for each endpoint, it is labor intensive to develop 

these models in the first place. With advancements in High Throughput Screening, it 

became feasible to measure hundreds of toxicity endpoints per compound5. Developing 

one model for each newly measured endpoint would require developing hundreds of 

models. This is inefficient and impractical. Additionally, this approach does not take into 

consideration possible correlation between the endpoints, and it relies entirely on features 

of compounds. However, it has been found that some toxicity endpoints may correlate8, 

14. In 2006, analysis of data from the US Food and Drug Administration showed that 
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there are high correlations between four composite toxicity categories (gene mutation, 

DNA damage, clastogenicity, and reproductive toxicity) with carcinogenicity in 

rodents14.  

Therefore, there was a recent shift in computational toxicity towards generating 

predictive models able to predict several toxicity endpoints by utilizing correlations 

between these endpoints. This can be achieved through multi-label classification 

methods. Applying such associations jointly with compounds' features may improve 

model performance and reduce the number of generated models. Developments have 

been made to create multi-label classification models using toxicity datasets such as the 

ToxCast dataset15, 16, Tox21 Datasets17-19, Accelrys Toxicity Database20, 21, and RepDose 

and ELINC datasets22, 23. However, a recurrent problem in these studies, caused by 

missing labels in toxicity datasets, illustrated a major challenge in applying multi-label 

classification approaches to toxicity prediction. Toxicity profiles of some compounds are 

unknown across all toxicity phenotypes, either because such data is unavailable (e.g., 

compounds are not tested for all toxicity phenotypes), or it may be hard to find (e.g., 

being scattered in scientific literature). Determining relationships between endpoints is 

more difficult if toxicity data is not available for all toxicity endpoints in a dataset. In 

such cases, some studies excluded compounds whose toxicity is unknown across all 

toxicity endpoints in the dataset15. However, this approach disregards the known toxicity 

information of the discarded compounds. Additionally, some studies applied imputation 

as a preprocessing step 8, 22-24. Imputation is a process that aims at "completing" the 

missing data in the dataset by substituting (in this case) the missing toxicity data with 

predicted values. Subsequently, multi-label classification methods are applied to the 
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completed dataset. Other studies applied multi-label classification methods directly to 

toxicity datasets without imputing the missing labels25.  

Multi-label classification has not undergone comprehensive benchmarking for predictive 

toxicology. In the studies mentioned above different datasets, preprocessing steps, and 

evaluation metrics were used. Such inconsistent conditions make objective comparison 

and reproducibility of models' performances infeasible and complicate the process of 

selecting the best method for a particular purpose. Therefore, to support the progress in 

this area, we performed comprehensive benchmarking and analysis of 19,186 multi-label 

classification models generated using various combinations of computational methods. 

We evaluated the models' performances using several statistical metrics and analyzed 

their predictive performance in internal validation (5-fold cross-validation on the training 

set) and external validation (using a blind testing set), and across endpoints and 

compounds.  

This review is organized into five sections. First, we explain single-label and multi-label 

classification. Second, we present an overview of different methods for multi-label 

classification used in the benchmark study. The methods were chosen either because they 

have been applied to multi-labelled toxicity datasets (i.e., datasets that include several 

toxicity endpoints), or they represent the state-of-the-art methods for multi-label 

classification. The third section describes the benchmarking process, the dataset, and 

evaluation metrics. Next, we report the benchmarking analysis results. Finally, based on 

the results of the benchmark analysis, we provided recommendations for potential future 

research directions in this area. 
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5.2 Single-label and Multi-label Classification 

There are two main types of classification: single-label and multi-label classification. 

Single-label classification is used when each instance in a dataset belongs to only one 

class 9 and is thus associated with only one label. Single-label classification can be binary 

(Figure 5.1(a)) if the dataset can be split into only two classes (e.g., carcinogenic or 

noncarcinogenic compounds). If the dataset can be divided into more than two classes, it 

is a multi-class classification (Figure 5.1(b)) 26. For example, compounds can be 

classified based on the degree of skin sensitization (e.g., high, moderate, low). In multi-

class classification, classes are mutually exclusive. A given instance can belong to only 

one class.  

 

Figure 5.1. Illustration of single-label classification and multi-label classification. X is the dataset in which feature 

vectors describe compounds C1 to Cn; n is the number of compounds; F1 to Fm are features; m is the number of features. 

Y is the label vector (in single-label classification) or the label matrix (in multi-label classification). (a) Binary 

classification. (b) Multi-class classification. (c) Multi-label classification. Missing labels are denoted with ‘?’. ‘1’ and 

‘0’ are known labels. 
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In multi-label classification, however, an instance may belong to several classes 

simultaneously (Figure 5.1(c)) 9, 27. In this case, each toxicity endpoint represents a label, 

and a given compound can have different activity for each endpoint. For example, if the 

dataset contains two labels, carcinogenicity and genotoxicity, then a given compound can 

be only genotoxic, only carcinogenic, both genotoxic and carcinogenic, or both 

nongenotoxic and noncarcinogenic. In some cases, the labels are not known for some 

instances in a dataset. For example, a compound can be genotoxic, but it is unknown if it 

is carcinogenic. This situation is referred to as “missing labels,” and it is common in 

many multi-label classification datasets.  

5.3 Modeling Multi-label Toxicity Data with Missing labels 

In this review, we considered three categories of computational methods to generate the 

predictive models as shown in Figure 5.2(a): 

• Nine methods for multi-label classification (Figure 5.2(a)). 

• Each multi-label classification method is applied using one of nine base 

classifiers. Each base classifier is used with various computational settings 

including distance metrics, kernels, solvers, and splitting criteria when applicable 

(Figure 5.2(b)). 

• Three methods for feature selection (Figure 5.2(c)). 

5.3.1 Multi-label Classification Methods 

Here we provide a brief description of the multi-label classification methods while 

focusing on how to apply them to multi-label toxicity datasets with missing toxicity data. 
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However, generic descriptions of these methods are provided in great detail in their 

corresponding references, which can be useful for readers in understanding how to apply 

the methods to related or similar types of datasets. 

Figure 5.2. Overview of modeling approaches. (a) Three categories of the computational methods including feature 

selection, multi-label classification, and base classifiers. MLDT: multi-label decision tree; MLKNN: multi-label K 

nearest neighbors; MLC-BMaD: multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition. (b) A list of base classifiers along with 

their corresponding kernels, solvers, splitting criteria, and distance metrics (when applicable). CD: Coordinate Decent; 

CG: Conjugate Gradient; LBFGS: Memory-limited quasi-Newton; SAG: Stochastic Average Gradient; RBF: Radial 

Basis Function. (c) Three feature selection methods. L1, L2, L3: Labels; X: the original feature set; X1, X2, X3: selected 

feature sets for labels L1, L2, L3, respectively; xi: a single feature; Xs: the combined feature set; M1, M2, M3: models for 

endpoints L1, L2, L3, respectively; t: variance threshold. 

 

Binary relevance method requires generating one prediction model per label 9. Each 

model is produced using a base classifier (Base classifiers are detailed in the next 

section). Therefore, the number of generated base models is equal to the number of 
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endpoints in the dataset. For example, if the dataset contains N toxicity endpoints, and a 

decision tree is used as a base classifier then N decision trees will be generated. Each 

trained decision tree will be used to predict a single toxicity endpoint of new compounds. 

However, the binary relevance method does not take into consideration correlations 

between endpoints 28. To handle missing toxicity data only known toxicity data per 

endpoint is used to train base classifiers. 

Classifier chains method is similar to binary relevance method since it requires 

generating one model per endpoint. However, it aims to identify relationships between 

endpoints by using some endpoints as features to predict other endpoints 29. The 

workflow of this approach begins by selecting one endpoint randomly. A base classifier 

is trained using the known toxicity data of the endpoint. Secondly, the endpoint is used as 

a feature, and the missing data of the endpoint is imputed using the trained base classifier 

(Figure 5.3(c)). Next, a second endpoint is selected randomly, and the training set (which 

now includes compounds features and the first endpoint) is used to train the second base 

classifier for modeling the second endpoint. These steps are repeated for all endpoints. If 

the dataset contains N endpoints, N base classifiers will be trained. An application of this 

method to a multi-label dataset with missing data is described in reference25. 

Label powerset method transforms multi-label classification to multi-class classification 

by treating combinations of labels as distinct classes (Figure 5.3(d)). Only one multi-class 

base classifier is generated regardless of the number of endpoints in the dataset. If the 

base-classifier does not support multi-class classification, there are two ways to transform 

multi-class classification to binary classification: 
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• One-vs-one approach creates a binary problem for each pair of classes.  

• One-vs-rest (also called one-vs-all) approach creates a binary problem between 

one class, and the rest of the classes that are grouped to make the other class. 

 

Figure 5.3. Illustration of some multi-label classification methods. (a) X is the matrix of features of compounds C1 to 

Cn, where n is the number of compounds, and their features F1 to Fm, where m is the number of features. (b) L is the 

label matrix that consists of four labels in this example. Positive and negative labels are denoted by ‘1’ and ‘0’, 

respectively, while ‘?’ indicates missing labels. (c) Classifier chains method. Matrix X’ consists of the feature matrix X 

from part (a) extended with the label L1 from matrix L, where L is from part (b). The missing labels of L1 are imputed. 

X’ is used to train a model M to predict a second label, L2. (d) Label powerset method. Matrix L’ consists of the 

transformed multi-class labels. Each unique label combination is a distinct class. For example, l1 indicates that L1 is 

positive, while ~l2 indicates that L2 is negative. Missing labels are not encoded. (e) Random K labelset method. Matrix 

L’ consists of two labelsets of length K = 2, and each labelset is represented using the label powerset method. In this 

example, the first labelset consists of labels L1 and L2, and the second labelset consists of labels L3 and L4. (f) Multi-

label Boolean matrix decomposition method. L’ is the decomposed matrix that consists of 3 latent labels in this 

example: L’1, L’2, and L’3. (g) Matrix Y' is the second matrix from the decomposition based on the multi-label Boolean 

matrix decomposition method. 
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The label powerset approach aids in identifying correlations between endpoints. 

However, it may result in a large number of classes associated with a small number of 

compounds9. Typically, classes are encoded using combinations of the presence of 

toxicity. However, to handle the missing toxicity data, the classes are encoded using 

combinations of presence and absence of toxicity (Figure 5.3(d)). An application of this 

method to a multi-label dataset with missing data is explained in reference25. 

Random K labelset method is an ensemble approach that combines binary relevance and 

label powerset methods30. Firstly, endpoints are randomly grouped into labelsets of 

length K (1 <= K <= N, where N is the number of endpoints in the dataset). Then the label 

powerset method is applied to each labelset (Figure 5.3(e)). If K = 1 (i.e., each labelset 

contains only one endpoint), the approach resembles the binary relevance method. 

However, if K = N, where N is the number of endpoints, (i.e., there is only one labelset 

that contains all the endpoints in the dataset), the approach resembles the label powerset 

method. There are two approaches to generate the labelsets: distinct and overlapping 

labelsets. The distinct labelsets approach generates disjoint labelsets such that each 

endpoint belongs to only one labelset. On the other hand, in the overlapping labelsets 

approach, labels can belong to more than one labelset. The overlapping labelset approach 

implements a voting mechanism to aggregate predictions for labels that belong to several 

labelsets. In this review, we applied the distinct labelset approach. The main advantage of 

random K labelset method over the label powerset method is that grouping endpoints into 

labelsets can reduce the number of classes per labelset, and increase the number of 

compounds associated with each class. Decreasing the number of classes may reduce 

models complicity and consequently may improve their performance30. 
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Semi-supervised learning is applied when there is only a small proportion of data with 

known labels but a large proportion of data with missing labels, which is a common 

characteristic of multi-label datasets31. This approach uses both known and missing labels 

for model training. It was found that using a small dataset with known labels in addition 

to data with missing labels may improve model’s performance over merely using a small 

dataset with known labels31. Algorithms that implement this method are explained in the 

next section. 

Multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition method decomposes the labels matrix to a 

smaller matrix, which contains latent labels to encode endpoints correlations32. Then 

binary relevance or classifier chains approaches are applied to predict the latent labels 

(Figure 5.3(f)). Since the number of latent labels is smaller than the number of endpoints, 

fewer models are generated. This method aims to identify relationships between 

endpoints while reducing the number of generated models. To predict the toxicity of a 

new compound, models predict the latent labels. The predictions are transformed back to 

the original labels using the second matrix from the decomposition32 as shown in Figure 

5.3(g).  

Deep learning method uses a neural network to model high-level abstractions of 

compound features using linear or non-linear transformations. The transformed features 

may be more meaningful than the original features33. This approach uses binary 

relevance, classifier chains, label powerset or random K labelset to generate the multi-

label classification models. An application of deep learning to toxicity data with missing 

labels is available in reference17. 
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Multi-label decision tree is a modified algorithm of a binary or multi-class decision tree 

(explained in the next section), which can predict several toxicity endpoints at leaf nodes. 

It applies an extended definition of entropy by calculating average entropy across all 

endpoints34. This method implements implicit negativity to handle missing toxicity data 

(i.e., treat all missing data as negative/non-toxic).  

Multi-label K nearest neighbor (KNN) is an extended algorithm of the lazy KNN 

algorithm (explained in the next section) to predict several toxicity endpoints35. However, 

it requires computing posterior and prior probabilities for each endpoint in the training 

set. Prior probability is the compound’s likelihood to cause a toxicity effect, whereas 

posterior probability is the likelihood that some KNNs will cause the toxicity effect. This 

method applies a Bayesian rule for labels ranking35. To handle missing toxicity data, we 

implemented a modified version of this algorithm, so that only known data is used to 

calculate the prior and posterior probabilities.  

5.3.2 Base Classifiers Methods 

K Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm is a lazy learning approach that uses a voting 

mechanism from the top K similar compounds to predict toxicity effects of new 

compounds36. This algorithm support both binary and multi-class classification. In 

applying this method, we considered two voting mechanisms: majority votes and 

weighted (by the distance) votes. When predicting the toxicity of a new compound, the 

majority votes mechanism assigns the class of majority of the nearest neighbour 

compounds to the new compound. Therefore, all votes from the nearest neighbour 

compounds have equal weights. However, the weighted votes mechanism considers the 
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distance of the nearest neighbour compounds from the new compound. Therefore, votes 

of the nearest neighbour compounds that are further away from the new compound are 

weighted less. To calculate the distance between two compounds p and q, where n is the 

number of features, we consider three distance metrics37: 

• 𝑀𝑎𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒: ‖𝒑 − 𝒒‖ 1 = ∑ |𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖|
𝑛
𝑖=1     (5.1) 

• 𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒: ‖𝒑 − 𝒒‖ 2 = √∑ |𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖|2𝑛
𝑖=1

2
               (5.2) 

• 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑘𝑖 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒: ‖𝒑 − 𝒒‖ 𝑥 = √∑ |𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖|𝑥𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑥
, where 𝑥 ≥ 1  (5.3) 

Logistic regression is a regression algorithm for binary classification that uses direct or 

iterative solvers for linear or nonlinear optimization problems38. We considered four 

solvers: Newton Conjugate Gradient39, Memory limited quasi-Newton (L-BFGS)40, 

Coordinate Decent41, and Stochastic Average Descent42. Regularization is often used to 

prevent the solver's coefficients from overfitting by adding a regularization term. L1 

regularization is calculated using the sum of the coefficients, but L2 regularization is 

calculated using the sum of the square of the coefficients 43. A multinomial fit function 

across the entire probability distribution is used in the case of multi-class classification.  

Decision trees are a decision-making framework represented by a hierarchy of decision 

nodes. The top node in the hierarchy is called the root node. The data processed by the 

root node is split into two or more data subsets that are directed for processing to the 

nodes at the second level of the hierarchy. This process repeats for the remaining levels 

of the decision tree hierarchy. Nodes at the bottom of the hierarchy, which do not further 

split the data, are called leaf nodes. Compounds are classified by tracing a path from the 

root to leaf nodes. Homogeneous leaf nodes contain compounds that belong to one class. 

These are considered "pure" nodes. Therefore, decision tree algorithms aim at creating 
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decision trees with homogenous leaf nodes. In reality, this is rarely the case, and leaf 

nodes frequently contain mixed label data. We considered two metrics for measuring 

nodes impurity: information gain index, and Gini index (Raileanu & Stoffel, 2004). For 

the benchmarking analysis, the classification and regression trees (CART) algorithm44 is 

used to create the decision trees. 

An ensemble of trees algorithm generates several decision trees that process data in 

parallel. Then a voting mechanism is applied to aggregate predictions from all the trees. 

Two algorithms are considered in this review to create the ensembles: random forest and 

extra trees. Random forest algorithm selects random subsets from the training set then 

one decision tree is trained on each subset 45. On the other hand, extra trees algorithm 

uses the whole dataset, but the trees are generated randomly46. 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithm works by finding a hyperplane to separate 

two classes of data. It uses kernel functions to transform the data to higher dimensions47. 

Let 〈p, q〉 denote the dot product of two compounds p and q, let d be a polynomial degree, 

γ a coefficient, and r a constant. In this review, we considered four kernel functions48: 

• Linear: 〈𝒑, 𝒒〉                   (5.4) 

• Polynomial: (𝛾〈𝒑, 𝒒〉 + 𝑟)𝑑      (5.5) 

• Radial Basis Function (RBF): exp(−𝛾|𝒑 − 𝒒|2), where 𝛾 > 0  (5.6) 

• Sigmoid: tanh(𝛾〈𝒑, 𝒒〉 + 𝑟)      (5.7) 

Naturally, SVM algorithm does not support multi-class classification. In this case, we 

considered the one-vs-one approach for the benchmarking analysis. However, there is an 

extended definition of SVM to support multi-class classification49.  
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Label propagation and label spreading are two semi-supervised learning algorithms. 

Both algorithms work by constructing a similarity graph over all items in the dataset50. 

Label spreading algorithm normalizes the weights of edges in the similarity graph, while 

label propagation does not modify the weights. We considered two kernels for 

propagating the labels: RBF and KNN. 

Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic algorithm that uses prior probabilities of labels to calculate 

posterior probabilities of predicted labels with the naïve assumption of independence 

between pairs of features51. The prior probability of label L, P(L) is the number of 

compounds associated with a label divided by the total number of compounds in the 

dataset. The posterior probability P(L|C) of compound C is estimated as follows 

𝑃(𝐿|𝐶) ∝ 𝑃(𝐿) ∏ 𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝐿)

𝑛

𝑖=1

             (5.8)  

where n is the number of features and xi is a feature of compound C. 

5.3.3 Feature Selection Methods 

Although datasets may contain features that are relevant to the toxicity endpoints, 

prediction models may not need all of them to produce good predictions. Feature 

selection is a preprocessing step aiming at eliminating features that do not contribute to 

models' predictive power. A reduced set of features may decrease models' complexity. 

Therefore, feature selection can improve models' interpretability, and in some cases, 

enhance their performance52. Feature selection is supervised if the labels are taken into 

consideration when selecting the features; otherwise, the feature selection is 

unsupervised. In the case of multi-label classification, it is more challenging to extract 
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features that are relevant to all labels in the dataset, especially in the cases with missing 

labels. We considered three methods for feature selection as summarized in Figure 5.2(c). 

Supervised feature selection method uses statistical indices or scores to measure 

correlation or dependence between the features and the labels. This method removes 

features that are independent of the endpoints. In this approach, the top K dependent 

features per endpoint are selected then grouped to make the final feature set. Therefore, in 

this approach, only one feature set is used to train models to predict all endpoints in the 

dataset. To handle missing toxicity data the scores are calculated using only the known 

toxicity data per endpoint. In this review, we considered the Chi-square test, which ranks 

features according to their dependence to toxicity endpoints. The scores range from 0.0 

(low dependence) to 1.0 (high dependence)53.  

Unsupervised feature selection method applies the variance score54, which removes 

features whose variance is less than a certain threshold. Features that have low variance 

scores (i.e., present or absent in all or most of compounds) may not be used to distinguish 

between toxic and non-toxic compounds. Unsupervised feature selection is suitable for 

datasets with missing toxicity data since labels are not involved in calculating the 

variance. However, the selected features may not contribute to models' predictive power 

since the features may not correlate with the labels. Similar to supervised feature 

selection, unsupervised feature selection generates one feature set for training models to 

predict all the endpoints. 

Label-specific feature selection method is a supervised feature selection approach that 

aims at selecting features that are most suited for the multi-label classification method, 
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which may help in increasing the model performance. Chi-square scores are used to 

measure correlations between the features and the labels as explained below: 

• For the label powerset approach, the feature set is selected after generating the 

multi-class labels.  

• For binary relevance and classifier chains methods, one set of features is selected 

per toxicity endpoint. Unlike supervised feature selection, label-specific feature 

selection does not group the selected features. Instead, each model is trained using 

the feature set specific to the considered endpoint. Therefore, the number of 

generated feature sets is equal to the number of toxicity endpoints in the dataset. 

An example is provided in Figure 5.2(c). 

• For the random K labelset approach, a set of features is selected for each labelset 

after generating the multi-class labels; then each model is trained using the feature 

set that corresponds to a particular labelset. Therefore, the number of generated 

feature sets is equal to the number of labelsets. 

5.4 Benchmarking Models, Dataset, and Evaluation Metrics 

5.4.1 Generation of Models 

Each model is generated using a combination of the methods mentioned above. As an 

example, one model is generated using the random K labelset method for multi-label 

classification with K equal to 2, with the base-classifier being a decision tree that uses 

information gain as a splitting criterion, and where supervised feature selection is used to 

select the best 16 features per label. The algorithm’s parameters were tuned using five-
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fold cross-validation on the training set. Parameters for each method are detailed in 

Appendix B.  

We generated more than 100,000 multi-label classification models. However, a majority 

of the models (~80,000) were useless since they predicted all compounds in internal 

validation as only positive or only negative. Thus, we excluded these models from the 

analysis. Here, we discuss the performance of 19,186 models (of which 1,141 models are 

binary relevance models) that were able to provide meaningful predictions.  

All relevant codes for training and testing the models, analyzing the results and creating 

the figures, and instructions how to run the code are available online at 

www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php. Specifications of the used software are available 

in Appendix B. 

5.4.2 Dataset Description  

Figure 5.4(a) shows toxicity profiles of 6,644 pharmaceutical, environmental and 

industrial compounds for 17 in vivo toxicity endpoints in five species. We compiled the 

dataset from several public toxicity databases. A list of data sources is provided in 

Appendix B. We gathered toxicity data with binary annotations (e.g., positive (toxic) or 

negative (nontoxic)). We included endpoints that are associated with at least 50 toxic and 

50 non-toxic compounds19. Only 17 endpoints from the used data sources satisfy these 

conditions as shown in Figure 5.4.  

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php
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Figure 5.4. Dataset description. (a) Toxicity profiles of 6,644 compounds for 17 toxicity endpoints. Each 

row corresponds to a compound, each column corresponds to a toxicity endpoint, and each cell represents a 

compound's activity per endpoint. Compounds are numbered from 0 to 6,643. Red cells indicate 

active/toxic compounds, while blue cells indicate inactive/non-toxic compounds. However, grey cells 

denote the unknown toxicity. (b) A bar graph of the number of toxic and non-toxic compounds associated 

with each toxicity endpoint. (c) A bar graph of the number of known toxicity effects per compound. (d) A 

bar graph of the percentage of positive and negative toxicity effects per compound.  
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For each compound, the toxicity endpoints are marked as positive, negative or missing 

(unknown toxicity). Figure 5.4(b) shows the number of toxic and non-toxic compounds 

associated with each toxicity endpoint. In this dataset, a large number of compounds 

(3,096 compounds) have known toxicity effects for genotoxicity in Salmonella toxicity 

endpoint. However, a small number of compounds (221 compounds) have known toxicity 

effects for developmental toxicity in mice. On average, each toxicity endpoint is 

associated with 1,020 compounds. Some endpoints are balanced (i.e., associated with an 

equal number of toxic and non-toxic compounds), while other endpoints are imbalanced 

(i.e., associated with a large number of toxic compounds, but a small number of nontoxic 

compounds, or vice versa). 

Some compounds cause several toxicity effects, and a given compound can be toxic for 

some endpoints, but non-toxic for others. In this dataset, compounds have known toxicity 

effects (either positive or negative) for at least one and at most 15 endpoints (Figure 5. 

4(c)). In this dataset, the average number of known toxicity effects per compound is 2.61. 

No compound has known toxicity effects for all the 17 endpoints. Figure 5.4(d) shows 

that 32% of compounds have both positive and negative effects. However, 41% of 

compounds have only known negative effects, while the remaining 27% have only 

known positive effects. 

80% of the compounds in the dataset (5,316 compounds) was used for training the 

models and internal validation using 5-fold cross-validation, and the rest (1,328 

compounds) was reserved for external validation as a blind testing set. The dataset is used 
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without the imputation of the missing data. The final dataset used for benchmarking and 

its description are available online at www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php. 

5.4.3 Compound Identification and Features 

For each compound, we recorded CAS Registry Number, chemical name and synonyms 

(if available), simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) notation, and 

molecular formula. We used the SMILES notation for generating the compound’s 

features. We used categorical and structural features that may provide insight into 

mechanisms of actions, including but not limited to: 

• electrophilic, nucleophilic, and covalent reactivity mechanisms (e.g., Michael 

acceptors); 

• radical mechanism by Radical Oxygen Species (ROS) formation; 

• compound’s potential to bind/interact with biological entities (e.g., DNA, 

proteins, peptides or estrogen receptors); 

• bioavailabity, biodegradation, bioaccumulation, and stability; 

• functional groups (e.g., hydrocarbons; halogen; bases and acids groups; and 

oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, or boron groups); 

• classes of compounds. 

We used OECD QSAR Toolbox13, which contains databases and computational tools to 

assign compounds to these categories. Moreover, structural features were generated using 

OECD QSAR toolbox and PADEL toolbox55 in Python 2.7. All the features are binary 

(e.g., present or absent). To reduce the number of features, we excluded features that are 

present in less than 5% of compounds. 186 features satisfy this condition: 20 structural 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php
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features from PADEL, 128 categorical features and 38 structural features from the OECD 

QSAR toolbox. A complete list of all categorical and structural features is available in the 

dataset files.  

5.4.4 Applicability Domain 

The applicability domain of a prediction model is “the theoretical space in which a model 

can make reliable predictions.”56 We used Ambit Discovery tool57, 58 to define the 

applicability domain using the Euclidean distance to the Mean method. To determine the 

applicability domain, we entered the training compounds along with their generated 186 

features described in the “Compound identification and features” section above. After 

defining the domain, we used the tool to determine wither the test compounds fall within 

or outside the applicability domain. Only two test compounds fall outside the 

applicability domain. 

5.4.5 Performance Evaluation Metrics 

Predictions were classified into four categories: True Positive (TP: compounds are toxic 

and predicted to be toxic), True Negative (TN: compounds are nontoxic and predicted to 

be nontoxic), False Positive (FP: compounds are nontoxic but predicted to be toxic), and 

False Negative (FN: compounds are toxic but predicted to be nontoxic). Model macro-

average performance was determined by calculating the performance per endpoint then 

averaged across all endpoints. The performance metrics are the following53: 

• Recall (also called sensitivity) is the proportion of toxic compounds that are 

predicted to be toxic. It is defined as TP/(TP+FN). 
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• Specificity is the proportion of non-toxic compounds that are predicted to be 

nontoxic. It is defined as TN/(TN+FP). 

• Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the proportion of correctly 

predicted toxic compounds out of all compounds that are predicted to be toxic. It 

is defined as TP/(TP+FP). 

• Negative predictive value (NPV) is the proportion of correctly predicted nontoxic 

compounds out of all compounds that are predicted to be nontoxic. It is defined as 

TN/(TN+FN). 

• F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is defined as 

2*(Precision*Recall)/(Precision + Recall). 

• Accuracy is the success rate in predicting toxic and non-toxic compounds. It is 

defined as (TP + TN)/(TP+FP+TN+FN). 

• Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristics curve (AUROC) is the area under 

a curve representing the relationship between True Positive Rate (i.e., recall) and 

False Positive Rate (i.e., 1 – specificity) for a model. 

The above metrics produce scores between 0.0 and 1.0. A perfect model would score 1.0 

for all metrics. High specificity but low recall scores indicate that models predicted most 

of the compounds as nontoxic. On the other hand, high recall but low specificity suggests 

that models predicted most of the compounds as toxic. Additionally, high F1-score is 

achieved when both precision and recall are high. 

Accuracy scores show the average performance in predicting toxic and nontoxic 

compounds for balanced datasets. However, in the case of imbalanced datasets (e.g., the 
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number of toxic compounds is much larger than nontoxic compounds or vice versa), 

accuracy scores can be overestimated if the models adjust to the majority class (e.g., 

predict all compounds as toxic where toxic compounds represent the majority class). 

However, the AUROC metric is not sensitive to imbalanced datasets. 

 

Figure 5.5. Comparison of macro-average performances of multi-label and binary relevance models in (a) internal and 

(b) external validation. Bar graphs show models performance via five metrics: accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, and 

specificity. Models are numbered from 0 to 19,185. The gray areas in bar graphs show the performance range of binary 

relevance models. BR: binary relevance, CC: classifier chains, LP: label powerset, MLC-BMad: multi-label Boolean 

matrix decomposition, MLDT: multi-label decision tree, MLKNN: multi-label K nearest neighbors, RAkEL: random K 

labelset. 
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5.5 Benchmarking Analysis 

5.5.1 Multi-label vs. Binary Relevance Models Macro-average 

Performance 

Binary relevance method, which works by generating an individual model for each label, 

is often used as a baseline to assess the performance of other multi-label classification 

methods and determine whether using endpoints correlations enhances model’s 

performance9. Figure 5.5 shows the models macro-average performances based on five 

metrics: accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, and specificity in internal (Figure 5.5(a)) 

and external (Figure 5.5(b)) validations. The gray areas in bar graphs show the 

performance range of binary relevance models.  

The performance of many multi-label models falls within the performance range of 

binary relevance models (i.e., their performances fall within the grey areas in Figure 5.5). 

However, some multi-label models, such as those generated by random K labelset and 

label powerset, significantly exceed the performance of binary relevance models (i.e., 

their performances fall above the grey areas in Figure 5.5). On the other hand, other 

multi-label models, such as those generated by deep learning and multi-label Boolean 

matrix decomposition methods, appear to be considerably weaker (i.e., their 

performances fall below the grey areas in Figure 5.5). Moreover, some multi-label 

models outperformed binary relevance models across all the five performance metrics 

(e.g., leftmost models in bar graphs in Figure 5.5(a)). However, some multi-label models 

outperformed binary relevance models in only one performance metric (e.g., middle to 
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rightmost models in Figure 5.5(a) outperformed binary relevance models in specificity 

only).  

 

Figure 5.6. Comparison of macro-average performances of models in internal and external validation. The scatter plots 

demonstrate models performances via five metrics: accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, and specificity. The x-axis and 

y-axis show model performances in internal and external validation, respectively. The closer the models are to the 

diagonal (from (0,0) point to (1,1) point)) of the scatter plots, the more similar is their performance in internal and 

external validations. However, models that have high variability between internal and external performance appear 

below or above the diagonal region and are marked in orange and blue, respectively.  

 

5.5.2 Internal vs. External Validation 

We analyzed variability in predictive performance between internal and external 

validations. Figure 5.6 shows scatter plots of macro-average performances of models in 

internal and external validation based on the five performance metrics. Properly fitted 
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models have similar performance in internal and external validation and appear close to 

the diagonal (from (0,0) point to (1,1) point) of the scatter plots (marked in green in 

Figure 5.6). We define the ‘diagonal region’ as the region of properly fitted models where 

the difference between the performances in external and internal validations is < 20%. 

Overfitted models achieved high performance in internal validation, but weaker 

performance in external validation 59. These models appear below the diagonal region 

(marked in orange in Figure 5.6). However, poor performance in internal validation, but 

high performance in external validation, may occur when the characteristics of the data in 

the testing set are similar to the portion of the data in the training set were the models 

performed well. These models appear above the diagonal region (marked in blue in 

Figure 5.6).  

The majority of the generated models have similar performances in internal and external 

validation. Overall, 4.13%, 6.54%, 8.73%, 6.84%, and 2.92% of models show big 

differences (>= 20%) between internal and external validation in accuracy, F1-score, 

precision, recall, and specificity, respectively. Table 5.1 details the proportion of models 

that appear above, within or below the diagonal region generated by each multi-label 

classification method. Notably, the performance of all models generated by multi-label K 

nearest neighbors, binary relevance, and classifier chains methods reside within the 

diagonal region. Similarly, the majority of models generated by deep learning, semi-

supervised learning, multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition methods reside in the 

diagonal region. However, the performance of a significant percentage models generated 

by random K labelset and label powerset methods reside below the diagonal region (i.e., 
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overfitted). Additionally, many models generated by the label powerset method reside 

above the diagonal region. 

Table 5.3. The proportion of models that have high or low variability in predictive performance between internal and 

external validations based on five metrics. 

Multi-label 

classification 

method 

Scatter plot region 
Proportion Of Models Per Metric (1) 

ACC* F1* RR* RE* SP* 

Random K 

Labelset 

Above Diagonal Region 1.25% 2.73% 1.76% 4.26% 1.06% 

Within Diagonal Region 70.54% 63.83% 66.47% 62.95% 90.80% 

Below Diagonal Region 28.21% 33.44% 31.78% 32.79% 8.14% 

Label Powerset 

Above Diagonal Region 2.24% 22.72% 23.92% 20.03% 0.30% 

Within Diagonal Region 81.02% 53.66% 49.18% 56.65% 81.46% 

Below Diagonal Region 16.74% 23.62% 26.91% 23.32% 18.24% 

Multi-label K 

Nearest 

Neighbors 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Within Diagonal Region 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Deep Learning 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Within Diagonal Region 100.00% 100.00% 98.22% 100.00% 100.00% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 1.78% 0.00% 0.00% 

Binary 

Relevance 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Within Diagonal Region 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Classifier 

Chains 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Within Diagonal Region 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Semi-

supervised 

Learning 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.14% 0.00% 

Within Diagonal Region 100.00% 99.43% 99.43% 98.86% 97.16% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.57% 0.57% 0.00% 2.84% 

Multi-label 

decision tree 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Within Diagonal Region 100.00% 100.00% 45.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 55.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Multi-label 

Boolean Matrix 

Decomposition 

Above Diagonal Region 0.00% 0.00% 0.01% 0.52% 2.58% 

Within Diagonal Region 99.62% 97.56% 93.26% 96.78% 96.82% 

Below Diagonal Region 0.38% 2.44% 6.72% 2.70% 0.60% 

* ACC: accuracy, F1: F1-score, PR: precision, RE: recall, SP: specificity. 

(1) The percentage of generated models whose performance falls above, within, or below the diagonal region according 

to each performance metric. For example, the first row shows that 1.25% of models generated by random K Labelset 

method reside above the diagonal region according to their accuracy scores. Similarly, only 2.73% of models created 

by random K labelset method reside above the diagonal region according to their F1-scores. 

5.5.3 Best Performing Models 

To determine the best performing models, each model was assigned seven ranks 

according to its average performance in internal and external validation using seven 
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performance metrics: accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, AUROC, specificity, and 

NPV. The seven ranks were averaged to calculate the final rank. Figure 5.7 shows the 

accuracy scores per endpoint of the top ranked models generated by each multi-label 

classification method and the top ranked model generated by the binary relevance 

method. Performances and ranks of all 19,186 models are available at 

www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php. 

The results in Figure 5.7 indicate that random K labelset method considerably 

outperformed binary relevance method. The top ranked random K label-set model 

achieved macro-average accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, AUROC, specificity, and 

NPV scores of 90%, 76%, 86%, 74%, 83%, 92% and 91%, respectively in internal 

validation, and 91%, 79%, 86%, 76%, 85%, 94% and 92%, respectively in external 

validation. On the other hand, the top ranked binary relevance model achieved for the 

above-mentioned measures 70%, 56%, 56%, 57%, 57%, 58% and 67%, respectively in 

internal validation, and 65%, 48%, 48%, 50%, 51%, 53% and 53%, respectively in 

external validation. This indicates that utilizing labels correlations by the random K 

labelset method improved the performance.  

The top performing models generated by label powerset method exhibited overfitting. For 

example, the top ranked label powerset model achieved for the above-mentioned 

measures 98%, 97%, 97%, 98%, 98%, 98% and 98%, respectively in internal validation, 

and 53%, 5%, 46%, 4%, 50%, 97% and 53%, respectively in external validation. 

Overfitting is possible side effect of the label powerset method, since this method tends 

to generate a large number of classes that are associated with a small number of 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php
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compounds. The random K labelset method aims to avoid this problem by grouping the 

labels into labelsets, which can reduce the number of generated classes per labelset. 

Figure 5.7. Accuracy scores per endpoint of the top ranked models generated by each multi-label classification method 

and top ranked binary relevance model in (a) internal and (b) external validation. Rows correspond to the multi-label 

classification methods and the binary relevance method. Column corresponds to endpoints. Each cell shows the 

accuracy scores of each method per endpoint. The scores range from 0.0 (worst performance) to 1.0 (best 

performance). BR: binary relevance, CC: classifier chains, DL: deep learning, LP: label powerset, MLC-BMaD: multi-

label Boolean matrix decomposition, MLDT: multi-label decision tree, MLKNN: multi-label K nearest neighbor, 

RAkEL: random K labelset, SSL: semi-supervised learning. 
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Moreover, classifier chains and multi-label K nearest neighbors slightly outperformed the 

binary relevance models. The multi-label K nearest neighbor method depends on 

calculating prior and posterior probabilities of the labels, which could be difficult to 

estimate accurately for multi-label datasets with missing labels. In addition, one possible 

factor that could affect the performance of the classifier chains method is the order in 

selecting the endpoints. This is done randomly in many implementations of this method. 

Also, imputation of missing labels is necessary when the classifier chains method is 

applied to datasets with missing labels. The accuracy of the imputation may affect the 

performance of the models. 

However, multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition, semi-supervised learning, and deep 

learning performed worse than the top ranked binary relevance models. Deep learning 

works by converting the original features into new features that my not always be 

sufficiently useful for the intended application. Moreover, the AUROC curve scores of 

the top performing multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition range between 49%-52%, 

which is close to random predictions. Additionally, the semi-supervised learning method 

does not take label-correlation into consideration, which may resulted in its poor 

performance. 

Notably, the top ranked multi-label decision tree models achieved high specificity but 

low recall scores. For example, the top ranked multi-label decision tree model achieved 

specificity, recall, precision, and NPV scores of 94%, 11%, 61%, and 54%, respectively 

in internal validation, and 95%, 6%, 47%, and 53%, respectively in external validation. 

This suggests that these models predicted most of the compounds as negative with low 
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accuracy. This performance may be due to the implementation of multi-label decision 

tree method that assumes implicit negativity (i.e., treat all missing labels as negative).  

Table 5.4. Description and macro-average performance of the best seven performing models. 

# 
Method 

(1) 

Base 

Classifier 

Classifier 

Setting (3) 

Feature 

Selection 

Method (2) 

No. of 

Features 
(4) 

K 
(5) 

 AC

C* 
F1* RR* RE* 

AUR

OC* 
SP* 

NPV

* 

1 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Decision 

Tree 
Gini Index LSFS 16 4 

CV* 0.90 0.76 0.86 0.74 0.83 0.92 0.91 

Test 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.76 0.85 0.94 0.92 

2 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Decision 

Tree 

Information 

Gain 
LSFS 16 4 

CV* 0.90 0.75 0.85 0.73 0.83 0.94 0.91 

Test 0.91 0.77 0.85 0.75 0.84 0.94 0.92 

3 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Random 

Forest 
Gini Index UFS 25 3 

CV* 0.88 0.78 0.90 0.74 0.82 0.90 0.89 

Test 0.87 0.76 0.88 0.72 0.81 0.91 0.87 

4 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Random 

Forest 
Gini Index SFS 24 3 

CV* 0.88 0.77 0.89 0.74 0.81 0.89 0.88 

Test 0.87 0.77 0.87 0.75 0.83 0.90 0.88 

5 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Random 

Forest 

Information 

Gain 
LSFS 2 2 

CV* 0.84 0.65 0.85 0.63 0.74 0.84 0.85 

Test 0.83 0.64 0.85 0.63 0.74 0.85 0.83 

6 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Random 

Forest 

Information 

Gain 
UFS 25 2 

CV* 0.84 0.71 0.83 0.69 0.74 0.80 0.87 

Test 0.82 0.66 0.79 0.64 0.72 0.80 0.82 

7 

Random 

K 

Labelset 

Naïve 

Bayes 
- SFS 87 2 

CV* 0.78 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.76 

Test 0.76 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.71 0.74 0.74 

* ACC: accuracy, F1: F1-score, PR: precision, RE: recall, AUROC: area under Receiver Operating Characteristics 

curve, SP: specificity, NPV: negative predictive value, CV: cross-validation (internal validation), Test: testing set 

(external validation). 

(1) Multi-label classification approach 

(2) SFS: Supervised feature selection; UFS: Unsupervised feature selection; LSFS: Label-specific feature selection 

(3) Settings used for the base classifier. For decision trees, it is the metric for measuring nodes purity. 

(4) In the case of LSFS, this is the number of features selected per endpoint. In SFS and UFS, this is the total number of 

selected features. 

(5) The size of the labelset 

 

Moreover, we identified seven multi-label models that exceeded the performance range 

of binary relevance models in all five metrics: accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, and 

specificity in both internal and external validation. Then, we ranked the seven models as 
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explained above. The seven models were generated using random K labelset method. 

Description of these seven models is provided in Table 5.2 along with their calculated 

seven performance metrics.  

In Table 5.2, the best performing model is generated by random K labelset approach 

(with K = 4), decision trees as base classifiers, and label-specific feature selection 

method. The length of the labelset K is four indicating that each labelset has four 

endpoints. Since there are 17 endpoints, the method generated five labelsets. Each 

labelset includes four endpoints except for one labelset, which contains only one 

endpoint. The model created five decision trees (one tree for each labelset) using the Gini 

index for measuring nodes purity. The parameters of the decision trees were tuned using 

5-fold cross-validation on the training set. Each tree was trained using 16 features 

selected by the label-specific feature selection method. The model achieved accuracy, F1-

score, precision, recall, AUROC, specificity, and NPV scores of 90%, 76%, 86%, 74%, 

83%, 92% and 91%, respectively in internal validation, and 91%, 79%, 86%, 76%, 85%, 

94% and 92%, respectively in external validation. 

5.5.4 Random Chance Analysis 

Figure 5.8 shows AUROC scores of the top ranked models generated by each multi-label 

classification method and the binary relevance method. AUROC scores range from 0.0 

(worst performance) to 1.0 (best performance), and a score of 0.5 indicates random 

predictions. Figure 5.8 shows that the binary relevance method performed slightly better 

than random. However, the random K labelset model achieved high AUROC scores in 

predicting most of the endpoints. Interestingly, the label powerset method achieved high 
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AUROC scores in internal validation, but its performance is almost random in external 

validation. 

Figure 5.8. AUROC scores of the top ranked models generated by each multi-label classification method and the binary 

relevance method per endpoint in (a) internal and (b) external validation. Rows correspond to the multi-label 

classification methods and the binary relevance method. Column corresponds to endpoints. Each cell shows the 

AUROC scores of each method per endpoint. The scores range from 0.0 (worst performance) to 1.0 (best performance). 

AUROC scores of 0.5 indicate random predictions. BR: binary relevance, CC: classifier chains, DL: deep learning, LP: 

label powerset, MLC-BMaD: multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition, MLDT: multi-label decision tree, MLKNN: 

multi-label K nearest neighbor, RAkEL: random K labelset, SSL: semi-supervised learning. 
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5.5.5 Estimating Toxicity of a Given Endpoint Using Average Toxicity 

Values of other Endpoints 

We investigated the possibility to estimate the toxicity of a given compound for a specific 

endpoint using the average toxicity measurements of other endpoints for the same 

compound. Since this approach requires calculating the average toxicity measurements of 

the endpoints, we applied this approach only to compounds that have known toxicity data 

for at least two endpoints. The macro-average accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, 

AUROC, specificity, and NPV scores in internal validation are 63%, 57%, 57%, 62%, 

62%, 63%, and 64%, respectively. Moreover, in external validation, the previously 

mentioned scores are 60%, 51%, 52%, 54%, 57%, 58%, and 60%, respectively. These 

results indicate that this approach performed worse than the binary relevance method on 

the dataset we used. Additionally, Figure 5.9 shows the performance of this approach per 

endpoint.  

However, it should be noted that these results are not comparable to other results in this 

review since this approach is applied to a subset of the dataset. Moreover, there are two 

main issues with this approach. First, it is inapplicable to new compounds for which there 

is no toxicity information at all. In this review, we treat the compounds in the testing set 

as if they are new compounds. We use the models, which were trained using the training 

set, to predict all toxicity endpoints in the testing set. Then, we use the known toxicity 

information of the compounds in the testing set to verify the predictions. Second, some 

compounds in this dataset have known toxicity information for only one endpoint, so 

there is not enough data to calculate “average” experimental values. 
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Figure 5.9. Performance of estimating the toxicity of a given endpoint using average toxicity values of other endpoints 

in (a) internal and (b) external validation. Each row corresponds to a performance metric, and each column corresponds 

to an endpoint. Each cell shows the calculated scores per endpoint. The scores range from 0.0 (worst performance) to 

1.0 (best performance). 

 

5.5.6 Predictability of Endpoints 

We analyzed variability in models' predictive performances across endpoints. The heat 

maps in Figure 5.10 show models’ performance per endpoint in internal (Figure 5.10(a)) 

and external (Figure 5.10(b)) validation. We used mean absolute error metric (MAE)60, 

which ranges from 0.0 (perfect performance) to 1.0 (worst performance), to compare 
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predictions per endpoint with the true labels. Let 𝑦 and �̂� denote the vector of true labels 

(i.e. the gold standard) and the vector of predicted labels, respectively, and let n be the 

number of samples. The MAE is defined as60 

𝑀𝐴𝐸(𝑦, �̂�) =
1

 𝑛
∑|𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖|             (5.9)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

Figure 5.10. Predictability of endpoints in (a) internal and (b) external validation. The heat maps show models' 

performances in predicting each toxicity endpoint. Each row corresponds to a model, and each column corresponds to a 

toxicity endpoint. Cells represent model's performance in predicting each endpoint. Models are numbered from 0 to 

19,185. The performance is calculated using mean absolute error metric and ranges from 0.0 (best performance) to 1.0 

(worst performance). The endpoints were clustered according to models' performances in predicting the endpoints into 

two clusters: endpoints with high predictability (green clusters) and endpoints with low predictability (orange clusters). 

 

We used hierarchal clustering61 to group endpoints according to models’ performances 

into two clusters of endpoints with high predictability and endpoints with low 
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predictability. Hierarchal clustering is detailed in reference61. Briefly, a hierarchal 

clustering algorithm works by grouping data into a hierarchy of clusters visualized via a 

dendrogram. The height of each bar in the dendrogram represents the distance between 

the clusters or instances. A short bar in the dendrogram indicates small distance (i.e., high 

similarity), while a tall bar indicates large distance (i.e., low similarity). We used the 

correlation distance37, 53 to calculate the distance between pairs of endpoints. The 

correlation distance between two endpoints u and v is defined as  

1 −
(𝑢 − �̅�) ⋅ (𝑣 − �̅�)

‖𝑢 − �̅�‖2‖𝑣 − �̅�‖2
             (5.10) 

where �̅� and �̅� are the means of u and v, respectively. The distance between pairs of 

clusters is calculated using the average linkage method, which is the average distance 

between pairs of endpoints from each cluster. 

We consider endpoints to have high predictability when a majority of the models achieve 

high performance in predicting them; otherwise, the endpoints have low predictability. 

The clusters marked as green in dendrograms in Figure 5.10 contain 11 (Figure 5.10(a)) 

and 12 (Figure 5.10(b)) endpoints that have high predictability in internal (Figure 5.10(a)) 

and external (Figure 5.10(b)) validations, respectively. However, the clusters marked as 

orange in dendrograms contain six (Figure 5.10(a)) and five (Figure 5.10(b)) endpoints 

that have low predictability in internal (Figure 5.10(a)) and external (Figure 5.10(b)) 

validations, respectively. These observations suggest that it is harder to predict some 

endpoints than the others. Nonetheless, some models achieved high performance in 

predicting endpoints with low predictability. 
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Figure 5.11. Predictability of compounds’ toxicity in (a) internal and (b) external validations. The heat maps show 

models performances in predicting the toxicity of each compound. Each row corresponds to a model, and each column 

corresponds to a compound. Cells represent each model's performance in predicting the toxicity of each compound. 

Models are numbered from 0 to 19,185. The performance is calculated using mean absolute error metric and ranges 

from 0.0 (best performance) to 1.0 (worst performance). The compounds were clustered into three groups according to 

models' performances in predicting the compounds toxicities: compounds with high predictability (green clusters), 

compounds with medium predictability (magenta clusters), and compounds with low predictability (orange clusters). 

 

5.5.7 Predictability of Compounds 

Similarly, we analyzed the predictive performance of the models across compounds. The 

heat maps in Figure 5.11 show models’ performances using the MAE metric, calculated 

per compound, in internal (Figure 5.11(a)) and external (Figure 5.11(b)) validations. The 

compounds were clustered into three groups with high, medium and low predictability. 

We used the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between pairs of compounds. To 

calculate the distance between pairs of clusters, we used the average linkage method, 

which is the average distance between pairs of compounds from each cluster. We 
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considered compounds to have high predictability if the majority of the models achieved 

high performance in predicting their toxicities; otherwise, the compounds have low 

predictability. Some compounds have medium predictability, which are the compounds 

that could not be clustered with the compounds with high or low predictability. The 

green, purple and orange clusters in Figure 5.11 contain compounds with high, medium, 

and low predictability, respectively. Nevertheless, some models achieved high 

performance in predicting poorly predictable compounds. 

This analysis indicates that it is more challenging to predict the toxicity of some 

compounds than the others. Therefore, we used Chi-square test53 to identify chemical 

features that can distinguish between these three sets of compounds (compounds with 

high, medium, or low predictability). Figure 5.12 shows ranked features according to 

their Chi-square scores in internal (Figure 5.12(a)) and external (Figure 5.12(b)) 

validations. Features with low ranks (the rightmost side in each bar graph) are present 

with similar frequencies in the three sets of compounds, whereas features with high ranks 

(leftmost side) are present with different frequencies in the three sets of compounds.  

Moreover, we analyzed the relationship between compounds predictability and the 

number of known toxicity effects per compound. The histograms in Figure 5.13 show 

probability distribution of the number of toxicity effects for compounds with high, 

medium, and low predictability in internal (Figure 5.13(a)) and external (Figure 5.13(b)) 

validations. Notably, the number of known toxicity effects for compounds with high 

predictability ranges from 1 to 8, and 1 to 10 in internal and external validation, 

respectively. Similarly, the number of known toxicity effects for compounds with low 
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predictability ranges from 1 to 8, and 1 to 6 in internal and external validation, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 5.12. Ranked features of compounds with high, medium and poor predictability in (a) internal and (b) external 

validation. Part (a) represents the compounds used in the training set, while part (b) represents the compounds used in 

the testing set. The x-axis represents features, and the y-axis represents the percentage of features presence for 

compounds with high, medium and low predictability. The features are ranked using Chi-square statistics to determine 

features that can distinguish between compounds with high, medium and low predictability. Low ranked features 

(rightmost side) are present at similar frequencies in both sets of compounds, whereas high ranked features (leftmost 

side) are present with different frequencies in both sets of compounds. 
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Figure 5.13. The relationship between compounds predictability and the number of known toxicity effects per 

compound. The histograms show the probability distribution of the number of known toxicity endpoints per compound 

for compounds with high, medium, and low predictability in (a) internal and (b) external validations. 

 

However, compounds with medium predictability have 1 to 15, and 1 to 14 known 

toxicity effects per compound for internal and external validation, respectively. In the 

internal validation, the average number of known toxicity effects for compounds with 

high, medium and low predictability is 1.66, 4.47, and 1.33, respectively, while it is 1.81, 

4.50, and 1.40, respectively in the external validation. We observe that compounds that 

have high and low predictability are associated with a small number of known toxicity 

effects. However, compounds with medium predictability are associated with a larger 

number of known toxicity effects.  
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5.5.8 Effect of Feature Selection on Model Performance 

Moreover, Figure 5.14 shows that no feature selection method strictly outperformed 

others, and some models achieved good performance even when no feature selection 

method is applied. While there is no association between the number of selected features 

and models’ performances, some models achieve high performance using only a small 

subset of features. 

 

Figure 5.14. Effect of feature selection on models’ performance in (a) internal and (b) external validation. Bar graphs 

show models’ macro-average performance via five metrics: accuracy, F1-score, precision, recall, and specificity. 

Models are numbered from 0 to 19,185. SFS: supervised feature selection, UFS: unsupervised feature selection, LSFS: 

label-specific feature selection, None: no feature selection method is applied. 
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5.6 Conclusion and Outlook 

We realize that our conclusions are constrained by the dataset and methods that we 

considered in this study. However, we believe that the diversity of the compounds and 

computational methods are sufficient to draw meaningful conclusions. This study 

illustrates the advantages of using multi-label models for toxicity assessment of 

pharmaceutically, environmentally and industrially important compounds, even when 

toxicity data is partially available. The results of this comprehensive analysis of the state-

of-the-art methods for multi-label classification demonstrates these models' abilities to 

exceed the performance of binary relevance models, suggesting that combining endpoints 

correlations with compound's features can increase model performance. Moreover, multi-

label methods can reduce the number of generated models. When using the binary 

relevance method, one model must be created per endpoint (i.e., 17 models for our 

dataset). However, the best performing multi-label classification method in this 

benchmark study required generating only five models to predict all of the 17 endpoints. 

We observed variability in models’ predictive performances across endpoints. A primary 

factor influencing their performance could be the ratio of toxic and non-toxic compounds 

affiliated with each endpoint. Figure 5.4(b) shows five endpoints associated with a large 

number of toxic compounds, but a small number of nontoxic compounds (i.e., unbalanced 

endpoints) namely: reproductive paternal toxicity in rats, reproductive offspring toxicity 

in rats, maternal toxicity in rats, maternal toxicity in rabbits and developmental toxicity in 

mice. Notably, Figure 5.10 shows that these five endpoints have low predictability. 

However, this observation does not hold in the opposite situation when the number of 
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nontoxic compounds is much larger than the number of toxic compounds. Two endpoints 

fall in this category as shown in Figure 5.4(b): genotoxicity in mice and genotoxicity in 

rats. Figure 5.10 demonstrates that these two endpoints have high predictability.  

Moreover, we recognized that the number of the compounds associated with each 

endpoint did not influence models’ performances based on the dataset we used. 5. 4(b) 

shows that four toxicity endpoints namely: developmental toxicity in mice and rabbits, 

genotoxicity in rats and maternal toxicity in rabbits, are associated with a small number 

compounds (i.e., less than 500 compounds). However, Figure 5.10 shows that two of 

these endpoints (developmental toxicity in mice and maternal toxicity in rabbits) have 

low predictability, but the remaining two endpoints (developmental toxicity in rabbits and 

genotoxicity in rats) have high predictability. 

When examining the choices of methods for multi-label classification, base classifiers 

and feature selection with their performances in internal and external validations, we 

observe that no single method strictly outperformed others. Therefore, models 

performance is dependent on a strategic application of combinations of these methods. 

Additionally, some models exhibited similar performance, although they were generated 

by different combinations of the methods. However, the fact that the top performing 

models provided in Table 5.2 were generated using the Random K Labelset method 

suggests that this method is a good candidate for modeling multi-label toxicity data with 

missing labels.  

The methods applied in this study will be useful in future settings to predict narrow 

toxicity endpoints. In this study, we used broad endpoints of toxicity phenotypes in 
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different species. Narrow endpoints may include strain, gender, age, dose, tissues or 

organs, and route and duration of exposure. The broad endpoints (also called composite 

endpoints14) are at the top of the hierarchy. However, the lower we go down the 

hierarchy, the narrower are the endpoints. Predicting narrow endpoints aids in identifying 

compounds' toxicity across different conditions. However, there are several challenges in 

modeling narrow endpoints:  

• Few compounds are associated with each narrow endpoint. This limitation may 

inhibit models ability to identify useful features or detect outliers. However, broad 

endpoints aggregate toxicity data of compounds for all endpoints at the bottom of 

the hierarchy. Therefore, it is plausible that predictive models can achieve better 

performance in predicting broad rather than narrow endpoints. 

• The number of narrow endpoints is much larger than broad endpoints. Developing 

a model for each narrow endpoint is infeasible, which renders the binary 

relevance method impractical. Applying multi-label methods will be necessary to 

reduce the number of generated models. 

• Compounds are not tested for all narrow endpoints resulting in more missing 

toxicity data for each compound. Subsequently, identifying correlations between 

narrow endpoints, which is an essential component of multi-label methods, may 

become more challenging. 

However, these challenges can be overcome once more data becomes available. 

Toxicity endpoints are often measured in continuous values rather than binary categories. 

Predicting continuous endpoints can eliminate the discretization step of toxicity data, 
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which requires endpoint-specific thresholds23. However, it was shown in another study 

that predicting exact values of continuous endpoints is harder than predicting binary 

categories14. Some multi-label classification methods, such as Random K labelset and 

label powerset, are not suitable for continuous endpoints. Therefore, future work should 

be directed to developing multi-label methods that can process continuous toxicity data. 

Although the best performing multi-label model achieved high performance, it may be 

useful to utilize other well-performing models that were generated in this study. An 

ensemble consisting of well-performing models with minimum overlapping of their 

correct predictions may outperform any single model18. On the other hand, combining 

predictions of good and poor models may hinder the performance of good models. 

Nevertheless, robust testing should be performed to evaluate the quality of aggregated 

predictions. 
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Chapter 6 Learning from Dense Regions (LDR): A Novel Method for 

Multi-label Classification and Multi-target Regression of Data with 

Missing Labels 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we present a novel and generic framework for developing multi-label 

classification (MLC) and multi-target regression (MTR) models from datasets with 

missing labels. MTR “refers to the task of predicting multiple continuous variables using 

a common set of input variables”1, while MLC aims at predicting multiple binary 

variables. Figure 6.1 shows an example of MLC and MTR datasets with missing labels.  

 

Figure 6.1. Illustration of multi-label classification and multi-target regression. X is the dataset for which feature 

vectors describe samples S1 to Sn; n is the number of samples; F1 to Fm are features; m is the number of features. Y is 

the label matrix. (a) Multi-label classification. Missing labels are denoted with ‘?’. ‘1’ and ‘0’ are known labels. (b) 

Multi-target regression. 

 

The idea for our framework comes from the observation that although some labels may 

be missing, there are regions in the label space in which a subset of labels is known for a 

group of samples, and these can be used to infer labels for samples with missing labels. 
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We refer to these regions as “Dense Regions.” Figure 6.2 illustrates four dense regions 

(colored in green, blue, yellow, and brown) in a hypothetical dataset.  

 

 

Figure 6.2. Four dense regions in a hypothetical dataset. Each row corresponds to a sample, and each column 

corresponds to a label. Each cell shows whether a label is positive (1) or negative (-1) for a sample. 0 indicates 

missing/unknown labels.  

 

As we exploit information from these dense regions to develop predictive models, we 

refer to our framework as Learning from Dense Regions (LDR). When identifying these 

dense regions, it is possible to apply any MLC or MLR algorithm to develop a model for 

each dense region. Consequently, each model in this ensemble can predict a subset of the 

labels. The workflow of LDR is as follows: 

1. Identify dense regions. 

2. Develop one multi-label classification model for each dense region. 

3. Apply the ensemble of models to predict labels of new samples. 

4. If necessary, aggregate predictions from overlapping models and produce the final 

predictions. 
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The last step is necessary when dense regions overlap, and therefore, potentially several 

models provide predictions for the same subset of labels. More details on this step are 

provided in the “Aggregating the Predictions” section. Another problem we tackled in 

this study is imbalanced datasets, which is a common issue in many MLC datasets. In this 

chapter, we present a novel method for oversampling imbalanced MLC datasets with 

missing labels. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The Materials and Methods section provides details 

on dataset preparation, the imbalanced dataset resampling method, and an explanation of 

each step of the LDR workflow. Next, we present results of LDR performance in the 

Results section. Finally, we provide suggestions for improvements in the Conclusion and 

Next Steps section. 

6.2 Materials and Method 

6.2.1 Preliminaries 

Here, we explain three metrics used for describing MLC datasets. 

Cardinality is the average number of positive labels per sample. Let N be the number of 

samples in the dataset, and the number |Yi| of positive labels for a sample xi, then the 

cardinality is defined as follows 2: 

 

 

Density is the average number of positive labels per sample divided by the number of 

dataset labels L. Density is defined as follows 2: 

(6.1) card =
1

N
|

i=1

N

åY
i
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Distinct combinations denote the number of unique combinations of 

labels in the dataset. 

Cardinality and Density are both necessary to characterize MLC datasets since some 

multi-label classification models achieve different performances for datasets that have 

similar cardinality but different density 3.  

6.2.2 Datasets Description 

For the assessment purpose, in this work, we used four MLC datasets (Emotions, Flags, 

Scene, and TMC2007-500) and five MTR datasets (ATP1D, OES97, ENB), which are 

described in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, respectively. The datasets are donwloaded from the 

Mulan repository 4.  

We downloaded training and testing files of the four MLC datasets from the Mulan 

repository. Emotions dataset consists of songs and six categories of emotions associated 

with these songs. The flags dataset contains details about nations and the colors of their 

flags. The scene dataset is for classifying scenes in images. TMC2007-500 dataset is for 

predicting anomalies in textual records. 

Table 6.1. MLC Datasets Description 4.  

Name Domain Instances Attributes Labels Cardinality Density Distinct 

Emotions5 Music 593 72 6 1.869 0.311 27 

Flags6 Images 194 19 7 3.392 0.485 54 

Scene7 Images 2407 294 6 1.074 0.179 15 

TMC2007-

5008 

text 28596 500 22 2.158 0.098 1341 

 

Dens =
1

N

|Y
i
|

| L |
i=1

N

å (6.2) 
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Three MTR datasets (ATP1D, OES97, and ENB) are used for only cross-validation 

assessment due to their small size. The remaining two MTR datasets (SCM1d and 

SCM20d) are split into 80% for training and cross-validation assessment, and 20% for 

testing. ATP1D (Airline Ticket Price) dataset is for predicting the airline ticket price of 

the next day. ENB (Energy Building) dataset is for the prediction of the heating and 

cooling load requirements of buildings. The OES97 (Occupational Employment Survey) 

dataset was obtained from the year 1997 reports the number of employees in each 

occupation. SCM (Supply Chain Management) datasets are derived from the Trading 

Agent Competition in Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) tournament from 2010, 

and each target corresponds to the mean price of the next day (SCM1D) or the mean price 

for the next 20-days (SCM20D) for each product in the simulation. 

Table 6.2. MTR Datasets Description 4. 

Name Domain Instances Attributes Targets 

ATP1D1 Airline 337 411 6 

ENB1, 9 Energy 768 8 2 

OES971 Occupations 334 263 16 

SCM1d1 Supply Chain  9803 280 16 

SCM20d1 Supply Chain 8966 61 16 

 

6.2.3 Datasets Preparation 

The MLC and MTR datasets contain complete labels. Therefore, to simulate the situation 

of missing labels, we randomly removed some samples for each label. We randomly 

removed 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of samples per label, and assessed the 

performance for the models for each case. For MLC datasets, we put into consideration 
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the ratio of positive and negative classes for each label. Figure 6.3 shows an example of 

randomly removing 50% of samples per label. 

 

Figure 6.3. Example of randomly removing 50% samples from each label. The dataset contains eight samples and two 

labels. Original Dataset includes complete labels. The Processed Dataset is generated after randomly removing 50% of 

samples (i.e., four samples) per labels. 

 

6.2.4 Resampling Imbalanced Dataset 

For MLC datasets, the distribution of labels in the dataset is imbalanced. A large portion 

of samples belong to one label (i.e., majority label), and a small portion of samples 

belong to another label (i.e., minority label). In many cases, the class of interest is the 

minority class. However, statistical methods tend to favor majority labels, and the 

generated models do not learn well the minority labels. One way to deal with imbalanced 

datasets is to use resampling methods that change the distribution of labels the datasets10.  

There are two main approaches for resampling imbalanced datasets: oversampling 

methods to increase the number of minority samples, and undersampling methods to 

decrease the number of majority samples. Random oversampling methods clone random 
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samples with the minority label10, whereas random undersampling methods remove 

randomly samples with the majority label11. Minority oversampling methods such as 

SMOTE generate artificial samples by interpolation between minority samples12. 

It is possible to combine oversampling and undersampling methods and apply them 

simultaneously to increase the number of minority samples and decrease the number of 

majority samples at different rates13. Additionally, ensemble methods such as Bagging 

can be used by dividing the majority label set into N smaller sets and generating N 

models such that each model is trained using the minority samples and one set of the 

majority samples14. 

In the case of MLC datasets, there are two categories of methods for resampling 

imbalanced datasets as shown in Figure 6.4. The first category is label powerset based 

methods, which takes into consideration the frequency of label combinations15. In Figure 

6.4 (a), the combination 0l0 is the majority label powerset, because it is the most frequent 

label powerset. The second type consists of individual labels based methods, which takes 

into consideration the number of positive and negative samples per label16. In Figure 6.4 

(b), L1 is imbalanced, because the number of positive samples associated with this label is 

much smaller than the negative samples. L2 is also imbalanced because the number of 

negative samples associated with this label is much smaller than the number of positive 

samples. There are four main approaches for resampling imbalanced MLC datasets16: 

• Label powerset random undersampling (LP-RUS) in which random samples from 

the majority label powerset are removed. 
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• Label powerset random oversampling (LP-ROS) in which random samples from 

minority label powersets are cloned. 

• Individual labels random undersampling (ML-RUS) in which random samples 

that belong to the majority labels are removed. 

• Individual labels random oversampling (ML-ROS) in which random samples that 

belong to the minority labels are cloned. 

 

 

Figure 6.4. Example of imbalanced multi-label datasets. (a) Imbalanced Label Powerset. (b) Imbalanced Individual 

Labels. 0 indicates negative, and 1 indicates positive. 

 

The above four methods have been developed and compared by Charte et. al (2015)16, 

and they found that resampling based on imbalanced individual labels (i.e., ML-ROS and 

ML-RUS) achieved better performance than resampling based on imbalanced label 

powersets (i.e., LP-ROS and LP-RUS)16. The main disadvantage of resampling based on 

label powersets is that this approach tends to favors rare combinations that may not exist 

in new data, and it was shown to increase false positives16. Additionally, the authors 
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demonstrated that oversampling methods (ML-ROS and LP-ROS) achieved better 

performance than undersampling methods (ML-RUS and LP-RUS)16. Therefore, the 

authors concluded that ML-ROS method helped in generating models that learn minority 

labels and subsequently increased models performance16.  

The above methods have been developed for MLC datasets with complete labels. In this 

section, we describe a novel modification of the ML-ROS approach for MLC datasets 

with missing labels. First, we define some metrics for assessing imbalance level in multi-

label datasets. Then, we explain the original ML-ROS method developed by Charte et. al 

(2015)16. Finally, we describe the novel improvements we made for ML-ROS method to 

make it suitable for MLC datasets with missing labels. In this study, we focus on 

resampling concerning the positive class. 

Majority Label is the label that has the highest number of positive samples. In Figure 6.4, 

L2 is the majority label. The majority label is determined as follows16: 

 

 

Imbalance ratio per label (IRLbl) of label y is the ratio between the number of positive 

samples associated with the majority label and the number of positive samples associated 

with label y. IRLbl is calculated as follows16: 

arg max
jÎ[1,|Y |]

( h(y
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j
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Mean imbalance ratio (MeanIR) is the average IRLbl for all labels, and it is calculated 

as follows16: 

 

Maximum imbalance ratio (MaxIR) is the maximum IRLbl value in the dataset. 

Minority labels are labels whose IRLbl is greater than meanIR16. 

Table 6.3 shows the MeanIR values calculated for each MLC dataset for each case of 

missing labels. Charte et. al reported that any MLC dataset with MeanIR values greater 

than 1.5 should be considered as imbalanced dataset16. 

 

Table 6.3. MeanIR values calculated for each MLC dataset for each case of missing labels. 

Missing Labels 

Elements % 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

Emotions 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.47 1.49 

Flags 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.16 2.16 

Scene 1.33 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 

TMC2007-500 17.09 17.08 17.09 17.08 17.06 

 

Algorithm 6.1 describes the ML-ROS algorithm developed by Charte et. al.16. The 

algorithm requires setting a percentage P, which is used for calculating the maximum 

number of samples to clone. There are two main steps in the algorithm. The first step is 

identifying minority labels by calculating the IRLbl for each label and comparing it with 

IRLbl(L) =

max
jÎ[1,|Y |]

( h(y
i
,Y
j
)
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the MeanIR for the whole datasets. A bag of samples is created for each minority label, 

which contains the samples that are associated with that label. The second step is for 

cloning minority samples. In each iteration, a random sample is selected randomly from 

each bag and cloned. The IRLbl is updated for each label. If the IRLbl becomes smaller or 

equal to the MeanIR, the label is removed from the list of minority labels. The process 

continues until the maximum number of samples to clone is reached. The algorithm 

return D’, which is the processed dataset after resampling. 

 

Algorithm 6.1. ML-ROS algorithm developed by Charte et. al.16 

 

 

There are two main issues with this algorithm. First, it is difficult to set the value of the 

percentage P. If P is too small, the processed dataset D’ will contain minority labels, 

whereas if P is too large, D’ will become very large. Second, the algorithm does not take 

into consideration samples that belong to both minority and majority labels. Cloning 
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these samples will contribute to increasing the number of samples associated with 

minority labels as well as majority labels. 

We made some modifications to the algorithm as described in Algorithm 6.2. Firstly, we 

removed the percentage P parameter. Second, we create bags for minority labels 

(minBags) and bags for majority labels (majBags). For each minority label, a minBag is 

created, which contains samples associated with this label. Similarly, for each majority 

label, a majBag is created, which includes the samples associated with this label. Samples 

that belong to minority and majority labels appear in minBags and majBags. When all 

minBags and majBags are created, minBags are post-processed to remove samples from 

minBags that also exist in majBags. This way minBags contains samples that belong only 

to minority labels. Finally, we changed the threshold of the cloning process such that the 

iteration continues until all there are no minority labels in the dataset.  

 

Algorithm 6.2. Modified ML-ROS algorithm for MLC datasets with missing labels. 
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6.2.5 Identifying Dense Regions 

To simplify the process of finding dense regions, we encode known labels with 1 and 

missing labels with 0. This way, we have a binary matrix of known and unknown data as 

shown in Figure 6.5. When identifying dense regions, we aim to satisfy three conditions: 

1. Maximize the size of found dense regions so that models are trained on large 

portions of the dataset. 

2. Minimize the number of regions to reduce the number of trained models. 

3. Each label must be included in at least one dense region to ensure that each 

known label can be predicted by at least one model. 

 

Figure 6.5. Four dense regions in a hypothetical dataset. Each row corresponds to a sample, and each column 

corresponds to a label. Each cell shows whether the label for a sample is known (1) or missing (0).  

We applied Bimax (binary inclusion-maximal bi-clustering algorithm)17 to find the dense 

regions. Bimax is a simple and fast algorithm that uses a recursive divide and conquer 

strategy to find all bi-clusters in in data represented by a binary matrix. It can find bi-

clusters that are composed entirely of 1s, which translates into finding clusters that 
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contain only known labels from our dataset. Bimax can detect noncontiguous bi-clusters, 

which helps in increasing the size of the dense regions.  

Bimax tends to generate a large number (i.e., thousands) of redundant bi-clusters. Some 

bi-clusters are subsets of larger bi-clusters, and some bi-clusters heavily overlap. To 

avoid this problem, we applied a filtering step to eliminate all small bi-clusters that are 

subsets of larger clusters. Additionally, we set a threshold to restrict the size of 

overlapping portions of two bi-clusters. After doing some experimentation, we set the 

threshold of overlapping portions of bi-clusters to 10%. We found that this set-up is 

sufficient for identifying a small number of large bi-clusters. 

Additionally, Bimax doesn’t guarantee that each label is included in at least one bi-

cluster. To overcome this situation, we applied Bimax iteratively to the label space that is 

not included in the bi-clusters. 

6.2.6 Developing the models 

Once the dense regions are identified, we develop an MLC or MTR model for each dense 

region. The number of generated models equals the number of dense regions. In our 

hypothetical example shown in Figure 6.2, four MLC models are developed. 

Additionally, we provided a parallel implementation of LDR using multiprocessing on a 

single compute node. We implemented a multi-task approach such that each model is 

trained in parallel on a separate core as shown in Figure 6.6.  

To assess LDR’s performance on MLC datasets, we applied LDR using six algorithms: 

ridge, decision tree, extra tree, extra trees, neural network, and label powerset with linear 
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discriminate analysis as a base-classifier. Moreover, we applied LDR on MTR datasets 

using six algorithms: decision tree, extra trees, random forest, ridge, partial least squares, 

K-nearest neighbors. We compared LDR’s performance with binary relevance (BR) since 

BR is often used as a baseline to evaluate multi-label classification methods 18. We 

applied BR with Naïve Bayes as a base-classifier for MLC datasets, and neural networks 

for MTR datasets. 

 

Figure 6.6. Parallel execution of LDR calculation. Each model is developed in parallel on a separate core. 

 

6.2.7 Aggregating the Predictions 

When predicting labels of a new sample, all the developed models are applied. Each 

model provides predictions for a subset of the labels. It is possible for a given label to be 

predicted by more than one model. This happens when the label is included in two or 
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more bi-clusters (i.e., overlapping bi-clusters). In this case, we apply the majority voting 

approach for MLC datasets to aggregate predictions of models that can predict the same 

label. For MTR datasets, we calculate the average values of the predictions. 

The example in Figure 6.6 illustrates this situation. Model 1 provides predictions for 

labels L1-L4. Model 2 provides predictions for labels L3-L10. Model 3 provides 

predictions for labels L1-L6. Model 4 provides predictions for labels L8-L10. For 

example, label L3 can be predicted by model 1, model 2, and model 3. The predicted 

class of label L3 is the majority class provided by the three models. 

6.2.8 Performance Metrics 

For classification, we used six performance indicators: accuracy, F-measure, precision, 

recall, specificity, and negative predictive value (NPV). These metrics have been 

explained in the previous chapters. For regression, we used three metrics to evaluate the 

performance of regression models.  

R2 score (also called coefficient of determination) is calculated as follows19: 

𝑅2(𝑦, �̂�) =  1 −  
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̂�)

2𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1

                       (6.7) 

where n is the number of samples in the dataset, y is the vector of true values, �̂� is the 

vector of predicted values and �̅� is the mean of y and calculated as19 

�̅� =
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑦𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                            (6.8) 
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An R2 score of 1.0 indicates the best performance, whereas an R2 score of 0.0 indicates a 

constant model (a model that predicts the same values for all the samples). An R2 score 

can be negative for worse models. 

Mean Absolute Error (MEA) is calculated as follows20:  

𝑀𝐴𝐸(𝑦, �̂�) =
1

 𝑛
∑|𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖|                                          (6.9)

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The values of MAE can be 0.0 (best performance) or larger positive values. 

Median Absolute Error (MedAE) is calculated as follows21: 

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝐴𝐸(𝑦, �̂�) =  𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̂�|, … , |𝑦𝑛 − 𝑦�̂�|)       (6.10) 

MedAE scores have a similar range to MAE. However, MedAE is more robust to 

outliers21. For MLC and MTR datasets, we calculated the micro-average performance of 

classification and regression models. 

We assessed the effect of the resampling method by calculating three performance 

metrics: 

F-measuredif = F-measureimb – F-measurea 

where F-measureimb is the F-measure score of models that were trained after applying the 

resampling, and F-measurea is the F-measure the score of models that were trained 

without applying the resampling method.  

Precisiondif = Precisionimb – Precisiona 
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where Precisionimb is the precision score of models that were trained after applying the 

resampling method, and Precisiona is the precision score of models that were trained 

without applying the resampling method.  

Recalldif = Recallimb – Recalla 

where Recallimb is the recall score of models that were trained after applying the 

resampling, and Recalla is the recall score of models that were trained without applying 

the resampling method.  

We chose the F-measure, precision, and recall scores because the resampling method 

aims at improving the predictions of the positive labels. F-measuredif, Precisiondif, and 

Recalldif values can range from -1.0 to 1.0. Positive values indicate that the resampling 

method improved the performance of the models, while negative values indicate the 

resampling method decreases the performance of the model; 0.0 indicates the 

performance did not change after applying the resampling method. We used macro-

average to calculate these three metrics, since macro-average is sensitive to imbalanced 

datasets, and is often used to assess the performance of resampling methods15,16. 

6.2.9 Methods implementation and software 

LDR is implemented using Python 2.7. We adapted the code from reference 22 for the 

binary relevance method. We used Scikit-learn library 23 for implementing MLC and 

MTR algorithms and base classifiers. We used BiBench library 

(http://bmi.osu.edu/hpc/software/bibench/) for Bimax implementation. 
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6.3 Results 

To assess the performance of LDR, we analyzed the number of generated models. 

Second, we evaluated LDR’s predictive performance using: 1) cross-validation on the 

training sets, and 2) using independent testing sets. Finally, we assessed the performance 

of the minority resampling method of MLC datasets. 

 

Figure 6.7. The number of generated models by LDR for MLC datasets. The x-axis indicates the percentage of missing 

label elements, and the y-axis shows the number of generated models. 

 

6.3.1 Number of Generated Models 

One goal of multi-label learning is to reduce the number of models needed to model the 

entire label space. Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 show the number of labels in MLC and MTR 

datasets, respectively, and the number of models generated by LDR for each percentage 
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of missing label elements in the dataset. We notice that when the percentage of missing 

label elements increases, the number of generated models increases as well. Since the 

sparsity of the label space increases when the percentage of missing label elements 

increases, it is more difficult to identify large dense regions when the label space is 

sparse. In this case, LDR tends to find a higher number of small clusters.  

 

Figure 6.8. The number of generated models by LDR for MTR datasets. The x-axis indicates the percentage of missing 

label elements, and the y-axis shows the number of generated models. 
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6.3.2 Performance Evaluation using Cross-Validation on MLC Datasets  

We evaluated models performance using 5-folds cross-validation using the MLC training 

sets as summarized in Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11, and Figure 6.12. Each model 

is assessed using six performance indicators: accuracy, F-measure, Precision, Recall, 

Specificity, and NPV. The baseline (BR model) is illustrated as a solid blue line, and the 

rest of the models were generated by LDR. Table 6.4 shows the best accuracy scores of 

LDR and BR for each dataset. For the TMC2007-500 dataset, we see that the 

performance of models was not affected by the percentage of missing label elements, 

while for the flags dataset, performance of models exhibits more variability when the 

percentage of missing label elements changes. 

 

Table 6.4. Accuracy scores using 5-fold cross-validation on MLC datasets for each different percentages of missing 

labels. 

Dataset Method % of missing label elements 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

Emotions LDR 78% 78% 79% 77% 77% 

BR 69% 69% 69% 69% 69% 

Flags LDR 76% 73% 71% 72% 73% 

BR 71% 70% 70% 69% 69% 

Scene LDR 90% 89% 89% 88% 88% 

BR 79% 79% 78% 78% 78% 

TMC2007-

500 

LDR 94% 94% 94% 94% 94% 

BR 89% 89% 89% 89% 89% 
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Figure 6.9. Emotions Dataset. LDR models performance using 5-fold cross-validation. The solid line corresponds to the 

BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.10. Flags Dataset. LDR models performance using 5-fold cross-validation. The solid line corresponds to the 

BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.11. Scene Dataset. LDR models performance using 5-fold cross-validation. The solid line corresponds to the 

BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.12. TMC2007-500 Dataset. LDR models performance using 5-fold cross-validation. The solid line 

corresponds to the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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6.3.3 Performance Evaluation using Cross-Validation on MTR Datasets 

We evaluated models performance using 5-folds cross-validation using the MTR training 

sets. Each model is assessed using three performance indicators: R2 score (Figure 6.13), 

MAE (Figure 6.14), and MedAE (Figure 6.15). The baseline (BR model) is illustrated as 

a solid blue line, and the remaining models were generated by LDR. Table 6.5 shows the 

R2 scores of the best performance of LDR and BR for each dataset. For the OES97 

dataset, we observe that the LDR models performance was not affected by the percentage 

of missing label elements, while for the other four datasets, the LDR models performance 

slightly decreases when the percentage of missing label elements increases. For ATP1D, 

OES97, and SCM1d datasets, we observe that the performance of the BR model 

decreases when the percentage of missing label elements increases, while for ENB and 

SCM1d datasets, the performance of BR models remains almost constant. 

 

Table 6.5. The R2 scores using 5-fold cross-validation on MTR datasets for different percentage of missing labels. 

Dataset Method % of missing label elements 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

ATP1D LDR 81% 80% 82% 81% 79% 

BR 79% 80% 76% 72% 69% 

ENB LDR 97% 96% 95% 94% 94% 

BR 87% 86% 87% 87% 86% 

OES97 LDR 90% 90% 89% 90% 90% 

BR 88% 87% 86% 84% 84% 

SCM1d LDR 93% 93% 92% 92% 91% 

BR 89% 89% 89% 89% 89% 

SCM20d LDR 92% 91% 91% 90% 88% 

BR 70% 69% 68% 69% 68% 
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Figure 6.13. The R2 score of LDR models using cross-validation on MTR datasets. The solid line corresponds to the 

BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. Higher R2 score values indicate better performance. 
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Figure 6.14. Median Absolute Error score of LDR models using cross-validation on MTR datasets. The solid line 

corresponds to the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. Lower scores indicate better 

performance. 
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Figure 6.15. Mean Absolute Error score of LDR models using cross-validation on MTR datasets. The solid line 

corresponds to the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. Lower scores indicate better 

performance. 
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6.3.4 Performance Evaluation using MLC Testing Sets 

We assessed the models’ performance using independent MLC testing sets as shown in 

Figure 6.16, Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18, Figure 6.19. Each model is evaluated using six 

performance indicators: accuracy, F-measure, Precision, Recall, Specificity, and NPV. 

The baseline (BR model) is illustrated as a solid blue line, and the remaining models were 

generated by LDR. Table 6.6 shows the best performance of LDR and BR for each 

dataset. For the emotions, flags, and TMC2007-500 datasets, the LDR models 

performance decreases slightly when the percentage of missing label elements increases. 

It is clear that the BR model performance is almost constant in all of the four datasets. 

 

Table 6.6. Accuracy scores using MLC testing sets for different percentage of missing labels. 

Dataset Method % of missing label elements 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

Emotions LDR 76% 76% 78% 77% 76% 

BR 67% 67% 67% 67% 67% 

Flags LDR 76% 78% 75% 75% 73% 

BR 68% 68% 68% 68% 67% 

Scene LDR 90% 90% 89% 89% 88% 

BR 74% 78% 78% 78% 78% 

TMC2007-

500 

LDR 97% 97% 96% 96% 95% 

BR 89% 89% 89% 89% 89% 
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Figure 6.16. Emotions Dataset. LDR models performance using the testing set. The solid line corresponds to the BR 

model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.17. Flags Dataset. LDR models performance using the testing set. The solid line corresponds to the BR model, 

while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.18. Scene Dataset. LDR models performance using the testing set. The solid line corresponds to the BR 

model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.19. TMC2007-500 Dataset. LDR models performance using the testing set. The solid line corresponds to the 

BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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6.3.5 Performance Evaluation using MTR Testing Sets 

We assessed the models’ performance using two independent MTR testing sets (SCM1d 

and SCM20d) as shown in Figure 6.20. Each model is evaluated using three performance 

indicators: R2 score, MAE, and MedAE. The performance of the baseline (BR model) is 

illustrated as a solid blue line, and the remaining models were generated by LDR. Table 

6.7 shows the best performance of LDR and BR for each dataset. The performance of BR 

and LDR models is almost constant for the two datasets even when the percentage of 

missing label elements increases. 

 

Table 6.7. R2 scores using MTR testing sets for different percentage of missing labels. 

Dataset Method % of missing label elements 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

SCM1d LDR 88% 88% 88% 88% 88% 

BR 86% 88% 88% 89% 88% 

SCM20d LDR 62% 62% 62% 62% 62% 

BR 58% 58% 59% 59% 58% 
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Figure 6.20. LDR models performance using MTR testing set. The solid line corresponds to the BR model, while the 

dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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6.3.6 Performance Evaluation of LDR with Resampling using MLC 

Testing Sets 

We assessed the models’ performance using independent testing sets after applying the 

minority oversampling method on the training sets as shown in Figure 6.21, Figure 6.22, 

Figure 6.23, Figure 6.24. Each model is assessed using six performance indicators: 

accuracy, F-measure, Precision, Recall, Specificity, and NPV. The performance of the 

baseline (BR model) is illustrated as a solid blue line, and the remaining models were 

generated by LDR. Table 6.9 shows the best performance of LDR and BR for each 

dataset. For the flags, scene, and TMC2007-500 datasets, the LDR models performance 

decreases when the percentage of missing label elements increases. It is clear that the BR 

model performance is constant for the TMC2007-500 datasets. For the other datasets, 

however, the BR performance increases when the percentage of missing label elements 

increases. 

 

Table 6.8. Accuracy scores after applying the resampling method and assessing LDR performance using the testing sets 

for different percentage of missing labels. 

Dataset Method % of missing label elements 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 

Emotions LDR 77% 78% 78% 76% 77% 

BR 67% 67% 68% 68% 69% 

Flags LDR 76% 70% 69% 69% 70% 

BR 67% 67% 68% 68% 66% 

Scene LDR 90% 90% 89% 89% 88% 

BR 73% 78% 78% 78% 78% 

TMC2007-

500 

LDR 97% 97% 96% 96% 95% 

BR 89% 89% 89% 89% 89% 
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Figure 6.21. Emotions Dataset. LDR models performance with resampling using testing sets. The solid line 

corresponds to the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.22. Flags Dataset. LDR models performance with resampling using testing sets. The solid line corresponds to 

the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.23. Scene Dataset. LDR models performance with resampling using testing sets. The solid line corresponds to 

the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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Figure 6.24. TMC2007-500 Dataset. LDR models performance with resampling using testing sets. The solid line 

corresponds to the BR model, while the dotted lines correspond to LDR models. 
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6.3.7 Analyzing the effect of the resampling method using MLC Testing 

Sets 

Figure 6.25, Figure 6.26, Figure 6.27, and Figure 6.28 show F-measuredif, Precisiondif, 

and Recalldif for Emotions, Flags, Scene, and TMC2007-500 datasets, respectively, for 

different percentage of missing label samples. For the scene dataset, the Precisiondif score 

increases by more than 10% using extra trees models. For the Emotions and Flags 

datasets, we notice that F-measuredif, Precisiondif, and Recalldif scores significantly change 

when the percentage of missing labels changes. The Precisiondif scores of the decision 

tree models increase by 10% for the Emotions dataset. However, the resampling method 

did not improve the performance of the models using the TMC2007-500 dataset. 
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Figure 6.25. F-measuredif, Precisiondif, and Recalldif scores for Emotions Testing Set. Positive values indicate that the 

models performance with resampling is better. Negative values indicate that the models performance without 

resampling is better. 
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Figure 6.26. F-measuredif, Precisiondif, and Recalldif scores for Flags Testing Set. Positive values indicate that the 

models performance with resampling is better. Negative values indicate that the models performance without 

resampling is better. 
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Figure 6.27. F-measuredif, Precisiondif, and Recalldif scores for Scene Testing Set. Positive values indicate that the 

models performance with resampling is better. Negative values indicate that the models performance without 

resampling is better. 
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Figure 6.28. F-measuredif, Precisiondif, and Recalldif scores for TMC2007-500 Testing Set. Positive values indicate that 

the models performance with resampling is better. Negative values indicate that the models performance without 

resampling is better. 
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6.3.8 Analyzing the effect of the resampling method on the size of the 

datasets 

In this section, we analyze the increase in the size of the datasets after applying the 

oversampling method. Figure 6.29 shows that the oversampled Emotions, Flags, Scene, 

and TMC2007-500 datasets have been increased by 5%-8%, 18%-27%, 3%-5%, 6%-

11%, respectively. It is interesting to notice that when the percentage of missing elements 

in the datasets increases, the oversampling algorithm requires cloning a smaller number 

of samples. 

 

Figure 6.29 Effect of the resampling method on the size of the datasets. X-axis corresponds to the percentage of 

missing elements per label, and the y-axis corresponds to the number of samples in the datasets. Dotted lines show the 

size of original datasets, while solid lines show the size of the oversampled datasets. The values above the solid lines 

indicate the percentage of increase in the size of the datasets. 
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6.3.9 Analyzing the effect of the resampling method on the MaxIR and 

MeanIR 

Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 show the MaxIR and MeanIR values of the datasets, 

respectively. It is clear that the MaxIR and MeanIR values of the resampled datasets are 

reduced, which indicates that our method for oversampling minority labels helps in 

improving the quality of the datasets by making the labels more balanced. 

 

Figure 6.30 MaxIR values of original and oversampled datasets. X-axis corresponds to the percentage of missing 

elements per label, and the y-axis corresponds to the MaxIR values. Dotted lines show MaxIR values of original 

datasets, while solid lines show the MaxIR values of the oversampled datasets. 
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Figure 6.31 MeanIR values of original and oversampled datasets. X-axis corresponds to the percentage of missing 

elements per label, and the y-axis corresponds to the MeanIR values. Dotted lines show MeanIR values of original 

datasets, while solid lines show the MeanIR values of the oversampled datasets. 
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6.3.10    Analyzing the effect of the resampling method on IRLbl values 

Figure 6.32, Figure 6.33, Figure 6.34, and Figure 6.35 show the values of IRLbl for each 

label in the original and resampled Emotions, Flags, Scene, and TMC2007-500 datasets 

respectively. In the original datasets, the IRLbl of majority labels (highlighted in blue) 

have lower IRLbl values than the MeanIR, whereas minority labels have higher IRLbl 

values than the MeanIR. We notice that the IRLbl values of minority labels in the 

resampled datasets are smaller than IRLbl values of minority labels in the original 

datasets indicating that the resampling method generated more balanced labels. At the 

same time, the IRLbl values of the majority labels did not change in the resampled 

datasets indicating that the resampling method does not affect the imbalance status of the 

majority labels. 

 

Figure 6.32 IRLbl values of original (part a) and oversampled (part b) Emotion dataset. Each column corresponds to the 

percentage of missing elements per label. Each row corresponds to a label. Each cell shows the IRLbl value for each 

label with respect to the percentage of missing elements per label. The MeanIR values of the original dataset are 

indicated in green. Labels highlighted in blue are majority labels, while labels highlighted in orange are minority labels. 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

a) IRLbl L3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Original IRLbl L6 1.29 1.29 1.28 1.28 1.29

Dataset IRLbl L1 1.41 1.41 1.40 1.40 1.42

MeanIR 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.47 1.49

IRLbl L2 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.55 1.57

IRLbl L5 1.77 1.75 1.76 1.74 1.77

IRLbl L4 1.88 1.88 1.87 1.87 1.89

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

IRLbl L3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

b) IRLbl L6 1.29 1.29 1.28 1.28 1.29

Resampled IRLbl L1 1.41 1.41 1.40 1.40 1.42

Dataset IRLbl L2 1.48 1.47 1.48 1.46 1.47

IRLbl L5 1.41 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42

IRLbl L4 1.48 1.47 1.48 1.46 1.47

Majority 

Labels

Minority 

Labels

Missing Elements per Label

Missing Elements per Label
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Figure 6.33 IRLbl values of original (part a) and oversampled (part b) Flags dataset. Each column corresponds to the 

percentage of missing elements per label. Each row corresponds to a label. Each cell shows the IRLbl value for each 

label with respect to the percentage of missing elements per label. The MeanIR values of the original dataset are 

indicated in green. Labels highlighted in blue are majority labels, while labels highlighted in orange are minority labels. 

 

 

Figure 6.34 IRLbl values of original (part a) and oversampled (part b) Scene dataset. Each column corresponds to the 

percentage of missing elements per label. Each row corresponds to a label. Each cell shows the IRLbl value for each 

label with respect to the percentage of missing elements per label. The MeanIR values of the original dataset are 

indicated in green. Labels highlighted in blue are majority labels, while labels highlighted in orange are minority labels. 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

a) IRLbl L1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Original IRLbl L2 1.61 1.62 1.61 1.62 1.61

Dataset IRLbl L3 1.58 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.56

IRLbl L4 1.70 1.68 1.68 1.70 1.71

IRLbl L5 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.10

MeanIR 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.16 2.16

IRLbl L6 3.28 3.36 3.36 3.32 3.31

IRLbl L7 5.00 4.94 4.93 4.85 4.82

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

b) IRLbl L1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Resampled IRLbl L2 1.45 1.43 1.54 1.62 1.61

Dataset IRLbl L3 1.54 1.52 1.66 1.58 1.56

IRLbl L4 1.61 1.68 1.66 1.70 1.71

IRLbl L5 1.12 1.08 1.15 1.09 1.10

IRLbl L6 2.49 2.30 2.44 1.80 2.12

IRLbl L7 2.77 2.54 2.44 2.10 2.12

Missing Elements per Label

Missing Elements per Label

Majority 

Labels

Minority 

Labels

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

a) IRLbl L5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Original IRLbl L1 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22

Dataset IRLbl L6 1.24 1.23 1.24 1.24 1.23

MeanIR 1.33 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32

IRLbl L3 1.40 1.41 1.41 1.40 1.40

IRLbl L2 1.68 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67

IRLbl L4 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.42 1.40

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

IRLbl L5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

b) IRLbl L1 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22

Resampled IRLbl L6 1.24 1.23 1.24 1.24 1.23

Dataset IRLbl L3 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.31 1.31

IRLbl L2 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.31 1.31

IRLbl L4 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.31 1.31

Missing Elements per Label

Missing Elements per Label

Majority 

Labels

Minority 

Labels
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Figure 6.35 IRLbl values of original (part a) and oversampled (part b) TMC2007-500 dataset. Each column 

corresponds to the percentage of missing elements per label. Each row corresponds to a label. Each cell shows the 

IRLbl value for each label with respect to the percentage of missing elements per label. The MeanIR values of the 

original dataset are indicated in green. Labels highlighted in blue are majority labels, while labels highlighted in orange 

are minority labels. 

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

a) IRLbl L2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Original IRLbl L19 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90

Dataset IRLbl L6 2.12 2.12 2.12 2.12 2.12

IRLbl L12 3.83 3.84 3.83 3.83 3.84

IRLbl L5 4.21 4.20 4.20 4.20 4.20

IRLbl L8 5.82 5.82 5.82 5.82 5.82

IRLbl L13 5.96 5.95 5.95 5.95 5.95

IRLbl L7 7.64 7.64 7.65 7.64 7.64

IRLbl L1 8.94 8.93 8.93 8.93 8.93

IRLbl L14 10.21 10.21 10.21 10.21 10.20

IRLbl L18 11.30 11.30 11.30 11.30 11.30

IRLbl L10 11.62 11.63 11.63 11.62 11.62

IRLbl L16 13.76 13.75 13.76 13.75 13.76

MeanIR 17.09 17.08 17.09 17.08 17.06

IRLbl L20 19.88 19.89 19.90 19.86 19.87

IRLbl L22 22.42 22.40 22.42 22.39 22.36

IRLbl L4 30.02 30.03 30.05 30.06 29.95

IRLbl L9 31.75 31.70 31.74 31.66 31.72

IRLbl L3 32.74 32.70 32.66 32.74 32.69

IRLbl L17 32.65 32.60 32.66 32.60 32.52

IRLbl L11 36.44 36.40 36.35 36.44 36.38

IRLbl L15 39.55 39.47 39.54 39.42 39.50

IRLbl L21 42.30 42.22 42.32 42.22 42.08

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

b) IRLbl L2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Resampled IRLbl L19 1.91 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90

Dataset IRLbl L6 2.12 2.12 2.12 2.12 2.12

IRLbl L12 3.83 3.84 3.83 3.83 3.84

IRLbl L5 4.24 4.20 4.20 4.20 4.20

IRLbl L8 5.69 5.82 5.82 5.82 5.82

IRLbl L13 5.81 5.95 5.95 5.95 5.95

IRLbl L7 7.56 7.64 7.65 7.64 7.64

IRLbl L1 9.10 8.93 8.93 8.93 8.93

IRLbl L14 10.40 10.21 10.21 10.21 10.20

IRLbl L18 11.16 11.30 11.30 11.30 11.30

IRLbl L10 8.88 11.63 11.63 11.62 11.62

IRLbl L16 12.74 13.75 13.76 13.75 13.76

IRLbl L20 17.08 16.86 16.48 16.65 16.86

IRLbl L22 17.15 16.92 16.01 16.33 16.72

IRLbl L4 17.20 16.97 16.48 16.80 17.03

IRLbl L9 17.08 16.94 17.04 16.98 16.60

IRLbl L3 17.41 17.06 17.07 17.06 17.03

IRLbl L17 17.20 17.06 17.07 17.06 17.03

IRLbl L11 17.28 15.47 16.91 16.87 16.90

IRLbl L15 17.41 17.06 17.07 17.06 17.03

IRLbl L21 17.41 17.06 17.07 17.06 17.03

Missing Elements per Label

Missing Elements per Label

Majority 

Labels

Minority 

Labels
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6.4 Recent Literature 

6.4.1 MTR methods for datasets with missing labels 

A survey of MTR methods is presented by Borchani et. al24. Some MLC methods can be 

applied to MTR problems. For example, Stacked single-target and ensemble of regressor 

chains are MTR methods that are inspired from the stacked binary relevance25 and 

ensemble of classifier chains26 MLC methods, respectively1. In some studies, samples 

with missing target values are merely removed1, or missing target values are replaced 

with the average of the target values1, 27. Is other studies, missing target values are 

imputed using matrix completion approahces28. 

Some methods have been developed to handle missing values in MTR datasets. A full 

Bayesian multi-task learning method is designed for both classification and regression 

tasks29. The convex fused sparse group Lasso (cFSGL) algorithm performs MTR with 

simultaneous features selection30. Macau method is based on Bayesian probabilistic 

matrix factorization (BPMF) with integrating side information for the target features31. 

Deep learning was also applied on MTR datasets with missing target values32.  

6.4.2 Resampling Imbalanced MLC datasets with missing labels 

Several methods have been developed for resampling imbalanced MLC datasets. Charte 

el al. developed random oversampling and undersampling approaches based on 

individual-label and label powerset15, 16. MLSMOTE33 is a multi-label version of the 

well-known SMOTE12 algorithm for binary classification. MLSOMTE oversamples 

minority labels by generating synthetic samples. Balanced Pseudo-Labels (BPL) 
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increases the dimensionality of the label space by incorporating artificial balanced 

labels34. 

Other methods aim at tackling the class-imbalance problem at the algorithmic level. 

Representation-based multi-label learning with sampling algorithm incorporates a 

sampling method to identify relevant labels35. Cross-Coupling Aggregation (COCOA) 

method is an ensemble approach that generates binary models for each label as well as 

multi-label models for handling class-imbalance while leveraging label correlations36. 

Sparse Oblique Structured Hellinger Forests (SOSHF) is an imbalance-aware version of 

the random forest algorithm that alters how the splitting functions are learned37. DEML 

(Dealing with labels imbalance by Entropy for Multi-Label classification) transforms the 

multi-label problem into a multi-class problem while addressing the data imbalance 

problem38. 

The above methods have been applied to complete MLC datasets (i.e., without missing 

labels). In this study, we present the first resampling algorithm for MLC datasets with 

missing labels. While no resampling method has been published so far for imbalanced 

MLC datasets with missing labels, some published studies addressed the class imbalance 

problem at the algorithmic level. Constrained submodular minimization39 and multi-label 

co-training40 are two methods developed to tackle both missing labels and imbalanced 

MLC datasets.  

6.4.3 MLC methods for datasets with missing labels 

Several MLC methods have been developed for datasets with missing labels. ML-MG 

method uses a mixed graph which incorporates instance-level similarity, class co-
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occurrence, and label hierarchy41. Multi-label conditional restricted Boltzmann machine 

(ML-CRBM) method considers label co-occurrence by formulating the prediction task as 

a max-margin-based multi-task learning42. Other methods for identifying label 

correlations from MLC datasets with missing labels have been developed by Bi and 

Kwok43, Pan and Liping44, and Bi45. 

Some studies focused on recovering the full label assignment for each sample. A semi-

supervised multi-label learning (SMSE2) approach has been extended for incomplete 

datasets based on the assumptions of label consistency (i.e., the predicted label matric is 

consistent with the original label matrix), and label smoothness (i.e., samples with similar 

features have similar labels, and semantically dependent classes are associated with 

similar samples)46. A backpropagation algorithm with Naïve Bayes approach has been 

developed for inferring missing labels47. Other methods based on learning low-rank label 

matrix recovery have been developed (Zhao and Guo48, Xu et al.49, Ren et al.50, and Xu 

et al.51).  

Some methods have been developed for reducing the dimensionality of the label matrix. 

Probabilistic Multi-Label Classification (PMLC) method handles missing and noisy data 

using Expert Ensemble Overriding Expert (EEOE) approach, which is based on a 

Bayesian network framework, and it identifies label correlations using the Label-Space 

Dimension Reduction (LSDR) approache52. Another Bayesian-based framework has been 

developed by Kapoor et al. to project the label vector to a lower dimension53. Moreover, 

some studies focused on developing MLC methods for large scale-datasets with a large 

number of labels (Kong et al.54, Yu et al.55, ).  
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Other approaches have been developed for label ranking (Bucak et al.56, and Jain et al.57). 

Additionally, deep learning methods have been applied to MLC datasets with missing 

labels (Yeh et al.58). Gaure et al. developed a system for the zero-shot problem to predict 

the class of new labels that are not included in the training set59.  

6.5 Conclusion and Next Steps 

The previous assessment demonstrated two main advantages of LDR. First, LDR needed 

to train a significantly smaller number of models to predict all the labels in the dataset. 

Second, LDR is a generic algorithm and suitable for both classification and regression 

problems. LDR framework consists of several independent components that can be easily 

customized and extended for different types of labels such as binary, multi-class, and 

those with continuous values. In our experiments, LDR achieved better performance than 

BR in both classification and regression. 

Moreover, we developed a novel method for oversampling minority labels in imbalanced 

MLC datasets. Resampling algorithms are not well-studied for MLC datasets with 

missing labels, and in this study, we investigated the effect of resampling on the method’s 

performance. Our analysis shows that resampling improved precision scores of some 

models by about 10%. Cases that showed no improvement after applying the resampling 

method should be studies in more detail. For example, one could define minority labels 

differently by calculating the median imbalanced ratio instead of the MeanIR in addition 

to calculating the standard deviation. Also, it will be interesting to genertate synthentic 

samples instead of cloning minority samples.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

The need for computational methods to extract useful knowledge from large biomedical 

data is crucial nowadays more than ever. In this report, we present contributions to few 

important applications of association extraction in the biomedical field.  

7.1 Summary of Findings and Outlook 

Our DEMGD text mining system, which can extract associations from free-text, was the 

first one that extracted associations between diseases and genes methylated in these 

diseases not only in humans but from animals and plants as well. DEMGD is the first text 

mining system made for this purpose, and it can process abstracts as well as full-text 

articles. Consequently, our DDMGD database contains ~100,000 of such associations, 

some of which are unique and rare associations that are not available in other databases. 

DDMGD is a comprehensive database that includes gene expression and disease 

progression information, in addition to the associations between the methylated genes and 

diseases. In future, it will be of great interest to extend our systems to extract information 

related to other epigenetic modifications such as protein phosphorylation.  

We provided a comprehensive review of computational methods for predicting chemical 

toxicity. This review is the first of its kind to that links between historically significant 

methods with the state-of-the-art approaches while taking into consideration recent 

advancement in 21st Century Toxicology. The review highlights the advantages and 

limitations of these methods and provides recommendations for developing new methods. 

Additionally, we performed the first and the most comprehensive analysis to predict 

associations between chemical compounds and toxicity endpoints using multi-label 
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classification methods applied to a toxicity dataset with missing labels. We were able to 

assess the performance of ~19,000 multi-label classification models under different 

conditions. This analysis was made possible using a large dataset that contains toxicity 

information of ~6,500 compounds and 17 toxicity endpoints in five species, which we 

compiled from public toxicity datasets. We illustrated the advantages of using multi-label 

models for toxicity assessment of pharmaceutically, environmentally and industrially 

important compounds, even when toxicity data is partially available. Therefore, in future, 

it will be of great interest to perform such assessment to similar problems such as 

identifying drugs side effects or compounds activities. Additionally, it will be useful to 

take a step further and use this assessment to determine the mechanism of action of 

compounds. 

Finally, we developed LDR, a novel framework for multi-label classification of datasets 

with missing labels. Our assessment shows that LDR performed better than the baseline. 

Moreover, LDR is a generic framework so that it can be extended to different types of 

datasets. Therefore, subsequent work should be directed to investigate LDR’s 

effectiveness to develop models from multi-label datasets that consists of a mixture of 

discrete and continues labels. Another potential direction of investigation is for dyadic 

datasets. The main difference between multi-label and dyadic datasets is that in the latter, 

the labels are objects that are represented by features. Therefore, it may be useful to 

extend LDR to take into consideration the features of targets. Consequently, the extended 

LDR framework may apply to problems that suffer from missing labels such as drug-

target prediction, protein-protein interaction, chemical-chemical interaction, and 

recommendation systems.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A: Supplementary Material for DDMGD 

Data Sources 

We used scientific literature (PubMed and Open Access Subset of PubMed Central) as 

the main source of information about genes methylated in diseases in any species. To 

identify articles of relevance to our study, we searched on August 19th, 2014 the PubMed 

Central database using keywords such as disease, diseases, cancer, cancers, tumor, 

tumors, tumour, tumours, methylation, hypermethylation, hypomethylation, 

unmethylation, demethylation, methylated, hypermethylated, hypomethylated, 

unmethylated, demethylated, gene, genes and DNA, and we extracted those that are 

included in the Open Access Subset. We found 23,572 full-text articles related to genes 

methylated in diseases. In addition to these, we found 27,395 abstracts from PubMed, 

which are related to genes methylated in diseases but were different from the abstracts of 

the full-text articles in the analysed Open Access Subset.  
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Appendix B: Supplementary Material for Chapter 5 

Methods implementation and software 

Most of the methods were implemented in Python 2.7. We adapted the code from 

reference1 for the binary relevance and classifier chains approaches, and modified the 

code from the scikit-multilearn library (http://scikit.ml/) for multi-label K nearest 

neighbours method. The deep learning and multi-label Boolean matrix decomposition 

methods were applied using Meka2. We used scikit-multilearn python interface to Meka. 

The base classifiers were implemented using Scikit-learn library3 in Python 2.7. The code 

for analysis and generation of figures was implemented in Python 3.4. All relevant codes 

for training and testing the models, analysing the results and creating the figures, and 

instructions to run the code are available online at www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php. 

Dataset sources  

The dataset consists of in vivo toxicity data of pharmaceutical, environmental and 

industrial compounds that we compiled from public toxicity databases.  

• Carcinogenicity data was gathered from National Toxicology Program Dataset 

(http://www.predictive-toxicology.org/data/ntp), Carcinogenic Potency Database 

(https://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cpdb/), Food and Drug Administration 

Carcinogenicity Studies with Rats and Mice (http://www.predictive-

toxicology.org/data/fda), and ToxCast Data (https://www.epa.gov/chemical-

research/toxicity-forecaster-toxcasttm-data).  

http://scikit.ml/
http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/index.php
http://www.predictive-toxicology.org/data/ntp
https://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/cpdb/
http://www.predictive-toxicology.org/data/fda
http://www.predictive-toxicology.org/data/fda
https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/toxicity-forecaster-toxcasttm-data
https://www.epa.gov/chemical-research/toxicity-forecaster-toxcasttm-data
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• Toxicity of environmental compounds was acquired from Cal/Ecotox Database 

(http://oehha.ca.gov/ecotoxicology/general-info/calecotox-database), Ecological 

Soil Screening Database (http://www.epa.gov/ecotox/ecossl/), and Ecotoxicology 

Knowledgebase (http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/). 

• Developmental, maternal and reproductive toxicity data was obtained from 

ToxCast, and ILSL Developmental Toxicity Database 

(http://www.ilsi.org/ResearchFoundation/RSIA/Pages/DevelopmentlToxicityData

base.aspx). 

Additionally, we used Aggregated Computational Toxicology Resource Database 

(https://actor.epa.gov/actor/home.xhtml), OECD QSAR Toolbox 

(http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/risk-assessment/theoecdqsartoolbox.htm), and 

Echemportal (http://www.echemportal.org/echemportal/) to acquire more data about 

carcinogenicity, developmental toxicity, eye irritation, genotoxicity, maternal toxicity, 

reproductive toxicity, and skin sensitization and irritation.  

Table B.1. Parameters of algorithms. 

Algorithm Parameter* Parameter description Applied values 

Boolean matric 

decomposition 

Size 

Size of the matrix must be between 

1 and the number of endpoints 

exclusive 

{4, 8, 10, 12, 16} 

Threshold Must be between 0 and 1 inclusive {0,0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} 

Decision tree and 

multi-label decision 

tree 

Max depth Depth of the tree {2, 8, 32, None} 

Min samples split 
The minimum number of samples 

per node to split the node 
{2, 4, 8, 16} 

Min samples leafs 
Minimum number of samples per 

leaf nodes 
{1, 2, 4, 8} 

K nearest neighbors 

and multi-label K 

nearest neighbors 

K Number of neighbors {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} 

Logistic regression C 

Inverse of regularization strength; 

must be a positive float; smaller 

values indicate stronger 

{0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0} 

http://oehha.ca.gov/ecotoxicology/general-info/calecotox-database
http://www.epa.gov/ecotox/ecossl/
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/
http://www.ilsi.org/ResearchFoundation/RSIA/Pages/DevelopmentlToxicityDatabase.aspx
http://www.ilsi.org/ResearchFoundation/RSIA/Pages/DevelopmentlToxicityDatabase.aspx
https://actor.epa.gov/actor/home.xhtml
http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/risk-assessment/theoecdqsartoolbox.htm
http://www.echemportal.org/echemportal/
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regularization 

Naïve Bayes Alpha Additive smoothing parameter 
{0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 

1.0} 

Random forest and 

extra trees 

N Number of trees {2, 4, 10, 16,} 

Max depth Depth of the tree {2, 8, 32, None} 

Min samples split 
The minimum number of samples 

per node to split the node 
{2, 4, 8, 16} 

Min samples leafs 
Minimum number of samples per 

leaf nodes 
{1, 2, 4, 8} 

Support vector 

machines 

C 

Penalty of the error (for linear, 

polynomial, sigmoid and RBF 

kernels) 

{0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0} 

Degree Degree of the polynomial kernel {2,3,4} 

Coefficient 
Independent term in the kernel (for 

sigmoid and polynomial kernels) 
{0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0} 

Gamma 
Kernel coefficient (for RBF, 

polynomial and sigmoid kernels) 
{0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0} 

Deep learning RBF Number of RBFs {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} 

Random K label-set K Size of the label-set {2, 3, 4, 5} 

Semi-supervised 

learning 

Gamma Kernel coefficient for RBF kernel {0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0} 

Alpha Clamping factor {0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0} 

K 
Number of neighbors for KNN 

kernel 
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16} 

* The parameters that are not mentioned in this table were assigned the default values as specified in the tools that 

implement them. 
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Appendix C: List of Publications 

Published: 

• Kordopati, V., Salhi, A, Razali, R., Radovanovic, A., Tifratene, F., Uludag, M., Li, 

Y., Bokhari, A., AlSaieedi, A., Raies, A.B., Neste, C., Essack, M., Bajic, V.B. 

(2018). DES-Mutation: system for exploring links of mutations and diseases. 

Scientific Reports, 8, e13359. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-31439-w 

 

• Raies, A.B., and Bajic, V.B. (2017). In silico toxicology: comprehensive 

benchmarking of multi-label classification methods applied to chemical toxicity data. 

Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews. Computational Molecular Science, e1352. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1352 

 

• Raies, A.B., and Bajic, V.B. (2016). In silico toxicology: computational methods for 

the prediction of chemical toxicity. Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews. Computational 

Molecular Science, 6(2), 147-172. http://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1240 

 

• Raies, A.B., and Bajic, V.B. (2016), Inside Cover Image, Volume 6, Issue 2. Wiley 

Interdisciplinary Reviews. Computational Molecular Science, 6, ii. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1254  

 

• Raies, A.B., Mansour, H., Incitti, R., & Bajic, V.B. (2015). DDMGD: the database of 

text-mined associations between genes methylated in diseases from different 

species. Nucleic Acids Research, 43(Database issue), D879–D886. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gku1168 

 

• Raies, A.B., Mansour, H., Incitti, R., & Bajic, V.B. (2013). Combining Position 

Weight Matrices and Document-Term Matrix for Efficient Extraction of Associations 

of Methylated Genes and Diseases from Free Text. PLoS ONE, 8(10), e77848. 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0077848 

 

  

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-31439-w
https://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1352
http://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1240
https://doi.org/10.1002/wcms.1254
https://doi.org/10.1093/nar/gku1168
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Appendix D: List of Developed Tools & Software 

 

DEMGD: Dragon Extractor of Methylated Genes in Diseases 

Website: http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/  

A text mining system to extract associations between methylated genes and diseases from 

free-text. The system is discussed in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure D.1: Graphical user interface of DEMGD 

 

  

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/demgd/
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DTMPG: Dragon Text Mining Position Weight Matrix Generator 

Website: http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/dtmpg/  

A text mining system to generate Position Weight Matrices from free text. The system is 

discuss in Chapter 2 

 

Figure D.2. Graphical User Interface of DTMPG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/dtmpg/
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DDMGD: Dragon Database of Methylated Genes in Diseases 

Website: http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/ 

A databases that contains associations between methylated genes and diseases in many 

species. The database is discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

Figure D.3. Graphical user interface of DDMGD. 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/ddmgd/
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Multi-label classification method for datasets with missing labels 

Website: http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/  

Software and data developed for implementing multi-label classification methods for 

datasets with missing labels. The methods are discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

Figure D.4. Website to download the code and data. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/mlc/
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